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Influence of native defects on polytypism in SiC
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An analysis of experimental data on the influence of native defects of the crystalline lattice on
polytypism in silicon carbide has been performed. A simple analytical expression, which
links the degree of hexagonality of the polytype with the concentration of carbon and silicon
vacancies, was obtained. The possible dependence of the model parameters on the
experimental conditions is investigated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the term ‘‘silicon carbide’’ include
in fact an entire class of semiconductor compounds since
is able to crystallize in various modifications known as po
types. SiC polytypes with the same chemical composit
can differ significantly in their electrical properties; for e
ample, their band gaps (Eg) are found within the range from
2.4 eV (3C-SiC! to 3.3 eV (2H-SiC!. All this makes silicon
carbide a promising material from the point of view of cr
ating different types of heterostructures.

However, there is now no generally accepted theory
polytypism in SiC, although a large body of experimen
data has accumulated on the dependence of various pro
ties of SiC on the structure of the polytype. In our study
have made an effort, on the basis of the available experim
tal data, to obtain an analytical expression relating the
ichiometry of the polytype with its degree of hexagonality

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

All of the known polytypes of silicon carbide crystalliz
according to the laws of dense spherical packing and
binary structures composed of identical layers that differ
the order of their arrangement~cubic or hexagonal layer! and
in the number of layers per unit cell. Polytypes are usua
characterized using the Ramsdell notation,1 which consists of
a natural number equal to the number of layers per perio
the direction perpendicular to the base plane, and an al
betical character which characterizes the symmetry syste
the Bravais lattice:C — cubic, H — hexagonal, andR —
rhombohedral. Only in two SiC polytypes are the positio
of all the atoms equivalent and correspond either to cu
(3C-SiC! or hexagonal (2H-SiC! sites of the crystalline lat-
tice ~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. In all the remaining polytypes the
atoms can be found at both types of sites and the polyty
differ as to the number of atoms at the hexagonal (Nh) and
cubic (Nk) sites of the lattice. Therefore, to characterize
polytypes it is convenient to use the degree of hexagona3
7071063-7826/99/33(7)/3/$15.00
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~D!, which is defined as the ratio of the number of atoms
hexagonal sites to the total number of atoms per unit ce

D5Nh /~Nh1Nk!.

A study of SiC growth processes has shown that te
perature exerts only a weak effect on the structure of SiC
turns out that the crystal structure of the growing polyty
depends much more strongly on the impurity composition
the growth zone. In Refs. 4–6 it was found that when imp
rities were added to the growth zone of the SiC layers, it w
possible to obtain epitaxial films having a different polyty
than that of the substrate. It was also found that varying
Si/C ratio in the growth zone has a substantial effect
heteropolytypic epitaxy. Increasing the Si concentration,
example, leads to an increase in the probability for the f
mation of 3C-SiC or other polytypes with a low degree o
hexagonality.

Vodakov et al.6 demonstrated a link between the pr
cesses of heteropolytypic epitaxy and the stoichiome
composition of the various polytypes of SiC. Earlier it w
shown that the Si/C ratio is not constant in all S
polytypes—it decreases with increasing degree of hexa
nality and is equal to 1.046, 1.022, and 1.001 for the po
types 3C, 6H, and 4H, respectively.7 Data considered in
Ref. 6 on diffusion and solubility of impurities in variou
SiC polytypes also point to different concentrations of t
carbon vacanciesVC.

Vodakov et al.6 explained the observed dependence
suggesting that bonds between the atoms at cubic sites
come energetically more favorable as a result of an incre
in strains in the lattice due to the growth of the concentrat
of carbon vacancies. This then leads to a change in the s
ture of the crystal and a transformation of the polytyp
Thus, the influence of doping on heteropolytypic epitaxy c
be explained by asserting that by introducing impurities t
occupy carbon sites we decrease the concentration of ca
vacancies and stimulate growth of epitaxial films having
greater degree of hexagonality than the substrate. Upon
troduction of impurities that occupy silicon sites, we increa
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Values of @VSi#, @VC#, andD for various polytypes of SiC.

Row
Polytype

No. Parameter 4H 27R 15R 6H 8H 3C Remarks

1 D th 0.5 0.44 0.4 0.33 0.25 0 Refs. 2 and 3
2 @VSi#,1020 cm23 7.3 6 5 4 3 2 Ref. 7,x-ray data
3 @VC#,1020 cm23 7.3 10 12 14 16.6 23.5
4 @VC#/@VC-4H# 1 1.37 1.64 1.92 2.27 3.22
5 @VC#/@VC-4H# 1 1.2 1.8 2 3.2 4.5 Ref. 6, boron diffusion
6 @VC#/@VC-4H# 1 1.2 2.6 3 3.6 6.5 Ref. 6, boron solubility
7 @VC#/@VC-4H# 1 1.8 2 2.9 4.2 Ref. 6, nitrogen solubility
8 $@VC#/@VC-4H#%av 1 1.26 2.07 2.23 3.0 4.6
9 @VC* #,1020 cm23 7.3 9.2 15.1 16.3 21.9 33.6
10 Dcalc 0.5 0.46 0.36 0.33 0.24 0.06 formula~3!
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the concentration of carbon vacancies resulting in growth
films with a lower degree of hexagonality than the substra
The possibility of heteropolytypic epitaxy of SiC shows al
that the composition of the growth zone~i.e., the concentra-
tions of silicon and carbon vacanciesVSi andVC) has a much
greater influence on the crystal structure of the growing la
than the polytype of the substrate.

Let us now consider the data in the literature on
stoichiometric composition of various polytypes of SiC. B
comparing the density of SiC samples determined by x-
analysis and in the usual way Sorokinet al.7 determined the
absolute values of the concentrations of the silicon and
bon vacanciesVSi and VC in various polytypes of SiC~see
Table I, rows 2 and 3, respectively!. Vodakov et al.6 mea-
sured the coefficients of boron diffusion (DB) and also the
solubility of boron and nitrogen (CB and CN) in the same
polytypes. They concluded that these quantities are pro
tional to @VC# and that it is possible to judge the relativ
change in@VC# from their relative variation. Therefore, t
average all the available data in the literature it is conven
to use the relative concentration of the carbon vacan
@VC#/@VC-4H#, i.e., the ratio of the concentration of the ca
bon vacancies in the given polytype,@VC#, to the concentra-
tion of the carbon vacancies in the 4H polytype. Using the
data of Ref. 6, we can write

@VC#/@VC-4H#'DB /DB-4H'CB /CB-4H'CN /CN-4H .

The values of@VC#/@VC-4H# calculated using all the exper
mental data are listed in rows 4–7 of the table. Taking all
experimental data into account, we found the mean valu
the relative concentration of the carbon vacancies using
formula $@VC#/@VC-4H#%av5(1/i )((@VC#/@VC-4H#) i , where
i 54 is the total number of employed experimental dep
dences. Next we calculated the absolute value, using@VC-4H#
from Ref. 7, as@VC* #5@VC-4H#$@VC#/@VC-4H#%av. The values
obtained in this way are given in row 9.

As can be seen from the table, there is good agreem
between the values of@VC#/@VC-4H# obtained in Refs. 6 and
7. Nevertheless, the authors of Ref. 6 noted that the abso
concentration of electrically active vacancies in SiC can
less than that obtained in Ref. 7. According to their assum
tions, a large fraction of the vacancies are joined toget
into electrically inactive clusters.6,8
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MODEL

We will attempt to formalize the model proposed in Re
6. We consider a growing layer of SiC as a set of atom
which, with some probability (a) can become attached to th
cubic sites of the crystalline lattice. We can then write t
number of cubic and hexagonal sites in the form

Nk5aN, Nh5~12a!N, ~1!

whereN is the total number of atoms per unit volume.
We also take into account the experimental data p

sented above which indicate that the concentration of car
and silicon vacancies has a fundamental influence on
crystal structure of the growing layer. We assume that
appearance of one carbon vacancy leads to the result thabk

neighboring atoms can be found only at cubic lattice si
and, correspondingly, in the case of the appearance of a
con vacancy thatbh neighboring atoms can be found only
hexagonal lattice sites. For simplicity we assume thatbk

5bh5b. We can then write expression~1! in the form

Nk5b@VC#1a@N2~b11!~@VC#1@VSi# !#,

Nh5b@VSi#1~12a!@N2~b11!~@VC#1@VSi# !#. ~2!

We can thus easily obtain an expression forD:

D5$b@VSi#1~12a!@N2~b11!~@VC#1@VSi# !#%/

@N2~@VC#1@VSi# !#. ~3!

Let us now determine the parameters needed for the
culation. From the known value of the density of SiC~3.21
g/cm3) we obtainN59.631022. To determinea we substi-
tute the values of@VC#, @VSi#, andD for 4H-SiC in Eq.~3!
and obtaina50.5. To determine the value ofb we use the
values of the same parameters for 6H-SiC and obtainb
525.5. The values ofD calculated using these values ofa
andb are listed in the table.

DISCUSSION

As can be seen from the table, a fair agreement is
served between the calculated and experimental values
develop the proposed model further, it is important to a
whether the coefficientsa andb are constant under variou
conditions of the experiment and whether they depend onD.
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In our opinion, the parametera should be affected by ther
modynamic factors~pressure, temperature! which govern mi-
gration of atoms in the growth zone, and also by the ori
tation and polytype of the substrate. We may quite logica
assume that asD decreases,a will increase. This may have
to do with the fact that in polytypes with smallD the con-
centration of carbon vacancies increases, and along wi
the number of atoms for which a lattice site has been de
mined. Thus, a growing number of neighboring atoms w
occupy cubic sites, which can lead to a lowering of the pr
ability of incorporation into a hexagonal site of an atom n
associated with a carbon vacancy, i.e., an increase ina.

On the other hand, as the concentration of carbon vac
cies increases, the influence of individual vacancies w
overlap, a coalescence of vacancies into complexes beco
possible, and the effective value ofb may decrease. Thus, i
the case of our calculation (b5const, a5const) actual
changes inb anda asD˜0 will cancel out.

Note that the maximum discrepancy between the th
retical values2,3 of D (D th) and the values calculated accor
ing to formula ~3! (Dcalc) was nonetheless obtained fo
3C-SiC. This possibly has to do with the fact that formati
of a 3C polytype corresponds to a phase transition betw
the hexagonal and cubic structure of SiC. It is probable t
for D'0 it is necessary to estimate the nature of the va
tion of a and b, taking into account results of percolatio
theory, as was done in order to estimate the parameter
ferromagnets near the phase transition point.9,10

It should also be borne in mind that the experimen
data presented in Refs. 6 and 7 were obtained mainly
samples of SiC grown by the Lely method at high tempe
tures (;2500 °C). It is well known that SiC samples ob
tained at lower temperatures (;2000 °C, modified Lely
method! possess lower structural perfection, having a h
density of dislocations and other kinds of inclusions. The
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fore, for a more complete description of processes of h
eropolytypic transformation of SiC it is necessary to ha
experimental data on the stoichiometry of samples of
given type.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis which we conducted here does not giv
complete description of the polytypism of SiC, but is inste
largely a generalization of the experimental data obtain
previously. It does, however, clarify the possible directio
of further experimental and theoretical study of this proble
in silicon carbide. Since the study of polytypism is also im
portant for some other wide-band semiconductors~GaN,
ZnSe, and ZnS!, the method outlined by us here can have
wide application upon its development.

This work was carried out with the partial support of th
University of Arizona.
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Mössbauer emission spectroscopy on the isotope119mTe(119mSn) is used to identify tin impurity
centers in PbTe and PbS lattices. Using the emission variant of Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy
makes it possible to stabilize the tin impurity atoms in the anion sublattice, i.e., to obtain
antistructural defects. The charge state of the tin impurity atoms displaced from the
anion sublattice is found to depend on the position of the Fermi level. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00207-0#
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In this paper we present the results of experimental
servation of tin atoms which enter into the makeup of an
structural defects in PbTe-type compounds. For this purp
we used the emission variant of Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy o
the isotope119mTe(119mSn), which allowed us to stabilize th
tin impurity atoms at foreign sites after a chain of radioact
decays of the mother nuclei.1

We obtained the isotope119mTe via the reaction
117Sn(a,2n)119mTe. To separate the carrier-free119mTe
sample we used the procedure of anion exchange. Mo¨ssbauer
sources were prepared by alloying samples of PbS or P
with the carrier-free119mTe sample so that the concentratio
of Sb impurity atoms formed after the decay of119mTe did
not exceed 1017 cm23. The initial samples weren-type ~with
an excess of lead, carrier concentrationn;1018 cm23) and
p-type ~with a chalcogen excess, carrier concentrat
p;1018 cm23).

Mössbauer spectra of119mTe(119mSn) were measured o
an SM-2201 commercial spectrometer at 80 K with CaSn3

absorber~tin surface density 5 mg•cm22). The spectrum
with such an absorber and a Ca119mSnO3 source turned out to
be a single line with a full width at half-maximumG50.79
60.01 mm/s, which we assumed to be the instrument w
of the spectral line. Typical spectra of PbS:119mTe and
Pb119mTe samples are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and result
data reduction of the spectra are listed in Table I.

It can be seen that the experimental spectra of then-type
samples consist of a superposition of two lines: an inte
line ~spectrum I, the isomeric shift is due to119mSn0) and a
less intense line~spectrum II, the isomeric shift is due t
119mSn21). The emission spectra of thep-type samples also
consist of a superposition of two lines. Forp-type PbTe the
experimental spectrum is analogous to the spectrum
n-type PbTe whereas the spectrum forp-type PbS, in addi-
tion to the intense line I, also contains a less intense line
~the isomeric shift is due to119mSn41).

The source of the Mo¨ssbauerg rays for measuring thes
spectra was the119mSn nucleus formed after electron captu
~EC! at the outset in the119mTe nucleus, and then in the119Sb
nucleus~see the inset in Fig. 1!. An excited daughter atom i
formed as a result of electron capture from the inner she
the mother atom. Its excitation is removed either by radiat
7101063-7826/99/33(7)/2/$15.00
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transitions or by emission of Auger electrons, which giv
rise to a spectrum of charges of the tin daughter ions. T
ionized atom can be displaced from its normal lattice s
and the emission of an antineutrino as a result of elect
capture transfers a recoil energy to the atom, which is a
conducive for the appearance of displaced tin atoms.

An analysis of numerous Mo¨ssbauer studies of after
effects of nuclear conversions shows that the daughter a
undergoes a transition to a stable charge state in a time
than several picoseconds. In other words, only the fi
shapes of stabilization of the daughter atoms appear in
Mössbauer emission spectra. The probability for the app
ance of displaced atoms depends on the ratio of the re
energy of the daughter nucleusER to the threshold energy o

FIG. 1. Mössbauer emission spectra of119mTe(119mSn) at 80 K ofn-PbS~a!
andn-PbTe~b!. The experimental spectra are broken down into compone
corresponding to119mSn0 and119mSn21. The inset shows a decay diagram
119mTe and119Sb.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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displacement of the atomsEd.25 eV. To estimate the pos
sibility of displacement of daughter atoms from their norm
lattice sites due to the recoil energy, we calculated the m
mum recoil energy for the probe nucleus119mSn: the decay
119mTẽ 119Sb is accompanied by the recoil energyER

.1.4 eV, and the decay119Sb̃ 119mSn is accompanied by
the recoil energyER.24 eV. The significant value of the
second recoil energy gives reason to expect in the Mo¨ssbauer
emission spectra on119mTe(119mSn) in PbS and PbTe
samples the appearance of lines due to119mSn atoms at the
anion sites, and lines due to119mSn atoms displaced from
these sites.

On the basis of the isomeric shifts, spectrum I cor
sponds to tin daughter atoms having only metal~lead! atoms
in their immediate environment. This means that it can
attributed to119mSn0 centers which are formed after the d
cay of the119mTe22 mother atoms and which remain at th

FIG. 2. Mössbauer emission spectra of119mTe(119mSn) at 80 K ofp-PbS~a!
andp-PbTe~b!. The experimental spectra are broken down into compone
corresponding to119mSn0, 119mSn21, and119mSn41.
l
i-

-

e

tellurium sites. The isomeric shifts of spectra II and III a
typical for chalcogenides of bivalent and tetravalent tin,
which only chalcogenide atoms are found in the immedi
vicinity of the tin atoms, and consequently these spectra c
respond to tin daughter atoms—119mSn21 ~spectrum II! and
119mSn41 ~spectrum III!, which arise after the decay of th
119mTe22 mother atoms and which are displaced due to
recoil energy from the anion and cation lattice sites, there
forming isoelectronic substitution impurities.

According to Ref. 2, an isoelectronic tin impurity in Pb
is electrically active and plays the role of a two-electr
donor. This explains the dependence of the isomeric shif
the spectrum we observed for such centers on the condu
ity type of the material: inn-type samples spectrum II is du
to a neutral state of the donor center (119mSn21), and in
p-type samples spectrum III is due to the doubly ioniz
state (119mSn41). In a PbTe lattice, an isoelectronic tin im
purity is electrically inactive,2 and this is confirmed by the
absence, according to our observations, of a dependenc
the isomeric shift due to these centers on the position of
Fermi level.

1P. P. Seregin and P. V. Nistiryuk,Application of the Mo¨ssbauer Effect and
Photoelectron Spectroscopy in the Physics of Amorphous Semicondu
@in Russian#, Kishinev, Ştiinţa, 1991.

2V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, and P. P. Seregin,
Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 291 ~1997! @Semiconductors31, 302 ~1997!#.

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick

TABLE I. Parameters of Mo¨ssbauer emission spectra of119mTe(119mSn) in
PbS and PbTe at 80 K.

Compound, Type IS, G, S,
conductivity type of spectrum Center mm/s mm/s %

n-PbS I 119mSn0 2.35 1.34 85
II 119mSn21 3.72 1.45 15

n-PbTe I 119mSn0 2.31 1.32 90
II 119mSn21 3.42 1.41 10

p-PbS I 119mSn0 2.34 1.36 87
III 119mSn41 1.25 1.46 13

p-PbTe I 119mSn0 2.30 1.33 88
II 119mSn21 3.41 1.40 12

Error 60.01 60.02 62

Note: IS — isomeric shift relative to CaSnO3 , G — full width of the spec-
trum at half-maximum,S — area under spectrum.

ts
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Electrical properties of nuclear-doped indium antimonide
N. G. Kolin and D. I. Merkurisov
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249020 Obninsk, Russia

S. P. Solov’ev

Atomic Energy Institute, 249020 Obninsk, Russia
~Submitted November 13, 1998; accepted for publication December 1, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 774–777~July 1999!

The possibility of nuclear doping of indium antimonide over a wide range of concentrations
(53101421018 cm23) by irradiation with reactor neutrons is investigated; the effect of
irradiation and subsequent heat treatments on the electrical parameters of the material is
investigated. A comparative analysis of the quality of nuclear-doped and conventional InSb is used
to demonstrate the possibility of the practical use of this nuclear-doped material.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00307-5#
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The nuclear doping method applied to semiconduc
materials has found wide application worldwide for silico
and to a lesser degree for germanium and some III
compounds.1 The possibilities of nuclear doping of indium
antimonide were demonstrated in the 1960s.2,3 A compara-
tive study of the electrical properties of InSb irradiated
electrons, H1 ions, and reactor neutrons during nuclear do
ing was reported in Ref. 4. However, there are no data in
literature on nuclear doping of indium antimonide as a pr
tically realizable method.

In this paper we report the results of an experimen
study of the possibility of nuclear doping of indium an
monide over a wide range of concentrations fromn'5
31014 to n'1018 cm23 by irradiation with thermal~slow!
reactor neutrons, investigate the effect of irradiation and s
sequent heat treatments on the electrical characteristics o
material, and present a comparative analysis of the qualit
nuclear-doped indium antimonide~NDIA ! and indium anti-
monide doped metallurgically during growth.

As the starting material we used undoped InSb waf
and wafers doped with tellurium to a concentrationn'1.6
31015 cm23 having a diameter of 30 to 50mm and thickness
7121063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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1.522 mm, grown by the Czochralski method.
Irradiation was performed in vertical chambers of

VVR reactor at a temperatureT<70 °C. We used two types
of channels: channels in the reactor core with a slow-neu
flux densityws'531013 cm22

•s21 and ratio of slow to fast
(E.0.1 MeV! neutron flux densitiesws /w f'1, and chan-
nels at the core periphery, wherews'1.331012 cm22

•s21,
ws /w f'2.

As is well known, when slow neutrons interact with a
oms of matter, nuclear reactions take place with the form
tion of unstable isotopes which with time undergob decay.
As a result, atoms having atomic number one greater than
atoms of the irradiated material are formed. These atoms
the dopant impurities for the parent material.1 Table I lists
the main products of (n,g) nuclear reactions initiated by
slow neutrons in indium antimonide. Since the absorpt
cross section of the slow neutrons for the main isotope
indium In115 ('200 barns! is much greater than for anti
mony, the final product of nuclear doping in indium an
monide, as in InAs and InP, is primarily tin atoms.

The large absorption cross section of In115 gives rise to a
strong self-screening of InSb samples during irradiation. T
TABLE I. Products ofn,g nuclear reactions in InSb.

Element Isotope
Isotope

content, %

Slow neutron
absorption cross
section, barns Half-life

Efficiency of
nuclear doping

ntr /Fs

Reaction products
~fractional amount!

Total
reaction
product

In Natural 190610
In113 4.23 58612 50.1 da 3.631022 Sn114 ~0.980! Tin ~97.50%!,

Cd114 ~0.010! tellurium ~1.62%!,
In115 95.77 200620 54 min 2.8 Sn116 ~1.000! cadmium~0.01%!,

Sb Natural 5.561.0 other elements
Sb121 57.25 5.760.5 2.8 da 4.831022 Te122~0.969! ~0.87%!
Sb123 42.75 3.960.3 21 min 2.531022 Te124~0.031!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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slow-neutron flux density falls by a factor of 1/e at a distance
of 1.4 mm, and indium is characterized by resonance abs
tion of neutrons with energy 1.46 eV with an absorpti
cross section equal to 2.23104 barns. Resonance neutron
are strongly absorbed by the InSb surface and their den
falls by a factor of 1/e at a depth on the order of sever
microns; therefore, in order to eliminate the influence
resonance neutrons, either the InSb samples were wrapp
indium foil or they were shaved on both sides to a depth
about 30mm after irradiation. Another peculiarity of indium
containing compounds is strong absorption of epitherm
neutrons by indium atoms, leading to additional doping
the material.4

To calculate the tin concentration due to nuclear re
tions initiated by slow neutrons, we used the formula

NSn5N0KsFs , ~1!

where N0 is the number of atoms of the material per u
volume, K is the percent content of the isotope,s is the
absorption cross section of the slow neutrons,Fs is the slow-
neutron flux. A theoretical calculation using formula~1! and
the data of Table I gives a value of the efficiency of nucle
doping (NSn/Fs) in indium antimonide equal to about 2.8
Our experimental results indicate that the irradiated sam
of InSb should be stored for a time varying from 4–6
12–24 months, depending on the neutron flux, for the
duced radioactivity to fall to an acceptable level.

The electrical properties of irradiated InSb are det
mined chiefly by three parameters:

– the initial concentration of impurities and growth d
fects;

– the concentration of impurities introduced into InSb
a result of nuclear reactions initiated by slow neutrons;

– radiation defects formed in InSb during irradiation.
The slow-neutron fluxes were chosen in such a way

the concentration of the impurities introduced as a resul
nuclear transmutations would be not less than 3–5 tim
p-

ity
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f
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higher than the concentration of the initial impurities wi
the aim of reducing the influence of the latter on the prop
ties of the nuclear-doped material.

Figure 1 plots the dependence of the concentration
mobility of the charge carriers in the InSb samples listed
Table II on the slow-neutron flux. As can be seen, t
charge-carrier concentration increases monotonically w
increasing neutron flux and, in contrast to other semicond
tors ~GaAs, InP; Refs. 5 and 6!, no decrease in the charge
carrier concentration is observed, nor any conversion of
conductivity typen˜p. This indicates that irradiation by
reactor neutrons introduces primarilyn-type impurity levels
into the InSb samples, in good agreement with calculati
of the limiting position of the Fermi level in strongly irradi

FIG. 1. Dependence of the concentrationnir and mobilitym ir of the major-
ity charge carriers on the slow neutron fluxesFs for InSb samples~the initial
values ofn and m are indicated on the two vertical axes!. The numbers
assigned to the symbols in the figures correspond to the numbers o
samples in Table II.
TABLE II. Properties of initial and nuclear-doped samples of indium antimonide.

Sample n, m, Fs , Nth, Ncsa, Nir , nia , m ia ,
number 1014 cm23 105 cm2/~V•s! 1016 cm22 1016 cm23 1016 cm23 1016 cm23 1016 cm23 104 cm2/~V•s!

1 0.10 4.00 0.03 0.09 0.05 0.05 39.0
2 0.15 3.76 4.80 13.6 8.60 10 5.00
3 0.15 3.76 43.20 122.7 113.6 54.0 100 1.70
4 0.16 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.05 17.0
5 0.75 6.50 0.50 1.42 0.90 0.81 13.5
6 1.20 6.50 0.05 0.14 0.08 0.12 26.5
7 1.50 6.00 0.05 0.14 0.10 0.11 28.0
8 1.70 6.14 0.20 0.57 0.18 0.52 17.2
9 3.10 4.70 0.42 1.20 2.10 0.54 0.90 12.0
10 3.10 4.70 4.80 13.6 9.10 10 5.00
11 3.10 4.70 43.2 122.7 45.0 90 2.00
12 16.0 2.80 4.80 13.6 13.0 17 4.00
13 16.0 2.90 43.2 122.7 43.0 100 1.50

Note: n,m — initial values of the electron concentration and mobility;nir — electron concentration after irradiation;nia andm ia — concentration and mobility
after irradiation and annealing atT5450° for 20 min;Fs — unperturbed flux of slow neutrons;Nth — calculated concentration of introduced impurity~for
unperturbedFs); Ncsa — concentration of introduced impurity~Sn! from the chemical-spectral analysis data.
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ated semiconductors.7 The mobility of the charge carrier
decreases as the neutron flux is increased, due to an inc
in the concentration of the impurity and the number of rad
tion defects.

With the aim of revealing the mechanisms for the fo
mation and annealing of radiation defects, we performed
isochronous anneal of the irradiated samples for 20 min
the temperature interval from 100 to 480 °C. An analysis
the results makes it possible to distinguish the influence
the impurities formed as a result of the nuclear transmu
tions from the influence of the introduced radiation defe
on the electrical properties of InSb.

Figures 2 and 3 plot the dependence of the concentra
and mobility of the charge carriers on the temperature
isochronous anneal for InSb samples with different init
charge-carrier concentrations. As can be seen, isochro
annealing does not lead to significant changes in the ele
cal parameters of irradiated InSb. The charge-carrier con
tration after irradiation and the corresponding heat treatm
remains essentially the same; i.e., almost all the impu
introduced by nuclear doping is found in the material in t
electrically active state, which can be explained by the n
row band gap of indium antimonide~0.18 eV!.

Small changes in the concentration and mobility of t
charge carriers during heat treatment are observed at low
high doping levels. This is apparently due to the predomin
influence of radiation defects in comparison with the infl
ence of the introduced impurity at the given doping leve
At annealing temperatures greater than 450 °C the cha
carrier concentration and mobility are decreased, indicatin
degradation of the quality of the material at temperatu
near the melting point of InSb (525 °C).

Figure 4 plots the dependence of the mobility of t
majority charge carriers on their concentration for In
samples doped in different ways. It can be plainly seen

FIG. 2. Dependence of the concentration of the majority charge carrier
the temperature of isochronous anneal for InSb samples irradiated by d
ent fluxes of the total spectrum of reactor neutrons~the initial concentrations
are indicated on the vertical axis!. The numbers assigned to the symbo
correspond to the numbers of the symbols in Table II.
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at higher neutron fluxes and consequently higher cha
carrier concentrations, radiation defects, which are remo
by heat treatment~consider the difference between curves1
and2!, make a progressively larger contribution to the var
tion of the mobility. A comparison of the theoretical an
experimental dependences testifies to the high quality
nuclear-doped InSb, in particular, at high doping leve
which are difficult to attain metallurgically. The data on th

on
r-FIG. 3. Dependence of the concentration of the majority charge carrier
the temperature of isochronous anneal for InSb samples irradiated by d
ent fluxes of the total spectrum of reactor neutrons~the initial concentrations
are indicated on the vertical axis!. The numbers assigned to the symbo
correspond to the numbers of the symbols in Table II.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the mobility of the majority charge carriers on th
concentration for InSb samples prepared by different means. The num
assigned to the symbols and curves correspond to data for:1 — the initial,
unirradiated samples (m), 2 — samples after irradiation by different fluxe
of the total spectrum of reactor neutrons (m ir ), 3 — samples after irradiation
and annealing at 450 °C (m ia). The dashed curve corresponds to the the
retical dependence.
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properties of nuclear-doped samples of InSb are summar
in Table II.

Experimental data, taken after irradiation and annea
of samples at 450 °C, allow us to derive an empirical f
mula for the dependence of the concentration of the majo
charge carriers in nuclear-doped indium antimonide on
slow-electron flux

ntr52.1Fs . ~2!

The results obtained by us are a direct proof of the p
sibility of nuclear doping of InSb with tin over a wide rang
of concentrations. Nuclear-doped indium antimonide p
sesses good electrical properties, equal to or better tha
dium antimonide metallurgically doped during growth. A
the same time, the extended storage time required to a
the induced radioactivity to fall to acceptable levels hind
the wide application of the method for industrial producti
of the material. The nuclear doping method can be applie
indium antimonide to dope concealed thin layers
multilayer semiconductor structures and at different stage
production in the fabrication of devices.
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Study of the polarization photoluminescence of thick epitaxial GaN layers
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Polarization photoluminescence spectra of gallium nitride were obtained. It follows from an
analysis of the spectra that inhomogeneous broadening of the emission line having a half-width
greater than 20 meV can be determined from the dispersion of the anglesuc of the symmetry
axes of the crystallites forming the epitaxial GaN layer, relative to the surface of the layer. Varying
the angle of incidence, the focusing of the exciting laser beam, and the photoluminescence
recording angle makes it possible to use polarization photoluminescence measurements for
precision diagnostics of the quality of GaN layers. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00407-X#
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INTRODUCTION

At present, GaN is one of the most promising wideba
materials because it can be used to create blue and ultrav
lasers and high-temperature semiconductor devices.1,2 To
create device structures based on GaN it is very usefu
have a GaN substrate. Accordingly, we used gas-phase
taxy in a chloride system to grow thick~with thickness
d.300mm! layers of GaN~with würzite crystal structure—
wz) on a sapphire substrate. After separating the GaN fr
the sapphire, we used these thick~essentially bulk! layers as
substrates to fabricate the device structures. Photolumi
cence in the ultraviolet is observed on thick GaN layers
tained in this way.

Since GaN has hexagonal structure, it may be expe
that the spectral characteristics of the photoluminesce
will depend on the mutual orientation of the symmetry a
(C6), the wave vector (k), and the electric field vector (E)
of the light.3 The aim of the present work is to investigate t
spectral properties of the polarization photoluminescenc
thick epitaxial GaN layers with wu¨rzite structure.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT

The samples were epitaxial layers of GaN withn-type
conductivity, growing on sapphire substrate with~0001! ori-
entation. X-ray diffraction data show that in this case theC6

axis is oriented in the growth direction~perpendicular to the
epitaxial layer!. The thickness of the layers varied in th
interval 2002400mm. A diagram of the experiment is show
in Fig. 1. Excitation was produced using radiation from
pulsed nitrogen laser with wavelengthlex5337 nm ~pulse
repetition rate 100 Hz! with electric field vector in all case
perpendicular to theC6 axis (E'C6). The angle between th
excited laser beam and the normal to the sample plane
fixed at 42°. The laser beam was focused on a spot w
diameterLex'400mm. Luminescence spectra were record
at temperaturesT577 and 300 K. The photoluminescenc
~PL! spectra were recorded ins andp polarizations with the
help of an SDL-2 spectrometer in the photon-counting
gime. This spectrometer introduces a polarization not
7161063-7826/99/33(7)/3/$15.00
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ceeding 4%~in the spectral interval of interest!, and therefore
the measurements were performed without a depolariza
wedge.

Photoluminescence spectra of GaN were recorded o
series of samples with theC6 axis perpendicular to the
sample plane. For all samples atT577 and 300 K we re-
corded a series of spectra: the spatial orientation of
sample was fixed and the spectrum was recorded bot
unpolarized light~with no polaroid in front of the spectrom
eter gap! and in linearly s- and p-polarized light ~with a
polaroid in front of the spectrometer gap!. The sample was
then rotated by 90° about the optical axis (c2d) ~Fig. 1! and
the procedure was repeated. Thus, for each sample we
corded a series of six spectra.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In all cases there is oneI 2 line in the photoluminescenc
spectra of the investigated samples, whose emission m
mum at T577 K is located ~depending on the specifi
sample! in the energy interval 3.46123.479 eV, and the full
width of the line at half-maximum~FWHM! is found to lie
within the limits 21250 meV. This emission line is attribute
to annihilation of an exciton bound to a neutral donor.4,5 At
T5300 K the energy of the emission maximum and t
FWHM are equal to 3.407 eV and 98 meV, respectively. T
typical form of the emission spectra atT577 and 300 K is
shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. While examining the photolum
nescence spectra we discovered that the emission on
observed line is polarized. The degree of polarization at
line maximum was found from the formulaP5(I p2I s)/
(I p1I s) (I p and I s are the intensities of the radiation withp
and s polarization! and for some samples reached 47
We also observed a significant narrowing of theI 2 lumines-
cence line in both thes andp components of the polarizatio
~Fig. 2!.

Since GaN has hexagonal structure, we can expect
was shown in Ref. 6, an anisotropy in the orientation of
emitting dipoles and, consequently, a dependence of
spectral characteristics of the emission on the mutual or
tation of theC6 symmetry axis, the wave vectork, and the
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimenta
setup. PM — photomultiplier.
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FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of epitaxial GaN layers atT577 ~a! and
300 K ~b!. 1 — unpolarized, and2 — polarized (s, p) luminescence.
electric field vectorE. This means that the emission spe
trum for (k, E)'C differs from the spectrum for (k, E)iC;
i.e., the spectra are different depending on the chosen or
tation of the linear polarization. To prove this assertion
examined the polarization emission spectra in a sample
which theC6 axis lay in the layer plane~anisotropic geom-
etry of the experiment!. In this case we observed a substa
tial difference in the intensities of theI 2 line of thes andp
components of the polarization and marked narrowing of
photoluminescence line. Moreover, it became clear that
degree of polarization tracks the rotation of the sample
90° about thec2d axis perpendicular to the plane of epita
ial growth. This kind of photoluminescence anisotropy w
investigated in Ref. 7. The authors of Ref. 7 showed t
photoluminescence of GaN (wz) depends on the angle be
tween the polarization vector and the direction of theC6 axis
(wc). In this case we observed some change in the half-w
of the photoluminescence line. It is natural to expect tha
samples with theC6 axis perpendicular to the sample plan
~isotropic geometry of the experiment!, the polarization de-
pendence of the photoluminescence intensity on the orie
tion of the linear polarization vector should be weak. Ho
ever, in a number of the investigated samples we observ
significant~twofold! narrowing of theI 2 line when recording
the photoluminescence in linearly polarized light. A com
parison of series of spectra of different samples showed
the indicated narrowing of theI 2 line increases with increas
ing initial half-width of the line which was recorded withou
a polarizer.

Key to an understanding of such behavior of the pho
luminescence line in isotropic geometry are the followi
circumstances:1 — the polarization dependence of the lin
width onwc , observed in the case of anisotropic geometry
the experiment;2 — the mosaic structure of the GaN epita
ial layers, made up of individual crystallites with characte
istic dimensionsl'1210mm. From the fact that the width
of the emitting region (Lex>400mm! substantially exceeds
the characteristic dimension of one crystallite it follows th
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the observed photoluminescence line consists of the c
bined emission of a large number of crystallites~inhomoge-
neous line width!. In this case theC6 axes of the individual
crystallites can form a ‘‘fan’’~cone! of directions. It is clear
that polarization behavior of the half-width of the line can
observed in the absence of averaging over the direction
the C6 axes in this fan. Hence it follows that the fan
asymmetrical; i.e., theC6 axes of the individual crystallites
form a bundle diverted as a whole by an angleuc from the
normal. The anglewc is formed in this case by the linea
polarization vector and the direction of the projection of t
resulting beam axis on the sample plane. In this case,
inhomogeneous line broadening is determined by the dis
sion of the angleuc of the bundle ofC6 axes of the indi-
vidual crystallites that contribute to theI 2 emission line. This
allows us to conclude that the behavior of the half-width
the line~FWHM! in the case of isotropic geometry is anal
gous to the case of anisotropic geometry of the experim
considered above and described in Refs. 7 and 8. In
framework of this model a different value of the narrowin
~in the s and p polarizations! of the I 2 line in different
samples is explained by the initially different magnitude
the dispersion of theuc angles in these samples.

In summary, our study of theI 2 line allows us to con-
clude that the inhomogeneous broadening of this emis
line having FWHM greater than 20 meV can be determin
~providedl ,Lex) from the dispersion of the anglesuc of the
symmetry axes of the crystallites that form the epitaxial G
layer relative to the normal. The appearance of dispersio
the anglesuc is probably due to the influence of deform
-
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tions present in the epitaxial GaN layers. Specific mec
nisms of this influence require further detailed study.
methodological aspect of this problem is that in the analy
of the GaN photoluminescence spectra it is necessary to
their polarization characteristics into account. In addition
follows from the results presented here that varying the an
of incidence, the focusing of the exciting laser beam, and
recording angle in the photoluminescence measurem
makes it possible to use polarization measurements of
photoluminescence for precision diagnostics of the quality
GaN layers.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 97-02-
18098!.
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Electrical properties of epitaxial indium arsenide and narrow band solid solutions based
on it
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The electrical properties of epitaxial InAs and solid solutions based on it~InGaAsSb, InAsSbP,
InAsGa, InAsP! have been investigated. It is shown that intentionally undoped crystals
haven-type conductivity, which is determined by shallow donor impurities (E150.002– 0.003
eV! and structural defects (E250.02– 0.03 eV andE350.09– 0.10 eV!. It is shown that
growth of epitaxial InAs using the neutral solvent Pb and also rare-earth elements makes it possible
to reduce the electron density by almost an order of magnitude~to levels as low as 3
31015 cm23) due to due to a decrease in the density of structural defects. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00507-4#
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The interest that has been shown in epitaxial indium
senide and narrow-band solid solutions similar to it in co
position is based on the wide applications of these mate
in optoelectronic technology. Devices based on it cover
spectral range from 2.7 to 6mm. The electrical and photo
electric properties of epitaxial indium arsenide differ
many ways from those of Czochralski-grown InAs and ha
been widely studied, including by us.1,2 We determined its
energy spectrum, identified its natural structural defects,
proposed and realized methods for enhancing the qualit
crystals of this material~i.e., decreasing the concentration
structural defects and increasing the mobility of current c
riers!. We also investigated the galvanomagnetic and pho
electric properties of some narrow-band solid solutions ba
on indium arsenide such as InxGaAsSb (x50.8– 0.9) and
InAsSbPx (x50.03– 0.26).3–5

In our study we have generalized our results on epita
indium arsenide and on solid solutions similar to it. We ha
also investigated new narrow-band materials in order to
general trends and ways to enhance the quality of crysta
this material.

RESULTS OF A STUDY OF EPITAXIAL INDIUM ARSENIDE

We examined epitaxial InAs films grown on indium
arsenide substrates (n5331016 cm23) at temperatures in
the range 550–650 °C. We investigated their galvanom
netic properties~electron densityn, Hall coefficientR, con-
ductivity s, and magnetic resistanceDr/r) and photocon-
ductivity in the temperature intervalT577– 300 K. The
epitaxial layers were quite thick~40–80mm!; therefore, for
the electrical measurements the substrate was ground d

All of the InAs samples grown by liquid-phase epitax
hadn-type conductivity, where the electron density grew a
the electron mobility fell as the growth temperature was lo
ered. Electrical parameters of the epitaxial films prepare
different temperatures are listed in Table I. This table a
lists values of the parameters for standard samples grow
7191063-7826/99/33(7)/7/$15.00
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the Czochralski method. It can be seen that the electron d
sity in the epitaxial films is always approximately an order
magnitude higher than in InAs crystals grown by the Cz
chralski method (t5940 °C!, while the mobility is lower by
a factor of 2 or more. This stems from the fact that in cryst
of indium arsenide grown by the Czochralski method t
conductivity is determined only by shallow background im
purities~S, Se, Te! with activation energyE50.002 eV~see
Table I!. In crystals grown by liquid-phase epitaxy att
5650– 550 °C, as a study of the photoconductivity and te
perature dependence of the Hall coefficient has shown, th
also exist impurities with activation energyE250.02– 0.03
eV, which are attributable to a breakdown of stoichiome
in the solution–melt that arises at lower growth tempe
tures. According to the phase diagram,6 at such temperature
InAs crystallizes in a lattice with an arsenic deficiency. As
result, a donor structural defect of the type ‘‘arsenic vacan
1 trapped impurity’’ arises (VAs 1 impurity!, which in-
creases the electron density in the epitaxial film. The rela
concentrations of As and In and consequently the numbe
structural defects and the electron density in the crystal
pend on the growth temperature, as confirmed by the dat
Table I.

We have proposed a method for decreasing the con
tration of structural defects in epitaxial indium arsenide
introducing the neutral solvent lead into the solution–me1

which makes it possible to vary the relative concentrations
As and In in the solution–melt. Experimentally, we foun
~see Table II! that when the lead concentration was increas
~up to 70 mole%!, the electron density fell while the mobility
grew by approximately a factor of 2. For lead concentratio
greater than 80 mole%, the electron density continued to
crease at all growth temperatures but the mobility fell
well. We assume that this occurs because of growth of
degree of compensation since for equal quantities of As
In in the solution–melt at relatively low temperatures t
probability arises of the formation of acceptor structural d
fects bound to indium vacancies. In this case, high-resista
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I.

Preparation Growth
Composition mole% T577 K

method temperature, °C In As n310217 cm23 m, cm2/(V•s) E1 , eV E2 , eV E3 , eV

Czochralski 940 50 50 0.27 34 500 0.002 none n
LPE 650 91.7 8.3 3.8 15 200 0.001 0.015 no
LPE 600 94.8 5.2 9 6 620 0.002 0.015 no

0.02
LPE 550 95 5 33 6 080 0.002 0.015 0.
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films, which find wide application in practice as sem
insulating substrates, were produced. In such w
compensated samples it is possible to observe slopes in
temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient which co
spond to deep donor impurities in InAs with activation e
ergy E350.09– 0.1 eV. It is possible that this is yet anoth
structural defect whose nature is still unclear.

It can be assumed that the use of lead in the solutio
melt during the growth of InAs alters the concentration
not only the structural defects but also the concentration
the shallow background impurities, forming such compoun
with them as PbS, PbTe, and PbSe.

Doping of InAs during epitaxial growth with rare-eart
elements~ytterbium and gadolinium! also led to a decreas
of the concentration of current carriers and a strong rise
the mobility. It is possible that rare-earth impurities active
bond to background impurities, forming neutral compoun
with them.

The final result of doping with lead and rare-earth imp
rities is well illustrated by Fig. 1, which plots the theoretic
dependence of the electron mobility in InAs on their conc
tration ~dashed line! and also the results for epitaxial films o
indium arsenide grown in the presence of lead and do
with rare-earth elements. The purest samples with high
bility ~about 100 000 cm2/(V•s), which is close to the the
oretical mobility ~curve 1!, were obtained by doping with
rare-earth impurities. The presence of lead during dop
with rare-earth elements lowers the mobility~curve 2!, al-
though it gives samples with the lowest concentration of c
rent carriers (n5331015 cm23). Lead in the absence o
rare-earth impurities~curve 3! can also strongly lower the
concentration and mobility of the crystals.
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RESULTS OF A STUDY OF SOLID SOLUTIONS. UNDOPED
SOLID SOLUTIONS

Ternary and quaternary solid solutions similar in comp
sition to indium arsenide grown by liquid-phase epitaxy
t5550– 650 °C have been widely used to extend the opt
range of operation of devices in the infrared. The width
the band gap in them can be both less than and greater
in InAs (Eg

InAs50.41 eV atT577 K!. Thus, in the investi-
gated solid solution InxGaAsSb (x50.8– 0.92) the width of
the band gapEg,Eg

InAs while in InAsSbPx (0.03,x
,0.26), InAsGax (x50.02– 0.03), and InAsPx (x
50.022– 0.07)Eg.Eg

InAs . Let us examine in more deta
each of these solid solutions.

SOLID SOLUTION In xGaAsSb

The quaternary solid solutions InxGaAsSb withx vary-
ing over a wide interval have been in wide use for a lo
time, and therefore their electrical properties have been s
ied extensively.7–9

It is well known that these solid solutions have a bro
region of immiscibility in the interval 0.2,x,0.8. There-
fore, they can be used only for small values ofx (x,0.2),
where they are similar to GaSb, and for large values ox
(x50.8– 0.9), where they are similar to InAs.

Figure 2 plots the theoretical dependence of the width
the band gapEg on x at T577 K over the entire interval of
variation of x for the solid solutions InxGaAsSb~Ref. 10!
along with experimental points which we obtained by exa
ining the photoconductivity in them. It can be seen that
0.7,x,0.92 Eg varies only weakly and is similar in valu
to Eg

InAs (0.3– 0.32 eV!, and for 0,x,0.22 Eg falls from
TABLE II.

Composition of solution–melt, mole % T577 K

No. t, °C In As Pb n310217 cm23 m, cm2/(V•s)

1 650 91.2 8.22 0 4 13 900
2 32.9 3.7 63.3 0.49 30 000
3 7.19 7.19 85.6 0.2 3 930
4 600 94.8 3.2 0 9 6 620
5 31.8 1.8 66.3 1.2 20 600
6 4.18 4.18 91.6 0.082 4 020
7 550 95 5 0 33 6 080
8 31.8 0.9 67.6 15 6 160
9 2.5 2.5 95 0.46 390
10 500 1.4 1.4 97.2 0.2 4 640
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0.78 to 0.56 eV. It may be noted that there exists a region
values ofEg which corresponds to the immiscibility region
of the solid solution, where experimental points are abse
since these solid solutions cannot be obtained by liqu
phase epitaxy.

Narrowband solid solutions InxGaAsSb similar in com-
position to InAs are interesting for the reason that on t
basis of these solid solutions it is possible to obtain the s
called disconnected type-II heterojunctions which posses
number of unique electrical and photoelectric properties11

These solid solutions are used to create optoelectronic
vices which play an essential role in connection with ec
logical problems and preservation of the environment.

FIG. 1. Dependence of the mobilitym on the electron densityn in InAs:
dashed line—theory, 1—samples doped with rare-earth elements
2—samples doped with rare-earth elements and lead,3—samples doped
with lead.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the width of the band gapEg at T577 K on the
composition of InxGaAsSb and InAsSbPx solid solutions.
Curves—theory,10,13 points:1, 2—our data,3—data of Ref. 14.
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In this article we present the results of an experimen
study of the galvanomagnetic properties~Hall coefficient,
conductivity, mobility! and the photoconductivity atT
577– 300 K in InGaAsSb solid solutions similar in comp
sition to InAs, obtained by liquid-phase epitaxy att
5550– 650 °C on GaSb and InAs substrates. All the so
solutions hadn-type conductivity. The thickness of th
samples was 3–6mm. Since the substrate in this case cann
be removed, it was necessary in the galvanomagnetic m
surements to isolate the epitaxial layer from the substrate
creating a potential barrier at the ‘‘film–substrate’’ bounda
or to use high-resistance substrates.

We examined two types of films: isoperiodic GaSb a
isoperiodic InAs films. The isoperiodic GaSb films we
grown on ann-GaSb : Te substrate or on high-resistan
p-GaSb obtained with the neutral solvent lead. In the fi
case there exists a high potential barrier at the bound
which allows one to perform measurements up toT5300 K.
Isoperiodic InAs crystals were grown on high-resistan
p-InAs : Zn ~with resistivity 100V•cm atT577 K!. In these
samples at high temperatures the conductivity of the s
strate grew due to the transition to intrinsic conductivi
therefore, it was possible to measure the parameters in t
only up to 200 K.

For convenience and ease of visualization, results of
measurements of the electrical parameters are summariz
Table III for all of the most typical undoped samples,
various composition, grown on both types of substrates.
us consider the results for InGaAsSb. It can be seen from
table that in InGaAsSb on ann-GaSb : Te substrate the ele
tron density is an order of magnitude greater than in
samples grown onp-InAs : Zn. This can be explained by dif
fusion of tellurium or zinc impurities from the substrate in
the epitaxial film. Diffusion of tellurium also took place i
the case of growth on such substrates of solid soluti
which are similar in composition to GaSb and which ha
p-type conductivity.7 In them tellurium created an accepto
structural defect (VGa1Te). In the given solid solution, tel
lurium apparently manifests itself simply as a shallow don
since no significant lowering of the mobility typical of th
presence of defects is observed. Zinc, acting as an acce
as it diffuses from the substrate into the epitaxial film, rais
the degree of compensation of electrons in it by lower
their density and decreasing their mobility.

The electron activation energies listed in Table III we
determined from the temperature dependence of the Hall
efficient ~Fig. 3!. On the curve for the solid solution
In0.85GaAsSb three slopes, which correspond to the act
tion energiesE150.002 eV, E250.02– 0.03 eV, andE3

50.09– 0.1 eV, are observed. The deepest donor level,E3,
also showed up in an examination of the photoconductiv
It may be noted that the same activation energies were fo
for epitaxial films of indium arsenide: as was already not
E1 is due to shallow uncontrollable impurities, andE2 and
E3 are due to structural defects.

THE SOLID SOLUTION InAsSbP x

Baranov et al.12 showed that in the system InAsSbPx

grown on an InAs substrate by liquid-phase epitaxy it
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TABLE III.

Solid
77 K 300 K

solution x Substrate n310217, c23 m, cm2/(V•s) n310217, cm23 m, cm2/(V•s) E1 , eV E2 , eV E3 , eV

InxGaAsSb 0.85 n-GaSb : Te 6 8750 74 3400 0.002 0.02 0.09
0.85 n-GaSb : Te 6 8000 1.5 7300 0.003 0.025 0.08
0.8 p-InAs : Zn 0.2 8900 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
0.79 p-InAs : Zn 0.5 6300 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

InAsSbPx 0.03 p-InAs : Zn 0.9 29 000 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
0.16 p-InAs : Zn 8 14 000 ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
0.26 p-InAs : Zn 0.18 13 000 ••• ••• 0.002 0.02 0.9–0.1

InAsGax 0.02 p-InAs : Zn 0.53 2600 ••• ••• 0.002 0.015 0.07
0.03 p-InAs : Zn 1.0 2500 6.6 650 0.001 0.033 0.2
0.05 p-InAs : Zn 10 4000 5.2 3400 0.002 0.018 0.07

InAsPx 0.02 p-InAs : Zn 2 2500 19 1200 0.002 0.035 0.2
0.038 p-InAs : Zn 10 4300 14 3900 0.001 0.03 •••
0.053 p-InAs : Zn 14 3100 17 3200 0.002 0.03 •••
0.073 p-InAs : Zn 5.8 3000 11 2500 0.002 0.03 •••
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possible to obtain a continuous series of solid solutions w
0,x,0.39, whose band gap partly overlaps the spec
range of the immiscibility region of InGaAsSb, which rais
interest in these solid solutions. The dashed line in Fig
plots the calculated dependence of the width of the band
in InAsSbPx on the composition,13 and the points represen
experimental results obtained by us and other authors.14

We investigated the electrical and photoelectric prop
ties of the solid solutions InAsSbPx over a wide range of the
phosphorus content (0.03,x,0.26). Our aim was to deter
mine the parameters and to examine the energy spectru
this material.

Epitaxial films, isoperiodic with the InAs substrate, we
obtained by liquid-phase epitaxy from the initial ingredien
InP, InAs, In, and Sb. The growth temperaturet for x

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficientR for different solid
solutions.
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,0.15 was 650 °C, the film thickness was about 100mm,
and the substrate was ground down before the measurem
were performed. Forx50.26 andt5550 °C the layers were
thin ~3–5 mm!. In this case, we used strongly compensa
p-InAs : Zn as the substrate, which is a semi-insulator up
200 K.

Parameters of the solid solutions InGaAsPx for represen-
tative values ofx are listed in Table III. Note that in thin
films with the composition InGaAsP0.26 grown on InAs : Zn
substrates the electron density is significantly lower for l
electron mobility than in thick films of other composition
We can assume that zinc which diffuses from the subst
compensates for the donors in the film. We observed
analogous picture in the solid solution InGaAsSb. The a
vation energies of the impurities were determined from
temperature dependences of the Hall coefficient and the p
toconductivity. Figure 3 plots the dependenceR(T) for the
solid solution InAsSbP0.26. Three slopes are distinctly visibl
in the temperature dependence corresponding to the ac
tion energies E150.002 eV, E250.02 eV, and E3

50.09– 0.1 eV. As can be seen, the same values were
tained as in indium arsenide and in the solid solution
GaAsSb.

THE TERNARY SOLID SOLUTIONS InAsGa x „x 50.0220.05…
AND InAsP x „x 50.02220.07…

These solid solutions, which are very similar in comp
sition to indium arsenide, have a band gap that is not m
wider than that of InAs. According to the calculations, atT
577 K it is Eg50.448 eV for InAsGax and Eg50.415 eV
for InAsPx . Interest in these materials stems from the sea
for crystals with lower electron affinity than in InAs andEg

close to the band gap of indium arsenide, with the aim
obtaining structures with a disconnected type-II heteroju
tion that contains a two-dimensional electron channel.

Ternary solid solutions InAsGa and InAsP were grow
by liquid-phase epitaxy att5590 °C on p-InAs : Zn sub-
strates, with which they were not isoperiodic~the lattice mis-
match Da/a varied from 0.1 to 0.2%!. The parameters o
these solid solutions are listed in Table III, and the tempe
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TABLE IV.

Solid Impurity
T577 K

solution Substrate Impurity concentration, mole n310217, cm23 m, cm2/(V•s)

InAsSbP0.26 p-InAs : Zn ••• ••• 0.18 13 500
Te 2.531024 0.6 8 100

5 31024 1.5 6 000
4.631023 25 3 600
9.231023 60 3 000

Sn 1.831022 0.12 6 150
3.231022 0.31 6 850
2.531021 3.3 4 780
6.231021 12 3 330
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ture dependence of the Hall coefficient is plotted in Fig. 3
is interesting that the electron density in all the investiga
crystals was high (1017– 1018 cm23) while the mobility was
low. The activation energies in these ternary solid solutio
were similar to the activation energies of impurities in InA
and in the quaternary solid solutions~Fig. 3!.

DOPING OF SOLID SOLUTIONS WITH DONOR IMPURITIES

To extend the range of current carrier concentrations
the solid solutions we doped some of them with donor i
purities ~Te, Sn!.

The solid solution In0.85GaAsSb, grown on a
n-GaSb : Te substrate, was doped with tellurium. The e
tron density in this case grew linearly from 2.031017 to
1019 cm23, and the mobility fell from 11000 to
3000 cm2/(V•s).

Thesolidsolution InAsSbP0.26, grown on ap-InAs : Zn
substrate, was doped with tellurium and tin. The results
summarized in Table IV, from which it can be seen th
doping with tellurium raises the electron density from
31016 to 1019 cm23 as the tellurium concentration increas
from 1024 to 1022 mole %.

In the case of doping of InAsSbP with tin this impuri
manifested its amphoteric properties: at low tin concen
tions the number of acceptors and the number of donor
the crystal grew. Therefore, the electron density first
creased slightly, but at tin concentrations greater than 0
mole% the electron density grew rapidly and reach
1018 cm23. As measurements of the temperature depende
of the Hall coefficient and the photoconductivity
tellurium- and tin-doped samples showed, impurities in th
with activation energyE150.002– 0.003 eV are preserve
but the defect with activation energyE250.02– 0.03 eV dis-
appears, which suggests a possible curing by tellurium
tin.

In order to estimate the degree of perfection of the va
ous n-type solid solutions examined in this study, we co
pared the dependence of the electron mobility on the elec
density in them with the theoretical dependencem(n) for
indium arsenide, as we did in the case of doping of InAs
rare-earth impurities or by using lead solvent. The das
curve in Fig. 4 plots the theoretical dependence for InA
t
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experimental curves for all the investigated ternary and q
ternaryn-type solid solutions, both undoped and tellurium
doped, are also shown.

It can be seen from the figure that the dependencem(n)
for the solid solutions differs significantly from the theore
cal dependence for InAs. Closest to the theoretical dep
dence m(n) is the dependence for InGaAsSb grown
n-GaSb : Te~curve1!, but for the same solid solution grow
on p-InAs : Zn it is located significantly lower~curve 2!,
which suggests that this material is highly imperfect~it has
clusters of impurities and defects, the so-called ‘‘mobil
killers,’’ and other flaws8!. This dependence has roughly th
same form for InAsSbP grown on the same substrate~curve
3!. As studies of transverse and longitudinal magnetore
tance in these crystals have shown, there do indeed e
clusters of impurities, whose fraction can reach 47% of
entire volume of the crystal in the undoped samples. Th
appearance is possibly connected with zinc diffusion fr
the substrate during epitaxial growth.

Taking into account all the factors mentioned above,
conclude that to obtain solid solutions with a high mobility

FIG. 4. Dependence of the mobilitym on the electron densityn in the solid
solutions: dashed curve—theoretical dependence for InAs, poin
experiment:1—InGaAsSb on an-GaSb:Te substrate,2—InGaAsSb on
p-InAs:Zn, 3—InGaAsP on p-InAs:Zn, 4—InGaAs on p-InAs:Zn,
5—InAsP onp-InAs.
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TABLE V.

Solid Impurity Conductivity
T577 K

solution Substrate Impurity concentration, mole% type n310217, cm23 m, cm2/(V•s)

In0.85GaAsSb p-GaSb : Te ••• ••• n 5.6 3700
Mn 6.631023 n 4 2270

1.931022 n 2.2 890
5.731022 p 8 20
9.131022 p 13 59
1.931021 p 40 60
3.431021 p 170 50
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is desirable to use either high-resistance substrates d
with lead or GaSb : Te substrates instead of InAs : Zn s
strates.

The electron mobility in the undoped ternary solid so
tions InAsGax and InAsPx with different x, grown on
p-InAs : Zn substrates~Fig. 4, curves4 and 5!, is signifi-
cantly lower than in the investigated quaternary solid so
tions. In our view, this has to do with the fact that the
epitaxial films are not isoperiodic with InAs~the lattice mis-
matchDa/a50.120.2%).

DOPING OF SOLID SOLUTIONS WITH ACCEPTOR
IMPURITIES

Acceptor impurities, such as manganese and zinc,
usually used to obtainp-type solid solutions. The most prom
ising is manganese since zinc diffuses strongly from
growing film to the substrate during doping, distorting t
results. We investigated the manganese-doped solid solu
In0.85GaAsSb, grown onn-GaSb : Te andp-GaSb~Pb! sub-
strates. The parameters of these manganese-doped sol
lutions are listed in Table V.

Manganese doping leads first to a decrease in the e
tron density, and then to overcompensation and produc
of p-type material~see Fig. 5 for the InGaAsSb layers grow
on n-GaSb : Te!. We were able to obtain solid solutions wit
carrier concentrationp51019 cm23 and mobility 50–100
cm2/(V•s). It is interesting to note that sign inversion of th
Hall coefficient~transition of the conductivity fromn-type to
p-type! in samples grown onn-GaSb : Te substrates~Fig. 5,
curve2! takes place later at high manganese concentrat
than in samples grown onp-GaSb~Pb! substrates. This can
be explained by an increase in the electron density in
solid solution due to tellurium diffusion from the substrat

A study of the photoconductivity inp-type manganese
doped InGaAsSb samples revealed the presence of pea
the region of the impurity conductivity, associated with e
citation of electrons from the valence band to levels w
E250.03– 0.04 eV andE350.09– 0.1 eV, regardless of th
type of substrate, which confirms our conclusion that th
are associated with natural structural defects in this s
solution. In the spectral dependence we also observed a
associated with excitation of electrons from a shallow acc
tor levelEA50.025– 0.028 eV, which is probably due to th
manganese impurity in this solid solution.
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CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing our discussion above, we can draw the
lowing conclusions.

1. All of the epitaxial layers of indium arsenide, grow
at different epitaxy temperatures~650–550 °C!, are crystals
with n-type conductivity. As the epitaxy temperature is low
ered, the electron density grows by almost two orders
magnitude in comparison with the current carrier concen
tion in InAs crystals grown by the Czochralski method
31016 cm23) while the mobility falls by almost an order o
magnitude.

While the conductivity is determined by shallow impu
rities with activation energyE150.002– 0.003 eV in InAs
crystals, in epitaxial layers it is also governed by structu
defects with activation energiesE250.02– 0.03 eV and
E350.09– 0.1 eV due to deviations from stoichiometry
the solution–melt toward lower arsenic concentrations by
most an order of magnitude.

2. We have achieved a substantial decrease in
current-carrier concentration~by almost an order of magni
tude! and increase in the mobility in epitaxial layers of in

FIG. 5. Dependence of the current carrier concentration in InGaAsSb la
on the level of manganese doping:1—on a GaAs:Te substrate,2—on a
p-GaSb~Pb! substrate.
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dium arsenide due to use of the neutral solvent~lead!, which
makes it possible to reduce the nonstoichiometry~vary the
ratio of the In and As concentrations in the solution!. We
achieved a decrease in the electron density in InAs epita
layers as a result of growing from solution–melts doped w
rare-earth elements~ytterbium and gadolinium!, which prob-
ably bind to background impurities in the initial solution. W
obtained epitaxial layers withn5631015 cm23 and mobil-
ity about 100 000 cm2/(V•s).

3. All of the investigated solid solutions, both with ban
gap Eg greater than that of indium arsenide~InAsSbP, In-
GaAs, InAsP! and with band gap less than that of indiu
arsenide~InGaAsSb!, haven-type conductivity; here the en
ergy spectrum of the impurities in all the investigated cr
tals is similar to the energy spectrum of epitaxial InAs a
consists of levels with energiesE150.002– 0.003 eV,E2

50.02– 0.03 eV, andE350.09– 0.1 eV.
4. Doping of solid solutions with the donor impurities T

and Sn makes it possible to obtain layers with current-car
concentrations in the interval 101621019 cm23 and mobili-
ties in the interval 8000 – 3000 cm2/(V•s). In crystals
doped with donor impurities we observed curing of the str
tural defects withE250.02– 0.03 eV. Doping of solid solu
tions with acceptor impurities~Mn! leads to overcompensa
tion and production of crystals withp-type conductivity
and with hole density p51019 cm23 and mobility
50 cm2/(V•s).
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Hubbard energy of two-electron tin centers in PbS 12zTez solid solutions
V. F. Masterov,† F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, P. P. Seregin, and N. P. Seregin
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It is shown by Mössbauer spectroscopy of the isotope119Sn that an isovalent tin impurity in
PbS12zTez solid solutions is a two-electron donor with a negative correlation energy, where the
energy levels associated with tin centers are situated against the background of the valence
band continuum. The Hubbard energyU is estimated for impurity tin atoms in PbS12zTez

(uUu.0.2 eV!, which is found to be substantially higher than for analogous tin centers in
PbS12zSez solid solutions (uUu50.058 eV!. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00607-9#
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According to Mössbauer spectroscopy data on the i
tope 119Sn, tin in PbS and PbSe and their solid solutio
PbS12zSez is a two-electron donor with a negative correl
tion energy~Hubbard energy!.1 In PbS the energy levels gen
erated by tin centers lie in the lower half of the band g
whereas in PbS12zSe solid solutions the tin levels drop asz
is increased, and forz.0.7 they enter the valence band~but
remain above the levels generated by sodium and thall
acceptor centers, which are used to control the position of
chemical potential in PbS12zSez solid solutions.1

Attempts to observe the electrical activity of tin cente
in PbTe have been unsuccessful because the energy lev
tin are situated against the background of states of the
lence band below the attainable values of the chemical
tential in this material. In PbS12zTez solid solutions the tin
levels ‘‘rise up’’ from the depth of the valence band, and it
possible to observe phenomena associated with change i
charge state of tin.1 Here we give the results of a determin
tion of the positions of the energy levels of tin in PbS12zTez

solid solutions and the Hubbard energy. The preparation
the samples for the investigations and the procedure for m
suring the119Sn Mössbauer spectra are described in Ref.

Figure 1 shows the119Sn Mössbauer spectra o
Pb12x2ySnxAyS12zTez solid solutions at a temperatureT
580 K. For partially compensated samples (0,y,2x) the
119Sn Mössbauer spectra atT580 K comprise the superpos
tion of two lines, whose isomeric shifts correspond to Sn21

and Sn41; the fraction of Sn41 centers P5N(Sn41)/
$N(Sn21)1N(Sn41)% @N(Sn21) andN(Sn41) are the den-
sities of Sn21 and Sn41 centers, respectively# is proportional
to @N(A)2p#, whereN(A) andp are the densities of accep
tors and holes in the samples. The latter varied between
limits 101921020cm23 and did not depend on the temper
ture in the range from 80 K to 295 K, indicating that
PbS12zTez solid solutions the chemical potential associa
with partially ionized tin donor levels is below the top of th
valence band.

Consequently, tin in PbS12zTez is a two-electron donor
Sn21 and Sn41 ions correspond to neutral (@Sn#0) and dou-
bly ionized (@Sn#21) tin centers. The electronic states ass
ciated with tin are situated against the background of st
7261063-7826/99/33(7)/2/$15.00
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of the valence band, but have a higher energy than the
ceptor states of thallium and sodium impurities. The abse
of states corresponding to singly ionized tin centers in
Mössbauer spectra indicates that the Hubbard energyU,0
for two-electron tin centers in PbS12zTez .

A similar situation has been encountered for PbS12zSez

solid solutions.2 For these solid solutions, which simulta
neously contained Sn21 and Sn41 centers, the isomeric shift
of the Sn21 and Sn41 lines depended on the temperature
which the spectra were measured: Elevation of the temp
ture from 80 K to 295 K was accompanied by merging of t

FIG. 1. Mössbauer spectra of119Sn at T580 K for the solid solutions
Pb0.95Sn0.03Tl0.02S0.2Te0.8 ~a! and Pb0.95Sn0.03Tl0.02S0.15Te0.85 ~b!. The posi-
tions of the Sn41 and Sn21 spectra are shown.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Sn21 and Sn41 lines ~Fig. 2!. Such temperature dependenc
of the isomeric shifts are characteristic of electron excha
between two charge states of a Mo¨ssbauer atom, when th
lifetime of each state is commensurate with the lifetime
the Mössbauer level~this time is of the order of 20 ns fo
119Sn!. For z.0.7 the process activation energyE0 does not
depend onz; an analysis in Ref. 2 suggests that the activat
energy of the indicated process in the case of tin levels s
ated against the background of the valence band is gove
entirely by the Hubbard energy:E052U/2.

For PbS12zTez solid solutions containing neutral an
ionized tin centers the isomeric shifts of the Sn21 and Sn41

FIG. 2. Dependence onz of the relative change in the distance betwe
the Sn21 and Sn41 lines when the temperature is raised from 80 K
295 K for solid solutions Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez ~1! and
Pb0.95Sn0.03Tl0.02S0.2Te0.8 ~2!. D(80) andD(295) denote the distances~in
mm/s! between the Sn21 and Sn41 lines at 80 K and 295 K, respectively
s
e

f

n
u-
ed

lines exhibit a far weaker temperature dependence than
been observed for PbS12zSez solid solutions~Fig. 2!. An
estimate of the activation energy of electron exchange
tween neutral and ionized tin centers in PbS12zTez gives
E0.0.1 eV, i.e., for the Hubbard energy we haveuUu.0.2
eV. This value is much higher than the valueuUu50.06 eV
obtained for analogous centers in PbS12zSez .

A comparison of the estimates for the Hubbard ene
leads to conclusions about its nature, i.e., in our case a
the source of the energy gain when the second electro
stripped from the tin center, relative to the first. First of a
this gain could hardly be associated with delocalized sta
of the valence zone, because for PbS12zSez solid solutions
the dependence ofE0 on z vanishes when the tin levels mov
into the valence band. This means that the delocalized st
of the valence band and the electronic states of the tin at
are separated in space, while the Hubbard energy is de
mined by the nearest-neighbor environment of the lat
Second, the Hubbard energy depends on the chemical na
of the chalcogen in the environment of the tin atoms. In
composition where the Hubbard energy was estimated, t
are Se22 for PbS12zSez and Te22 for PbS12zTez . The most
probable cause of the onset of a negative Hubbard en
could be a shift of the ligand ions toward the central ion~in
our case the Se22 or Te22 ions toward the Sn41 ion! after
detachment of the second electron. However, this ef
should produce a greater energy gain for smaller-size liga
~i.e., for Se22 as opposed to Te22). Our observed ratio of the
Hubbard energies implies a different origin. The source
this case could be, for example, an increase of the cova
contribution to the tin-chalcogen binding energy in the io
ization of tin.

†Deceased.

1V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, and P. P. Seregin,
Tekh. Poluprovodn.30, 840 ~1996! @Semiconductors30, 450 ~1996!#.

2V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, and P. P. Seregin,
Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 227 ~1997! @Semiconductors31, 181 ~1997!#.
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Investigation of MOVPE-grown GaN layers doped with As atoms
A. F. Tsatsul’nikov, B. Ya. Ber, A. P. Kartashova, Yu. A. Kudryavtsev, N. N. Ledentsov,
V. V. Lundin, M. V. Maksimov, A. V. Sakharov, A. S. Usikov, and Zh. I. Alfërov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

A. Hoffmann

Technische Universita¨t Berlin, D-10623 Berlin, Germany
~Submitted December 28, 1998; accepted for publication December 30, 1998!
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Conditions are investigated for the injection of arsenic into gallium nitride layers grown by metal-
organic vapor-phase epitaxy. It is shown that the deposition of GaAs on a GaN surface
relieves stresses in the GaN layer. The high-temperature overgrowth of a thin GaAs layer by a
GaN layer causes As atoms to diffuse into the GaN, produces a thick, homogeneously
doped GaN:As region, and creates a bright band in the photoluminescence spectrum with a
maximum at;2.5 eV. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00707-3#
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Considerable attention has recently been given to
fabrication of light-emitting devices that operate in the v
ible and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. This interes
largely attributable to the sweeping potential of such devi
for applications in color television and in memory units. T
greatest progress was in the use of structures based o
system InGaN–GaN, which permits the radiation energy
be varied within the range\v51.9623.5 eV. This system
has provided the basis for the construction of light-emitt
diodes operating from the green to the UV region of t
spectrum. However, the fabrication of green-emitting las
requires a higher content of InN~more than 35 mole %! in
the active zone of InGaN. But then the excessive misma
of the lattice parameters with GaN creates difficulties in
growth of such layers, leads to deterioration of the structu
and, hence, optical characteristics of the active zone of
GaN, and results in degradation of the device characteris
These obstacles necessitate the use of alternative method
solving the problem of extending the optical range of Ga
based devices.

One way to solve the problem is by the monitoring a
regulation of self-organization processes in constrained
tems. For In-containing systems these effects produce l
regions of elevated In content and can be used to ach
major modifications of their optical properties. The form
tion of InGaAs quantum dots with diameters;100 Å, which
are capable of shifting the photoluminescence line to a wa
lengthl'1.3 mm, has been demonstrated in a conventio
InGaAs-AlGaAs system; the same shift has been imposs
to achieve using InGaAs-based quantum wells.1 Numerous
studies of InGaN quantum wells have shown that their o
cal properties are governed by recombination processe
local regions of elevated In content.2 For the system InAIN-
GaN this kind of phase separation has made it possibl
generate optical radiation in the red region of the spectru3

In addition to InGaN-GaN, the constrained GaAsN-Ga
system has received attention in recent studies.4 It is charac-
terized by a greater mismatch of the lattice parame
7281063-7826/99/33(7)/3/$15.00
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~;25% between GaAs and GaN! than in InGaN-GaN
~;12% between InN and GaN!. However, theoretical calcu
lations show that the decrease in the width of the band
with the introduction of GaAs~;150 meV for 1% GaAs!
greatly exceeds the analogous value for InN~;25 meV for
1% InN!. Consequently, even slight additives of GaAs c
significantly lower the energy of the optical transition. It h
also been shown that the introduction of As improves
transport and optical characteristics of GaN layers.5

Here we report an investigation of the injection of A
into GaN epilayers grown by metal-organic vapor-phase
itaxy ~MOVPE! ~organometallic compound hydride epitaxy!.
We intend to show that the deposition of GaAs on the s
face of a GaN layer and its subsequent removal lead to st
relief and partial relaxation of the GaN layer. The depositi
of a thin GaAs layer between GaN layers results in the f
mation of local GaN:As regions due to the emergence o
new band in the photoluminescence spectra, its maxim
occurring at an energy\v.2.5 eV.

The GaN:As samples were grown on~0001!-oriented
sapphirea-Al2O3 substrates in a horizontal reactor with in
ductive heating and a reduced pressure of 200 mbar.
vapor carrier was hydrogen or argon, the source of the gr
III element was trimethyl gallium~TMG!, and the nitrogen
source was ammonia. Tertiary butylarsine~TBA! or a 10%
mixture of arsine (AsH3) with hydrogen provided the sourc
of arsenic. The resulting structures were investigated by s
ondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS! and photolumines-
cence, which was excited by an He-Cd laser with a pu
power density of 25 W/cm2 and was controlled by a coole
photoelectric multiplier. The surface morphology and t
thickness of the layers were investigated by means of a s
ning electron microscope.

The MOVPE preparation of GaAsN solid solutions h
the distinctive feature that the growth of GaAs and t
growth of GaN take place under different conditions. Typic
growth temperatures for GaAs areTs56002750 °C for a
ratio of group III to group V components in the vapor pha
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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equal to 30–100, as opposed to the analogous paramete
the preparation of high-quality GaN epilayers:Ts51030
21080°C at a III-V ratio of 2000–5000~Ref. 6!. In the
initial stage of our project, therefore, we began the inve
gation of the injection of As into GaN by growing Ga
layers at various growth temperatures in a TBA flux
(1.5215)31024 mole/min. The procedure entailed, first, th
growth of a virgin ~not intentionally doped! GaN layer of
thickness 2.523 mm on a sapphire substrate7 and then the
additional injection of TBA into the reactor. Figure 1 show
the photoluminescence spectra of these samples. It is ev
from the figure that lowering the temperature under
stated conditions does not significantly alter the edge ph
luminescence intensity~BL!, whereas the defect-induce
blue line with a maximum at\v53.25 eV vanishes from the
photoluminescence spectrum. Consequently, the op
properties of the GaN layers do not suffer any apprecia
degradation. On the other hand, the emergence of new
toluminescence lines due to the injection of As atoms is
observed. No changes were observed in the photolumi
cence spectra of samples grown at lower TBA fluxes.

This result can be explained as follows. The growth
the GaAs layer~instead of a GaN1 As layer! on a GaN layer
with the injection of an ammonia flux into the reactor h
shown that the growth rate of GaAs at identical growth te
peratures (Ts5800 °C! and TMG fluxes is almost an orde
of magnitude higher than the growth rate of GaN. Th
means that the thermal decomposition of TBA produce
quantity of reactable arsenic or its compounds in the va
phase far in excess of the quantity of reactable nitrogen g
erated by the decomposition of ammonia. Processes of in
action in the vapor phase between the components of g
V elements involving TMG probably results in the formatio

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of GaN layers grown in a TBA flu
various temperatures:~1! Ts5800 °C; ~2! 840 °C; ~3! 1040 °C. Measure-
ment temperatureT577 K.
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of stable polymer products, which lower the growth rate a
obstruct the injection of As.

In the next stage of our investigations we used a 10
mixture of arsine with hydrogen as the arsenic source. T
use of AsH3 was conducive to more controlled growth o
GaAs layers on GaN. Initially a GaAs layer of thicknes
;0.6 mm was grown on a GaN surface. The GaAs layer h
a polycrystalline structure owing to the large mismatch of t
lattice parameters of GaAs and GaN. The thickness of
GaAs layer differed in different parts of the sample. Aft
etching of the GaAs in an etchant H2SO4:H2O2:H2O 5
5:1:1 we investigated the photoluminescence of the GaN
different points of the structure surface~p1, p2, p3! charac-
terized by different thicknesses of the initially deposite
GaAs layer~Fig. 2!. The effective thickness of the GaA
layer decreased from pointp3 to pointp1. Clearly, the depo-
sition and subsequent etching of the GaAs significantly
duced the photoluminescence line on the long-wavelen
side, the position of thep3 band essentially coinciding with
the position of the free-exciton photoluminescence line in
unconstrained GaN. The total photoluminescence inten
scarcely changed in this case. Consequently, the depos
of GaAs leads to partial relaxation of the GaN epilayer. T
effective thickness of the GaN relaxation layer is not smal
than the thickness at which the He-Cd laser beam is
sorbed:d.0.3mm.

Since the growth of GaN1 As layers simultaneously in
ammonia and arsine fluxes also failed to yield the expec
results, we employed a different technique for the injecti
of As into GaN, based on the formation of thin GaAs laye
in a GaN host. For this purpose we grew samples in wh
thin GaAs layers~30 nm and 60 nm! deposited on the GaN
surface at 730 °C were overgrown by a GaN layer of thic
ness;50 nm at 1030 °C. It is important to note that at th
indicated growth temperatures the GaN is thermally unsta
in a hydrogen ambient without an ammonia flux.8 The GaAs
layer and the subsequent GaN layer were therefore grow

t

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of a GaN layer after etching of the G
layer from its surface. The spectra are recorded at different points of
sample surface with different effective thicknesses of the deposited Ga
Measurement temperatureT577 K.
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an argon ambient. Figure 3 shows the SIMS profile of suc
sample with a GaAs layer of thickness 60 nm. It is evide
that a GaN:As layer of thickness;400 nm with an average
density of As atoms;331018cm23 is formed instead of a
thin GaAs layer in the given structure. We can therefo
conclude that the diffusion of As atoms either during dep
sition of the GaAs layer or during high-temperature ov
growth resulted in the formation of a thick As-doped Ga
layer. Figure 4 shows the photoluminescence spectra of
investigated structure in the interval\v51.523 eV. The
spectra of these structures acquire a new line~GL! with a
maximum at;2.45 eV~Ref. 9!, whose intensity increases a
the effective thickness of the deposited GaAs layer increa
It must be noted that this line does not occur in the photo
minescence spectra of samples grown at a low tempera
~Fig. 1! and is therefore specifically attributable to the inje
tion of As rather than to defects formed as a result of the
growth temperature. The dependence of the total GL int
sity on the pump power densityPexc is described by the
relation I GL;Pexc

1.7 ~see the inset in Fig. 4!, which is typical
for impurity-induced photoluminescense~line intensity YL
I YL;Pexc) and closely resembles the behavior of the pho
luminescence edge~BL edge intensity,I BL;Pexc

2 ). We can
therefore assume that the GL is attributable to recombina
processes in local GaN:As regions.

We have thus investigated the conditions for the inj
tion of As into GaN layers during MOVPE growth. We hav
shown that the deposition of GaAs on a GaN surface redu

FIG. 3. SIMS profile of a structure with an intermediate GaAs layer
thickness 60 nm in GaN.
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stresses and leads to partial relaxation of the GaN sur
layer. The subsequent overgrowth of the thin GaAs layer
a GaN layer at high temperature produces local GaN:As
gions due to the emergence of a new band in the photolu
nescence spectrum with a maximum at;2.5 eV.
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FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of GaN layers with different thickne
of the deposited GaAs layer. Inset: dependence of the total intensities o
lines YL, GL, and BL on the intensity of the exciting light beamPexc.
Measurement temperatureT577 K.
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SEMICONDUCTORS STRUCTURES, INTERFACES AND SURFACES

Photolectric effects in silicon switching structures utilizing rare-earth fluorides
V. A. Rozhkov* ) and M. B. Shalimova

Samara State University, 443011 Samara, Russia
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The photoelectric characteristics of silicon metal-insulator-semiconductor switching structures are
investigated; cerium, dysprosium, and erbium fluorides are used for the insulator layer. It is
shown that the photoelectric characteristics of the structures in the low-resistance state are similar
to those of a metal-~tunneling insulator!-semiconductor structure; in particular, a mechanism
of injection amplification of the photocurrent comes into play. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00807-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of memory switching of the electri
conductivity, discovered comparatively recently1–3 in struc-
tures with thin-film fluorides of rare-earth~RE! elements,
opens new pathways to the design of various types
switches, reprogrammable memory elements, controls,
other functional devices. In structures utilizing RE fluorid
this phenomenon is typified by a broad range of variation~as
much as 1062107-fold! of the resistance between the hig
resistance and low-resistance states, fast switching ti
~fractions of a microsecond!, low switching energies
(;1028 J!, high radiation immunity, and a virtually unlim
ited number of switching cycles for the optimal choice
switching regime. The latter properties make it necessar
investigate the basic properties of the memory switching
fect in these structures, along with the characteristics of
high-resistance and low-resistance states. Accordingly, in
present article we report a study of the special characteris
of photoelectric effects in silicon switching structures utili
ing RE fluoride insulator layers.

OBJECTS AND PROCEDURE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

Samples with a metal-insulator-semiconductor~MIS!
structure were chosen for the experiments. Rare-earth fl
ride insulator films of thickness;0.2520.45 mm were pre-
pared by the thermal spraying of powdered CeF3, DyF3, and
ErF3 in vacuum. The substrates for the MIS structures w
KÉF-5~111! n-type or KDB-4.5~100! p-type single-crystal
silicon wafers.

The photoelectric characteristics of the silicon M
structures with RE fluorides were investigated both in ste
illumination and in illumination of the structures by mon
chromatic radiation pulses of various durations. The str
tures used for the measurements came with upper alumi
contacts having an areaA52.4531023 cm2. The structures
were irradiated by an LGN-215 laser with a waveleng
l50.63 mm and a beam cross section of 2.5431022 cm2.
The intensity of the incident radiation was varied by mea
7311063-7826/99/33(7)/5/$15.00
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of auxiliary light filters and had valuesI 57.63101624.8
31018kW/(cm2

•s). The source of the pulsed monochr
matic radiation with a wavelengthl50.93 mm was an AL-
106A gallium arsenide light-emitting diode. The radiatio
intensity from the AL-106A LED at the wavelengthl50.93
mm, determined by means of a calibrated LFD-2-A photo
ode, was I 5331017kW/(cm2

•s). A 40-W incandescent
lamp with a tungsten filament was also used.

Figure 1 shows typical switching current-voltage~I-V!
curves for the investigated MIS structure prepared onn-type
silicon substrates. Investigations have shown that the M
structures can exist in two stable states with significan
different resistances andI-V curves. The as-prepared sampl

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of a silicon MIS structure utilizin
rare-earth fluoride element:~AOB! high-resistance state;~COD! low-
resistance state.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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are in a state with a high resistance of (224)31011V ~Fig.
1, line AOB! as long as the voltage, its polarity correspon
ing to the depletion of majority carriers from the surface
the semiconductor, does not exceed a threshold valueVth

552200 V ~depending on the thickness of the insulator a
its degree of perfection!. When the threshold voltage is ex
ceeded, the resistance of the sample drops abruptly, sw
ing it into a low-resistance state of 1042105 V ~Fig. 1,
branch COD!. The structures are switched back to the ori
nal high-resistance state upon reversal of the polarity of
voltage, when the current through the sample attains a v
of 1002600mA. The reverse switching voltage for differen
samples now lies in the rangeV053220 V. The structures
exhibit reproducibility through multiple~more than 104)
switchings from one state to the other and back again un
both constant and pulsed voltages, both states persisting
long time~more than 30 days! at room temperature with th
voltage off.

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Investigations have shown2 that the conducting channe
formed in a RE fluoride film in the low-resistance state ha
positive temperature coefficient of the resistance combi
with the low resistivity typical of metals. We can assume
the basis of this condition that the conducting channel c
sists mainly of the metal phase. Estimates of the radius of
conducting channel from the leakage resistance of the sil
substrates give values of 125mm.

An analysis of the experimental data shows that wh
silicon MIS structures utilizing a RE fluoride insulato
switches to the low-resistance state, their electrical cha
teristics change considerably, exhibiting dependences sim
to those typical of metal-tunnel insulator-semiconduc
~MTIS! structures.4,5 Figure 2 shows the reverse branches
the I-V curves of Al–CeF3–n-Si structures in the low-
resistance state, measured in steady illumination. TheI-V
curves of illuminated MIS structures with RE fluorides in t

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of an Al–CeF3-Si structure in the
low-resistance state, illuminated by a steady light source~l50.63 mm!.
Luminous flux density: ~1! 7.631016 kW/(cm2

•s); ~2! 2.5
31018 kW/(cm2

•s).
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low-resistance state have two distinctive segments. In
initial segment atV,Vcr the current through the structure
limited by the leakage current through the insulator.
V.Vcr the photocurrent goes to saturation and the app
voltage drops across the space charge region.

Figure 3 shows capacitance-voltage~C-V curves! of an
Al–CeF3–n-Si structure in the low-resistance state in da
ness and in illumination by an incandescent lamp. The inv
tigations show that the increase in the rate of generation
minority carriers in the illuminated structure leads to satu
tion of the surface density of minority carriers. In this ca
the transition of theC-V curve into the nonequilibrium deple
tion regime, when the silicon region contains a deplet
layer whose thickness increases as the voltage on the s
ture is increased, takes place at higher reverse bias volt
(V.Vcr) than in darkness.

The general neutrality equation for an MTIS structu
taking into account the distribution of the voltageV applied
to the structure, the voltage drops in the insulator~dielectric!
Vd and in the semiconductorVS , and the voltage across th
load resistanceVL , can be written in the form~for an MIS
structure with ann-type substrate! ~Refs. 6 and 7!

V5
kT

q
yS2VL2

qn0LD

Cd
S pS

n0
2yS21D 1/2

7VFB , ~1!

where VFB is the flat-band potential, the plus sign corr
sponds to enriching initial band bending,yS5qVS /kT is the
dimensionless surface potential,Cd is the specific capaci-
tance of the insulator,n0 is the density of electrons in th
bulk of the semiconductor,pS is the surface density of holes
andLD5(«0«SkT/2q2n0)1/2 is the Debye shielding length.

An analysis shows6,7 that for a certain reverse biasVcr

the surface density of minority carriers~holes! pS in an
MTIS structure saturates, and a further increase in the g
voltage does not increase the charge of the inversion la
The saturation condition is written in the form6,7

FIG. 3. Capacitance-voltage characteristic of an Al–CeF3–p-Si MIS struc-
ture in the low-resistance state in darkness~1! and exposed to light~2!.
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Vcr5
kT

q
yS2

qn0LD

Cd
S 4I *

D̄pVpn0

2ySD 1/2

2VL7VFB , ~2!

whereI * is the light-generated flux of electron-hole pairs,Vp

is the thermal velocity of holes, andD̄p is the hole tunneling
transmissivity.

Using the procedure described in Ref. 7, for the inve
gated structures we obtain the following values of the vo
age drops on different regions of the structure atVcr. The
voltage drop across the depletion layer is

VS5
kT

q
yS'20.6 V;

the voltage drop across the insulator is

Vd5
qn0LD

Cd
S 4I *

DpVpn0
2ySD 1/2

'1.4210.7 V.

The following quantities, consistent with the given expe
ment, are used for the estimates:

I 57.63101624.831018kW/~cm2
•s!,

I * 58.43101425.331016cm22s21;

D̄p51029; Cd5231028 F/cm2; Vp5107 cm/s;

n05931014cm23; LD59.6831026 cm.

The specific capacitance of the insulatorCd in the given
structures is approximately two orders of magnitude sma
than in MTIS structures with identical thickness of th
tunneling-thin insulator over the entire area of the structu
This characteristic is associated with the local nature of
variations occurring in the insulator layer beneath the up
sprayed-on contact after switching of the MIS structure i
the low-resistance state. The thickness of the tunneling-
insulator layerd was estimated from the difference in th
capacitances of the MIS structure in the high-resistance
low-resistance states equal to 1215 pF. Experimental studie
have shown that the tunneling-thin insulator layer of thic
nessd510240 Å is formed only in the region of a conduc
ing channel of small radius;125 mm at the interface be
tween the semiconductor and the material of the conduc
channel; the rest of the insulator beneath the contact rem
unchanged and preserves the original thickness;0.25
20.45mm.

The experimentally determined value ofVcr is 0.5237
V, where now the voltage drop across the load resista
RL52210 kV is equal toVL50.1220 V. It follows from
Eq. ~2! that the absolute value ofVcr increases with intensity
of the incident radiationI * , as indeed we have observe
experimentally~Fig. 2!.

Under the experimental conditions, therefore, we
counter the situation where a substantial part of the volt
applied to the MTIS structure falls across the insulator.
specific energy band diagram of the MIS structure~with a
tunneling-thin insulator! can be achieved in this case, wi
internal amplification of the photocurrent. The investigat
case is characterized by an increase in the current of e
trons tunneling from the metal into the semiconductor as
i-
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reverse bias and the illumination intensity are increased~for
MTIS structures with ann-type substrate!. The photocurrent
of majority carriers becomes commensurate with or grea
than the current of minority carriers, signifying an ampli
cation regime.

Data obtained for various illumination intensities fro
measurements of the saturation photocurrent give a m
mum current-power sensitivity;0.7 A/W at a wavelength of
0.63 mm. The parameters of the investigated structures
nonoptimal in this case: Part of the surface of the structur
covered by the measurement probe, and approximately
90% of the radiation incident on the structure is reflected
the metal electrode. For photoelectric devices with optim
parameters and zero photocurrent amplification the m
mum current-power sensitivity for the given wavelength
0.4 A/W. This result indicates amplification of the photocu
rent in the investigated structures.

We have investigated the form of the photoresponse
netics of MIS structures utilizing RE fluorides in the low
resistance stage with illumination of the structures by mo
chromatic radiation pulses of various durations. We ha
established that the kinetic characteristics of the photocur
Jph(t) with a reverse biasV5232 V applied to the structure
are well approximated by hyperbolic functions of the form

Jph~ t !5qI* MphA5 12
1

~11t/td!2
,

1

~11t/td!2
,

~3!

where the first equation corresponds to illumination be
turned on at the timet50, the second equation correspon
to its being turned off att50, Mph5(Jn1Jp)/Jp is the gain
of the photocurrent for structures with ann-type substrate,Jn

is the photocurrent of majority carriers~electrons!, Jp is the
photocurrent of minority carriers~holes!, andtd is a charac-
teristic relaxation time, which is given by the expression

td5
2LD~n0!1/2

@Spe
0 exp~yS

0!I * #1/2
. ~4!

Here

Spe5S 1

4
VpD̄pDexp~2yS!

is the effective rate of emission of holes from the semico
ductor into the metal; the superscript 0 corresponds to n
illumination at the initial time.

We know8,9 that the nature of the photoresponse kinet
of MTIS structures can differ. If the rate of tunneling tran
port of charge carriers through the insulator is greater t
their recombination rate, the factors governing the photo
sponse time in the structure are the same as inp2n junc-
tions. In structures where the photoresponse time is gove
by the accumulation time of minority carriers in the surfa
potential well, amplification of the photocurrent, which
detected from the specific form of the photoresponse kine
and a rise in the photocurrent, can be observed. In the la
case the relaxation time decreases as the illumination in
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sity is increased, corroborating the photoresponse osc
grams shown in Fig. 4 for MIS structures with RE fluorid
in the low-resistance state.

A previous analysis9 of relaxation effects in MTIS struc
tures shows that the total current density through an M
structure with ann-type substrate depends on the sum of
displacement current and the ohmic current density of min
ity carriers~holes!:

Jph~ t !5«0«S

dES

dt
1qSpeDp* ~ t !, ~5!

whereES is the electric field on the surface of the semico
ductor, andDp* is the light-induced increment of the surfac
nonequilibrium hole density. When the photocurrent is a
plified, the presence of a current of majority carriers must
taken into account in Eq.~5!; for MTIS structures with an
n-Si substrate the current in question is electronic. The c
rent density is then described by the relation

Jph~ t !5«0«S

dES

dt
1qMphSpeDp* ~ t !. ~6!

For large photocurrent gainsMph@1 the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq.~6! can be disregarded, whereupon t
equation of continuity for the flux of minority carriers can b
taken into account to obtain Eq.~3!, which describes the
kinetic characteristics of the investigated MIS structures
the low-resistance state. It is assumed here that inversio
the conductivity takes place, and that the minority carri
are nondegenerate on the surface of the semiconductor.9 The
experimental photoresponse characteristics are therefo
agreement with the theoretical relations.

An investigation of the kinetic photoresponse charac
istics shows that capacitative current segments assoc
with the switching off and on of illumination are discernib

FIG. 4. Oscillograms of the photoresponse of an Al–DyF3–p-Si MIS struc-
ture in the low-resistance state for various radiation intensities at the w
lengthl50.93mm: ~1! I 1; ~2! I 2; ~3! I 3 ; I 1.I 2.I 3.
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on the photoresponse oscillograms. Figure 5a shows a
oscillogram of the photocurrent for an Al–CeF3–n-Si struc-
ture in the low-resistance state illuminated by a rectangu
light pulse with a constant voltageV5232 V applied to the
structure. Figure 5b shows the same characteristic for a
luminating pulse of shorter duration, providing a means
examining in closer detail the initial and final current spik
of a purely capacitative character. This current is descri
by the expressionJph(0)5qAI* 51.3mA and is equal to the
minority carrier photogeneration current. It stabilizes in
time much shorter thantd and is determined by the larger o
the quantities: the carrier transit time through the sp
charge region or the productRC ~whereR is the load resis-
tance, andC is the capacitance of the structure and the c
necting wires!. The saturation photocurrentJph(`) is greater
thanJph(0), implying the onset of the photocurrent amplifi
cation regime. The possibility of separating the majority a
minority carrier currents in time enables us to calculate
rectly from the photocurrent kinetics the gain of the pho
current in the structure as the ratio of the total amplitude
the photoresponseJph(`) representing the sum of the majo
ity and minority carrier currents to the amplitude of the in
tial segment of the photocurrentJph(0). For thecharacteristic
shown in Fig. 5 the gain isMph513. The maximum photo-

e-

FIG. 5. Photoresponse kinetics of an Al–CeF3–p-Si MIS structure in the
low-resistance state, illuminated by radiation pulses of different duratio
~a! t 5700 ms; ~b! t 525 ms. The arrows indicate the values of the phot
currents:~a! Jph(`); ~b! Jph(0).
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current gain isMph549 andMph534 for structures utilizing
p-type andn-type silicon, respectively.

At an illumination intensityI 5331017kW/(cm2
•s) the

maximum current-power sensitivity is 0.5 A/W at a wav
length of 0.93mm. The allowance for light losses in reflec
tion from the surface of the investigated structure for
quantum efficiency in siliconh.0.3 gives a value of the
photocurrent of electron-hole pairs generated by light
unit time I * 53.331015cm22

•s21. Accordingly, the capaci-
tative current isJph(0)5qAI* 51.331026 A, which agrees
with the experimental results. It must be noted that Eq.~3!
describes only the ohmic through current, which is equa
zero when the illumination is turned on at the initial tim
The relaxation time can be determined from the photo
sponse kinetics of silicon MIS structures utilizing RE flu
rides in the low-resistance state:t rel5502450ms for p-type
andt rel5302180ms for n-type Si samples. Since

Spe
0 exp~yS

0!5
1

4
D̄pVp , ~7!

we obtain the following relation by substituting Eq.~7! into
~4!:

D̄p5
16LD

2 n0

td
2VpI *

. ~8!

Equation ~8! can be used to determine the hole tunnel
transmissivityD̄p for a structure with ann-type substrate and
the electron tunneling transmissivityD̄n for a structure with
a p-type substrate. The tunneling transmissivities determi
in this way lie in the intervalsD̄n52.731021122.231028

and D̄p51.731021024.731028. According to Eq.~8!, the
relaxation time increases as the tunneling transmissivity
minority carriers decreases.

In the situation investigated here the conducting chan
formed in the insulator film in the low-resistance state
simultaneously the upper current input contact to the MT
structure and influences its photoelectric characteristics.
e
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mentioned previously,10 the replacement of the metal ele
trode in an MTIS structure by a highly doped semiconduc
produces a semiconductor-tunneling insulator-semicondu
~STIS! structure. The amplification effect can now b
achieved only in isotypical STIS structures, because the
neling current of majority carriers is obstructed in anisoty
cal STIS structures. Since photocurrent amplification in
investigated MIS structures in the low-resistance state oc
on structures with bothp-type andn-type substrates, it is
justified to assume that the material of the conducting ch
nel has a metallic nature.

The reported investigations thus demonstrate the fe
bility of using silicon MIS structures with RE fluorides a
electrical switches and photodetectors with internal amp
cation of the photocurrent.

* !E-mail: rozhkov@ssu.samara, ru
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Fabrication and properties of In 2O3/CdS/CuInSe 2 heterostructures
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Heterostructures are prepared by the vacuum thermal evaporation of CdS^In& onto heated
p-CuInSe2 substrates. An In2O3 layer is deposited on the wide-gap component of each structure
by magnetron sputtering. The photosensitivity of the heterostructures in ambient light and
in linearly polarized radiation is investigated. The photosensitivity of higher-quality structures
attains 80 mA/W atT5300 K. The heterostructures exhibit induced photopleochroism,
and the laws governing its angular and spectral dependences are discussed. It is concluded that
the prepared heterostructures have possible applications as narrowly selective
photoanalyzers of linearly polarized radiation. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00907-2#
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Ternary AIBIIIC2
VI semiconductors with a chalcopyrit

lattice are finding ever-increasing applications in designs
various types of high-efficiency photoconversion devices1–3

A CdS/CuInSe2 barrier has already demonstrated the ca
bility of achieving 18% solar cell efficiency.4 In this paper
we give the results of first-time investigations of the pol
ization photosensitivity of such heterostructures fabrica
with an In2O3 antireflection coating.

Polycrystalline CuInSe2 ingots prepared by direct fusio
of the 99.999 wt. % pure raw elements were used to build
heterostructures. The synthesis operation took place
evacuated quartz cells, and an electrically homogeneous
stance with a free-hole density of approximately
31016cm23 and a Hall mobility of 25 cm2/(V•s) at T
5300 K was obtained by dosing the composition with exc
selenium. The unit cell parameters of the grown cryst
matched the established values for CuInSe2 ~Ref. 4!.

The synthesized dense CuInSe2 ingots ~up to 10 cm in
length and up to 12 mm in diameter! were cut into disks,
whose surfaces were polished mechanically, then che
cally, and were carefully washed and dried. Cadmium sul
layers were deposited by thermal spraying in vacuum fro
powdered mixture of CdS and InS in suitable proportio
The layers were deposited on heated~4002450 °C! CuInSe2
substrates. This technique produced CdS layers with f
electron densities from 1018cm23 to 1019cm23 at thick-
nesses of 324 mm. The attained doping level of the laye
involved the dissolution of indium in the CdS. Layers
In2O3 approximately 1mm thick were deposited on the su
face of the CdS by the magnetron sputtering of a pure ind
target in an oxygen-containing atmosphere. A gold fin
array was then deposited on the In2O3 surface by vacuum
evaporation and a solid gold layer of thickness up to 2mm
was deposited on the back surface of the disks. The ac
area of the resulting heterostructures attained 121.2 cm2.

Figure 1 shows a typical steady-state current-volta
7361063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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~I–V! characteristic of one of the finished heterostructur
the direction of the through current always corresponds
positive polarity of the external bias on thep-CuInSe2. The
forward branch of theI–V characteristic atU.1 V obeys the
equation

I 5~U2U0!/R0 , ~1!

where R0 is the residual resistance, andU0 is the cutoff
voltage. For our heterostructures we haveR052002500V
andU050.8 V at T5300 K. The reverse current of the he
erostructures increases directly as the voltage up to 1 V,
then soft breakdown sets in atU.1 V.

The illumination of a heterostructure from the In2O3 side
induces the photovoltaic effect, positive polarity of the ph
tovoltage corresponding top-CuInSe2, consistent with the
direction of rectification. The voltage photosensitivity of s
perior heterostructures attains 10 V/W, and the current p
tosensitivity attains 80 mA/W atT5300 K.

Figure 2 shows typical spectral curves of the relat
quantum efficiency of photoconversionh for selected hetero-
structures in ambient light atT5300 K. The long-
wavelength edge of the photosensitivity for all the hete
structures is exponential and corresponds to a steep slos
5](lnh)/](\v), which varies in the interval 602120 eV21

for our heterostructures, corresponding to the characte
meson transitions in CuInSe2 ~Ref. 5!. The energy position
of the long-wavelength edge of the photosensitivityh for the
investigated structure lies within the neighborhood of t
band gapEG of CuInSe2 and can be identified with direc
meson transitions in this semiconductor.6 However, the spec-
tral profile of the short-wavelength decay of the photosen
tivity ( \v.EG) in our heterostructures differs considerab
~Fig. 2, curves1–4!, producing variations in the width
~FWHM! d1/2 of the spectral bands ofh from 20 meV to
400 meV in different heterostructures. For heterostructu
with the broadest-band photosensitivity spectrum~Fig. 2,
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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curve4! the energy position of the absolute maximum\vm

coincides with the value ofEG for CuInSe2 ~Ref. 4!.
As the short-wavelength decay ofh intensifies andd1/2

decreases accordingly, the absolute photosensitivity m
mum shifts toward longer wavelengths. We notice that o
\vm becomes smaller than the value ofEG for CuInSe2, the
short-wavelength decay ofh becomes practically exponen
tial up to photon energies close toEG ~Fig. 2, curves1–3!.
Bearing in mind that the geometrical parameters of the wi
gap components in the investigated heterostructures are
lar, we have a basis for linking the steep short-wavelen
decay ofh to predominant localization of the active zone
the heterostructure in the CuInSe2 as a result of difference
in the doping levels of the substrates and the CdS^In&. The
short-wavelength decay of the photosensitivity for theh
spectra in Fig. 2 was found to decrease with decreasing
sity of electrons in the CdŜIn& layers.

FIG. 1. Steady-stateI–V characteristic of an In2O3 /CdS/CuInSe2 hetero-
structure atT5300 K. Positive polarity of the external bias corresponds
CuInSe2.
i-
e

-
i-

th

n-

When a heterostructure is illuminated by linearly pola
ized radiation along the normal to the frontal plane of t
In2O3 ~angle of incidenceQ50°!, the photosensitivity of all
the synthesized heterostructures is independent of the p
tion of the electric field vector of the light wave relative
the plane of incidence of the radiation over the entire ran
of photosensitivity~Fig. 3!. This fact is dictated by the poly
crystalline character of the substrates and then-CdS layers,
which washes out the natural photopleochroism of
semiconductors.5 Under off-normal conditions,Q.0°, a dif-
ference occurs in the photocurrents for thep ands polariza-
tions, i p. i s ~Fig. 3, curves1, 18 and2, 28!. As a result, the
induced photopleochroism

PI5~ i P2 i S!/~ i P1 i S! ~2!

acquires a nonzero value over the entire photosensiti
range. The dependence ofPI on the angle of incidenceQ in
the investigated heterostructures is characterized by a sq
law PI;Q2 over the entire photosensitivity range~Fig. 3,
curves3 and4!, which is consistent with Ref. 7 and permi
PI to be smoothly controlled by varyingQ.

FIG. 2. Spectral curves of the relative quantum efficiency of photoconv
sion of In2O3/CdS/CuInSe2 heterostructures atT5300 K. Samples:~1! No.
6; ~2! No. 1; ~3! No. 7; ~4! No. 10-1. Illumination by unpolarized radiation
from the In2O3 side. Density of electrons in the CdS layers atT5300 K: ~1!
n52310219 cm23; ~2! 0.8310219 cm23; ~3! 0.5310219 cm23; ~4! 0.15
310219 cm23.
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Figure 4 shows typical spectral curves of the induc
photopleochroism for several heterostructures. It follo
from this figure that the induced photopleochroism of su
structures can exhibit oscillations or remain constant. T
presence of oscillations and variations ofPI among the in-
vestigated heterostructures having the same air/In2O3 inter-
face, across which radiation enters into the active zone of
heterostructure, comes into conflict with the analysis in R
7. An estimate of the induced photopleochroism on the b
of Ref. 7 and the refractive indexn52.14 for In2O3 ~Ref. 8!
in such structures yields a value of 36–38%~Q575°!. The
experimental values ofPI come close to this limit only in the
long-wavelength region and only for certain representati
of our structures~Fig. 4!. Similar features have been ob
served previously in other types of heterostructures and
tributed to interference effects.3,9–12 The occurrence of pho
topleochroism oscillations for the heterostructures in
present study is most likely associated with the interfere
of radiation in the In2O3 layers. The differences in the am
plitudes of the oscillations and the energy positions of
extrema ofPI ~Fig. 4! in this case are indicative of oscilla

FIG. 3. Dependence of the photocurrentsi p ~1, 18! and i s ~2, 28! and the
induced photopleochroism~3, 4! on the angle of incidence of linearly polar
ized radiation for In2O3/CdS/CuInSe2 heterostructures atT5300 K. Sample
No. 7, wavelengths:~1, 2, 3! l51.160mm ~18, 28, 4! l50.994mm.
d
s
h
e

e
f.
is

s

t-

e
e

e

tions of the parameters of the transmission-enhancing~anti-
reflection! layers in such heterostructures.

It is important to emphasize that only in the vicinity o
energies corresponding to maxima ofPI are the angular de
pendences of the photocurrents qualitatively consistent w
the results of analysis of the transmission of a light wa
across an interface between two media on the basis of
Fresnel equations.13,14 In this case, as the angleQ increases,
the photocurrenti p increases at first, passes through a ma
mum in the vicinity of the pseudo-Brewster angle, and on
then does it decrease, wherei s decreases monotonically a
the angle of incidence increases~Fig. 3, curves1 and 18!.
The attendant increase ini p characterizes In2O3 layers as
reasonably perfect and indicates a reduction of losses in
flection of thep wave. The observed differences in the a
gular dependences of the photocurrents have the effect
their polarization differenceD i 5 i p2 i s and, hence, the coef
ficient PI itself reach their maximum values.

With an increase in the distance of the incident pho
energy from the point corresponding to the maximum of
PI spectra~Fig. 4, curves1 and2! the angular dependence o
i s exhibits a fundamental departure from the position ofi s

predicted on the basis of the Fresnel equations~Fig. 3, curve
2!. The differences are greatest in the vicinity of the ene
of the minimum in thePI spectrum and lie in the fact that th
photocurrenti s, coming into closest approach toi p, exhibits
an angular dependence with a maximum, similar toi p. The
emergence of thePI minima indicates a reduction of reflec
tion losses not only for thep wave, but also for thes wave.
This merging ofi p and i s ~Fig. 3, curves2 and28! naturally
causes the induced photopleochroism, likeD i , to attain a
minimum.

FIG. 4. Spectral curves of the induced photopleochroism
In2O3/@1#CdS/@1#CuInSe2 heterostructures atT5300 K, Q575°. Samples:
~1! No. 7; ~2! No. 3; ~3! No. 10-1.
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For heterostructures with an essentially constant valu
PI in their photosensitivity range~Fig. 4, curve3! the angu-
lar dependences of the photocurrentsi p and i s are the same
as in the vicinity of the energy of thePI minimum for the
case discussed above. This means that the antireflection
ditions in such heterostructures, in contrast with the str
tures discussed above, can be satisfied over a broad ran
the spectrum.

In closing, we note that the maximum azimuthal pho
sensitivity in the prepared structures attains 60 mA/~W•deg!
at T5300 K, which is an order of magnitude higher tha
without the antireflection coating.15 Similarly, the deposition
of an antireflection coating for our heterostructures helps
achieve a narrowly selective photodetection regime (d1/2

520240 meV!, where the width of the band and its ener
position are controlled by the parameters of the heterost
ture. It is also important to note the potential application
polarization photoelectric spectroscopy for diagnostics of
prepared heterostructures and, accordingly, selection of
required technological regimes for their fabrication.

* !E-mail: rudvas@uniys.hop.stu.neva.ru
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Production and investigation of AgIn 5S8/„InSe, GaSe… heterojunctions
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It is shown that photosensitive AgIn5S8/~InSe, GaSe! heterojunctions can be fabricated using
bulk crystals grown from the melt and from the vapor phase or polycrystalline thin films of the
ternary compound prepared by pulsed laser evaporation. The spectral curves of the
photosensitivity of the heterojunctions are investigated as a function of the photodetection
geometry. It is concluded that the resulting structure have a promising potential as wideband and
selective photodetectors. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01007-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Ternary AIBIIIC2
VI semiconductors are enjoying eve

growing applications as components of highly efficient~h
'18%!, stable solar cells.1–3 The parameters of these mat
rials are controlled primarily by varying the composition
solid solutions of the compounds.4,5 In sections of
AI– BIII – C2

VI systems, however, together with AIBIIC2
VI com-

pounds there exist ordered phases with the general form
AIB3

IIC5
VI and AIB5

IIC8
VI ~Refs. 3, 6, and 7, which should als

be treated as an effective approach to the synthesis of m
rials with the required properties. The physical properties
these phases have not been adequately studied to date
for this reason their practical potential has not been reve
to the fullest.

The present paper is aimed in this direction and rep
sents a feasibility study of the fabrication of photosensit
structures utilizing one such phase, AgIn5S8, prepared in the
form of bulk crystals and thin films. Here we give the resu
of first investigations of the photoelectric properties of se
eral types of AgIn5S8 heterojunctions and discuss their po
sible applications.

EXPERIMENTAL PART

Single crystals of AgIn5S8 were grown by two different
techniques. One was based on the oriented crystallizatio
a melt of stoichiometric composition.8 Such crystals in the
virgin state haven-type conductivity with an electron densit
of (225)31019cm23 and a Hall mobility of 40260
cm2/(V•s) at a temperature of 300 K. The second prepa
tion technique involved a vapor-transport process using
dine as the carrier and was capable of producing crys
having a natural prismatic faceting with average dimensi
7401063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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of 53333 mm. These crystals also hadn-type conductivity
with an electron density;631018cm23 and a mobility of
10220 cm2/(V•s).

Single-phase AgIn5S8 thin films with thicknesses of
0.620.8 mm were prepared by pulsed laser evaporation
the bulk crystals onto glass substrates, whose tempera
was maintained close to 780 K during deposition.9 Like the
bulk crystals, the films hadn-type conductivity.

To create photosensitive AgIn5S8 structures, we ex-
plored the possibilities of forming direct optical contact
the surfaces of the bulk crystals and the thin films with t
surfaces of natural chips of layered InSe and GaSe semi
ductor materials.10 These crystals were grown by the or
ented crystallization of corresponding III–VI melts of nea
stoichiometric composition and hadn-type conductivity with
an electron densityn'1014cm23 at 300 K. After grinding
and polishing, the surfaces of the bulk AgIn5S8 crystals were
treated in a polishing etchant, whereas after deposition of
thin films on glass their outer surfaces were mirror-smoo
and further treatment was unnecessary. Indium was used
the ohmic contacts to the AgIn5S8 and III–VI semiconduc-
tors. The AgIn5S8 and III–VI wafers joined in direct optica
contact were placed in a special holder, which fixed the
sition of this contact and permitted the structures to be i
minated from either the AgIn5S8 or the III–VI side. The
spectral dependences of the relative quantum efficiency
photoconversionh, calculated as the ratio of the short-circu
photocurrent to the number of incident photons, were m
sured in constant and modulated~at 20 Hz! radiation using an
SPM-2 monochromator with a quartz prism. A spectral re
lution '0.5 meV was achieved in the reported measu
ments.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Photoelectric properties of heterojunctions at 300 K.

Preparation of d, R0, Illumination from AgIn5S8 side Illumination from InSe side

AgIn5S8 by: mm V SU , \v, S, d1/2 , SU , \v, S, d1/2 ,
V/W eV eV21 meV V/W eV eV21 meV

Laser evaporation 0.65 43103 15 1.25 70 840 5 1.215 66 40
onto glass
Oriented 140 63107 30 1.252 58 560 10 1.215 60 25
crystallization
Vapor-phase method 80 23109 31 1.82 45 180 3 1.21 50 50
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigations of the steady-state current-voltage~I–V!
curves of the heterojunctions made fromn-type AgIn5S8 thin
films andn-type III–VI wafers consistently disclosed rect
fication. The forward conducting direction in such hete
junctions corresponds to positive polarity of the III–VI sem
conductors, and the rectification factor at voltagesU'2 V
does not exceed 10 in the best structures. The forward bra
of the I–V curve atU.2 is characterized by the relation

U5U01I •R0 , ~1!

where the cutoff voltage isU0'0.220.6 V, and the residua
resistanceR0 ~see Table I! depends heavily on the metho
used to prepare the ternary compound. This dependence
gests an interrelationship between the electrical propertie
the compound and the technological conditions.

Illumination of the investigated heterojunctions induc
a photovoltaic effect, where the sign of the photovoltage
independent of the illumination geometry and is preser
over the entire photosensitivity range of such heteroju
tions. This fact justifies the assumption that the only act
zone in such structures is the heterointerface formed by
optical contact created between the ternary and binary c
cogenides. Table I gives the values of the maximum volt
photosensitivitySU for AgIn5S8/InSe heterojunctions. It is
evident that the photosensitivity in such heterojunctions
higher in illumination from the AgIn5S8 side, consistent with
the ratio between the widths of the band gapsEG of these
semiconductors.11 For AgIn5S8/GaSe structures we have a
tained similar values ofSU , the only difference being tha
now the photosensitivity begins to dominate in illuminati
of the heterojunction from the GaSe side. This result
mainly attributable to the interrelationship between the fu
damental properties of the phases.

Typical spectral curves of the relative quantum e
ciency of photoconversionh for AgIn5S8/InSe heterojunc-
tions exhibit a dependence not only on the photodetec
geometry, but also on the technological conditions attend
the preparation of the ternary compound~Figs. 1 and 2 and
Table I!. For example, when a heterojunction is illuminat
from the InSe side, the long-wavelength edge ofh is expo-
nential in all the structures and has a slopeS
5d(lnh)/d(\v), since it is determined by direct interban
transitions in the InSe.10 The abrupt drop ofetaon the short-
wavelength side for\v.1.215 eV is attributable to the in
fluence of radiation absorption in the InSe. It is typical of
-

ch
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e
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e

s

s
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n
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l

heterojunctions of this type and does not depend on
AgIn5S8 growth technology. When an AgIn5S8/InSe hetero-
junction is illuminated from the AgIn5S8 side, owing to the
elimination of absorption in the InSe, the long-waveleng
edge of the photosensitivity curve shifts into the sho
wavelength spectral region, and the photosensitivity ma
mum is attained at\v'Eg ~InSe!. The width~FWHM! d1/2

of theh spectra increases significantly in this photodetect
geometry~Figs. 1 and 2, curves2 and3, and Table I!. Con-

FIG. 1. Spectral curve of the relative quantum efficiency of photoconvers
h of a thin-film AgIn5S8/InSe heterojunction at 300 K, illuminated from
~1! the InSe side;~2! the AgIn5S8 side. The film was prepared by lase
evaporation.
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sequently, the window effect typical of near-perfect hete
junctions occurs in our prepared structures.11

The widest-band photosensitivity is attained in hete
junctions prepared from AgIn5S8 thin films ~Fig. 1, curve2!.
The maximum ofh in such heterojunctions,\v'1.7 eV, is
close to the gapEG of bulk crystals of the ternary
compound.8 For this reason, the short-wavelength decay oh
in the illumination of AgIn5S8/InSe structures from the
AgIn5S8 side must be attributed to the influence of abso
tion in the laser-evaporated AgIn5S8 thin film.

The short-wavelength decay ofh for \v.1.7 eV be-
comes steeper In heterojunctions utilizing bulk AgIn5S8

crystals grown by oriented crystallization~Fig. 2, curve2!.
This situation is induced by a marked increase in absorp
in the AgIn5S8 crystal when its thickness is increased mo
than 103-fold relative to the laser-deposited film. We als
emphasize the coincidence of the energy positions of
short-wavelength decays ofh in such heterojunctions, lead
ing to the important conclusion that the gapsEG in the bulk
AgIn5S8 crystal and in the thin film prepared from it ar
close to one another.

For heterojunctions of this type with a bulk AgIn5S8

crystal obtained from the vapor phase the spectral profile
h exhibits a major change~Fig. 2, curve3! from the one
discussed above. In fact, the photosensitivity in such het
junctions illuminated from the AgIn5S8 side, in contrast with

FIG. 2. Spectral curves ofh for a bulk-crystal AgIn5S8/InSe heterojunction
at 300 K, illuminated from:~1! the InSe side;~2! the AgIn5S8 side. The
crystal was prepared by:~1, 2! oriented crystallization;~3! the vapor-phase
method.
-
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-

n

e
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the previous types of structures~Figs. 1 and 2, curves2!,
dominates in such heterojunctions with illumination from t
AgIn5S8 side, whereas the contribution of absorption of t
narrow-gap component InSe is reduced more than 102-fold
~Fig. 2, curves2 and3!. It is also important to note that th
maximum of h in heterojunctions utilizing the highest
resistance vapor-phase crystals,\v51.82 eV, corresponds to
the interval of abrupt decay of the photosensitivity of hete
junctions made from the lower-resistance AgIn5S8. The ob-
served transformation in the spectra ofh, depending on the
technology of preparation of the ternary compound~Figs. 1
and 2!, can be qualitatively explained by taking into accou
the variation of the electrical properties of AgIn5S8, which
causes an ever-greater portion of the active zone of the
erojunction to be localized in the bulk of the AgIn5S8 as the
resistance of the latter increases relative to the InSe.

When InSe is replaced by the wider-gap compou
GaSe, the role of the wide-gap component begins to be ta
over by gallium arsenide. Figure 3 shows typical spectra oh
for AgIn5S8/GaSe heterojunctions. In a structure made fro
vapor-phase crystals and illuminated from the AgIn5S8 side
the photosensitivity spectrum~Fig. 3, curve1! is similar to
the characteristic spectrum for AgIn5S8/InSe ~Fig. 2, curve

FIG. 3. Spectral curves for bulk-crystal AgIn5S8/GaSe~1, 2! and thin-film
AgIn5S8/GaSe~3! heterojunctions. The crystal was prepared by the vap
phase method, and illumination is from:~1! the side of the AgIn5S8 thin
film; ~2! the GaSe side.
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743Semiconductors 33 (7), July 1999 Bodnar’ et al.
3!, because it is governed mainly by absorption in the sa
AgIn5S8 wafer. Despite differences in the atomic compo
tion of the III–VI semiconductors used, the long-waveleng
edge of the photosensitivity for such heterojunctions~Fig. 4!
straightens out in the characteristic coordinates for direct
tical transitions,12 (h\v)22\v, and the cutoff energies ex
trapolated to\v50 are close together for the compared h

FIG. 4. Photosensitivity of AgIn5S8/InSe~1! and AgIn5S8/GaSe~2! hetero-
junctions at 300 K. Illumination is from the AgIn5S8 side, and the AgIn5S8

crystal was prepared by the vapor-phase method.
e
-

p-

-

erojunctions and exhibit satisfactory agreement withEG for
AgIn5S8 ~Ref. 8!. In heterojunctions utilizing laser-deposite
AgIn5S8 films, the cutoff energy for both photodetection g
ometries is determined by interband transitions in the G
~Fig. 3, curve3!, owing to the substantial difference in th
doping levels of the contacting substances and, accordin
the predominant localization of the active zone in the Ga

It should be noted that the photoelectric parameters
the prepared heterojunctions do not exhibit any degrada
effects and can be used for nondestructive diagnostics of
homogeneity of the photoelectric parameters of the n
semiconductor AgIn5S8 by decreasing the area of the III–V
wafer and positioning it at different points of the surface
films and bulk crystals of the semiconductor.13

Polarization studies of the sensitivity of AgIn5S8/III–VI
thin-film heterojunctions show that natural photopleochroi
is not observed in such structures, and that the polarime
photodetection regime can be implemented in structures
pared on specially oriented single crystals or with the obliq
incidence of radiation.5

Consequently, easily fabricated AgIn5S8/III–VI struc-
tures have potential practical applications as finely select
wideband photodetectors of natural radiation.

* !E-mail: rudvas@uniys.hop.stu.neva.ru
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Zinc telluride epilayers and CdZnTe/ZnTe quantum wells grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy on GaAs „100… substrates using solid-phase crystallization of an amorphous
ZnTe seed layer

V. I. Kozlovski ,* ) A. B. Krysa, Yu. G. Sadof’ev, and A. G. Tur’yanski 

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted December 8, 1998; accepted for publication December 29, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 810–814~July 1999!

The deposition of an amorphous ZnTe seed layer of thickness 10 nm and its subsequent solid-
phase crystallization are implemented prior to the start of molecular-beam epitaxy of
ZnTe layers on GaAs~100! substrates. RHEED patterns from the growth surface of the samples
during epitaxy confirm that the formation of three-dimensional nucleation centers is
successfully eliminated by this technique, and two-dimensional growth in the early stage of
epitaxy is achieved. Cathodoluminescence and x-ray structural analyses indicate a higher quality
on the part of ZnTe layers grown with the application of an amorphous ZnTe layer.
Quantum-well ZnCdTe/ZnTe structures that emit efficiently in the green region of the spectrum
can be grown by optimizing the epitaxy regimes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01107-2#
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Structures based on ZnTe and CdTe hold consider
promise for applications in a number of optoelectronic d
vices. One deterrent to the acceptance of such structures
severe mismatch of the lattice parametera with the com-
monly used GaAs substrates~the mismatchDa/a57.6% for
ZnTe/GaAs!. In the presence of a large mismatch we e
counter either an island mechanism of film nucleat
~Volmer–Weber mechanism! or the Stransky–Krastano
mechanism, whereby an elastically stressed pseudoa
phous film is formed during the initial stage of growth un
a certain critical thickness is attained. However, the atta
ment of above-critical thicknesses is accompanied by re
ation of the elastic stresses due to the generation of a
work of misfit dislocations. In local zones containing mis
dislocations the elastic energy of the film and its chemi
potential decrease, so that the dislocations begin to act
effective sinks for adatoms of the substance in question,
rupting the growth planarity.1 Moreover, the gradient of the
chemical potential in the plane of the growing film can se
as a driving force for directional mass transfer fro
pseudoamorphous zones into dislocation zones. In this e
the dislocation-free zones can be completely dissolved,
in their place are bare substrate zones uncovered by
material. As a rule, uncorrelated networks of misfit disloc
tions are generated on the areas of neighboring islands. U
coalescence of the islands, the ends of the dislocation l
bend and grow into the bulk of the film.2

Consequently, when either of the above-mentioned fi
nucleation mechanisms is operative, in the initial stage
growth the islands are surrounded by zones depleted of
deposited material, i.e., the coating is not continuous. T
diameters of islands formed at active growth centers
greatly exceed the average island diameter. These cons
ations impart a coarse microprofile to the grown film a
7441063-7826/99/33(7)/5/$15.00
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lead to the generation of extended structural defects, wh
permeate the bulk of the film.3–7

One possible way to improve the quality of the he
eroepilayers near the interface for a sizable difference in
lattice parameters of the joined materials is to employ so
phase epitaxy in the initial growth stage. A thin seed layer
amorphous material is deposited on the substrate at a red
temperature, and it is then crystallized at a higher tempe
ture. This operation produces a continuous, homogene
coating with a crystalline, albeit imperfect structure. The fi
growth process is then continued with the substrate at
usual temperature for heteroepitaxy. The twofold effect
the technique is to improve the surface morphology of
heteroepitaxial film by virtue of the formation of a continu
ous, homogeneous coating early in the process when the
has an ultimately small thickness, and also to lower the d
sity of extended structural defects growing into the bulk
the film. The above-described two-stage growth scheme
been used successfully in the heteroepitaxy of GaAs on
(Da/a54%) ~Refs. 8 and 9! and is widely used in the het
eroepitaxy of GaN on a sapphire substrate (Da/a513%)
~Refs. 10–12!.

Despite the extreme difference in the lattice parame
of ZnTe and GaAs, none of the sources available to us in
literature report the application of solid-phase epitaxy in
initial stage of growth of a ZnTe layer on a GaAs substr
for the reduction of structural defects and morphologi
flaws. In this paper we describe a feasibility study of impro
ing the quality of ZnTe films and CdZnTe/ZnTe quantu
wells on GaAs~100! substrates grown by molecular-beam e
itaxy ~MBE! using an amorphous seed layer of ZnTe, whi
is subsequently crystallized. On films prepared by this te
nique we have investigated the dependence of the cathod
minescence of ZnTe on the type of reconstruction of
growth surface.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The structures were grown on a Katun MBE appara
after a major modification of the molecular beam generat
system and the installation of an ionic manometer to mon
the equivalent pressures of the beams. The films were gr
by evaporating the elements Zn, Cd, and Te from sepa
sources. After the removal of oxides from the GaAs surfa
by heating to a temperature of 5502580 °C the substrate wa
cooled to room temperature, and an amorphous seed lay
ZnTe of thickness 10 nm was deposited on it. This layer w
heated to a temperature of 3502380 °C in a flux of Te~or
Zn! molecules with an effective pressure of (223)31027

Torr and was kept until it had completely crystallized. A
nealing of the samples without the application of a Te~or
Zn! molecular beam to the surface causes the film to
desorbed until the crystallization process is terminated. F
ther growth of the structures took place at a temperature
3202350 °C and a growth rate of 0.2 nm/s. The epitaxy w
monitored by reflection high-energy electron diffractio
~RHEED!. For comparison, samples were also grown wi
out the seed amorphous layer. We were unable to pinp
the pseudoamorphous growth stage by the RHEED met
possibly because of the small critical thickness~;1 nm!. The
grown structures were investigated by cathodoluminesce
and x-ray diffractometry. The cathodoluminescence spe
were recorded at a temperatureT520230 K, an electron
energy Ee53230 keV, and a current densityj e

51025 A/cm2. The x-ray measurements were performed
a DRON-3 x-ray diffractometer using a two-crystal config
ration. The characteristic CuKa1 line was isolated from the
spectrum of a fine-focus tube with a copper anode by me
of a Si~111! crystal monochromator. The radius of the foc
spot of the diffractometer was increased to 350 mm to
prove the angular resolution.

Figure 1 shows a time comparison of RHEED patte
from the surface of samples without~a–d! and with~e–h! the
use of an amorphous buffer layer. After oxide removal
RHEED pattern of the GaAs substrate~a! contains relatively
elongated reflections, indicating that the substrate ha
single-crystal character and that the surface is very ne
atomically smooth. The RHEED pattern~b and c! becomes
spotty with the initiation of epitaxy. This behavior is inhere
in three-dimensional growth. Subsequently, after the first
min of growth, a gradual improvement of the surface str
ture is observed in that the reflections are elongated
bands. However, even after 20 min of growth~d!, when the
film attains a thickness of more than 0.2mm, the RHEED
pattern is still spotty.

The deposition of a thin ZnTe seed layer at room te
perature completely eradicates the diffraction reflections,
the RHEED pattern shows up as uniform illumination of t
screen~diffuse scattering background! due to the amorphou
structure of the layer. Dotted reflections are formed as
structure is heated~e!, exhibiting greater contrast with in
creased heating time. If the crystallization procedure is ac
rately performed, it is possible to achieve the formation
elongated reflections and to see signs of their merging
bars. However, even if the latter effect is not successfu
achieved during annealing of the seed layer, with the star
epitaxy~f and g! the reflections stretch out far more quick
s
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into lines than in growth without the amorphous layer. Two
dimensional layer-by-layer growth begins at a film thicknes
;30 nm, and after just 12 min of growth~h! the RHEED
pattern exhibits a high structural quality on the part of th
growth surface.

Rocking curve measurements confirm that the structu
of the films is improved when a seed layer is used. After
correction for instrumental distortion, introduced by mean
of a convolution algorithm, the half-widths of the rocking
curves for films of thickness 2.5mm with and without a seed
layer are 1169 and 2009, respectively.

The cathodoluminescence spectra of ZnTe epitaxi
films of thickness 1.5mm grown under identical conditions
except in the initial stage of epitaxy are compared in Fig. 2
The strongest lines in the cathodoluminescence spectra oc
at l5521 nm and 522.5 nm, corresponding to resonances
the reflection spectrum. We attribute them to the emission
free excitons with heavy (Xhh) and light (Xlh) holes, respec-

FIG. 1. RHEED patterns from the surfaces of the GaAs substrate after t
removal of oxides and before the start of epitaxy~a! and from ZnTe films
without ~b–d! and with ~e–h! the application of an amorphous ZnTe seed
layer ~b–d! at various times after the start of epitaxy:~e! 0 min ~after
solid-phase crystallization of the seed layer!; ~b, f! 4 min; ~c, g! 9 min; ~h!
12 min; ~d! 20 min.
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FIG. 2. Cathodoluminescence spectra
ZnTe films of thickness 1.5mm, grown
with ~a! and without~b! the application
of an amorphous seed layer,Ee510
keV, T520 K. The curve labeled
‘‘refl.’’ represents the reflection spec
trum of the ZnTe film with the applica-
tion of an amorphous seed layer.
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tively. The splitting obtained here~7 meV! is close to that
observed in Ref. 13 for a similar film thickness and is e
plained by the tensile stress of the film due to a difference
the thermal expansion coefficients. Moreover, the spect
contains anI C line, which has been observed in ZnTe/Ga
epitaxial films prepared by different techniques13 and in
proton-irradiated bulk ZnTe single crystals,14 where it was
identified with native defects.

A comparison of the spectra shows that narrower exc
emission lines are observed for a sample grown with
application of an amorphous seed layer, and the total ra
tion intensity is twice that obtained for a sample grown wi
out the amorphous seed layer. The influence of the seed l
on cathodoluminescence diminishes when the thicknes
the epilayer increases to 3mm. But a decrease in the thick
ness of the epilayer to 0.2mm all but eliminates cathodolu
minescence, even for samples grown with a seed layer,
dently because of a marked increase in the density of def
that compensate for the mismatch of the crystal lattices
the epilayer and the substrate near the interface.

Next we investigated the cathodoluminescence of Zn
epilayers grown with the application of a seed layer a
function of the deviation of the elemental composition of t
growth surface from stoichiometry during epitaxy. An exce
of one of the original elements was determined from the t
of surface reconstruction with the aid of the RHEED patte
Figure 3 shows the cathodoluminescence spectra at 30
of ZnTe films of thickness 2.6mm with different surface
reconstructions:~a! ~231!, corresponding to tellurium en
richment of the surface;~b! c(232), corresponding to zinc
enrichment of the surface;~c! (231)1c(232), which is
the closest to a stoichiometric surface composition. Toge
with exciton emission, long-wavelength~‘‘deep’’ line! emis-
sion through deep levels is present in the spectrum. T
emission is attributed to the recombination of charge carr
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FIG. 3. Cathodoluminescence spectra of ZnTe films of thickness 2.6mm,
grown with the application of an amorphous seed layer,Ee530 keV,
T530 K, for three different reconstructions of the growth surface dur
epitaxy: ~a! ~231!, corresponding to Te enrichment;~b! c(232), corre-
sponding to Zn enrichment;~c! (231)1c(232), corresponding to a sur
face of stoichiometric composition.
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at complexes containing native defects, and its presenc
associated with structural imperfections of the epitax
film.15 The observed deep-line structure is caused by the
terference of radiation along the thickness of the film. Wh
Ee is decreased from 30 keV to 3 keV and, accordingly,
cathodoluminescence excitation depthz0 decreases from 2.5
mm to 0.03mm, the intensity of the long-wavelength emi
sion decreases considerably, indicating a concentration o
corresponding centers near the ZnTe/GaAs interface.

It follows from the spectra in Fig. 3 that the maintenan
of a surface of stoichiometric composition during epita
produces a film that emits the strongest radiation in the
citon region of the spectrum and the weakest deep line.
measured ratio of the equivalent pressures of the molec
beams for this case,p(Te2)/p(Zn)52, can be regarded a
the optimum for the MBE growth of ZnTe films.

The application of an amorphous ZnTe seed layer and
subsequent solid-phase crystallization before the start of
itaxy have enabled us to produce quantum-well CdZn
ZnTe structures with a high radiation efficiency. Figure
shows cathodoluminescence spectra of a structure conta
~in the order of increasing distance from the substrate! a
crystallized ZnTe seed layer, a ZnTe buffer layer of thic

FIG. 4. Cathodoluminescence spectra of a structure containing~in the order
of increasing distance from the substrate! a crystallized ZnTe seed layer,
ZnTe buffer layer of thickness 1.5mm, three Cd0.12Zn0.88Te quantum wells
of thickness of 8 nm, 4 nm, and 2 nm with ZnTe barriers of thickness 30
and a ZnTe coating layer of thickness 5 nm, atT520 K for various electron
energies and corresponding excitation depths:~a! 30 keV, 2.5mm; ~b! 10
keV, 0.25mm; ~c! 3 keV, 0.03mm.
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ness 1.5mm, three Cd0.12Zn0.88Te quantum wells having
thicknesses of 8 nm, 4 nm, and 2 nm with ZnTe barriers
thickness 30 nm and a ZnTe coating layer of thickness 5
The spectrum contains high-intensity, well-resolved em
sion lines with maxima atlmax5537 nm, 547.4 nm, and
551.6 nm and half-widthsD'9.6 meV, 9.5 meV, and 7.7
meV, which are attributable to emission from quantum we
having widths of 2 nm, 4 nm, and 8 nm, respectively. Wh
Ee is increased from 3 keV to 30 keV~increasingz0 from
0.03 mm 2.5 mm!, the fraction of carriers collected by th
8-nm quantum well from the direction of the ZnTe buff
layer increases. The latter event causes the emission
this quantum well to become stronger than the emission fr
the other quantum wells. The emission intensity of excito
and of the deep centers of the ZnTe buffer layer also
creases in this case. However, even forEe530 keV, when
the structure is excited over its entire thickness, including
most defective region near the GaAs substrate, the inten
of the exciton and long-wavelength emission from the buf
is approximately two orders of magnitude lower than t
intensity of the quantum well emission. This result attests
the effective collection of carriers in the quantum well.

We have thus shown that the technique of using
amorphous ZnTe seed layer with its subsequent solid-ph
crystallization can be used to eliminate the formation
three-dimensional nucleation centers and to achieve the
dimensional growth of ZnTe on GaAs substrates in the v
first stage of MBE. This increases the intensity of excit
emission and decreases the half-width of the sample roc
curve. We have also investigated the dependence of
cathodoluminescence of the ZnTe layers on the ratio of
Zn and Te fluxes. The optimum ratio of the equivalent pr
sures of the molecular beams isp(Te2)/p(Zn)52.
Quantum-well CdZnTe/ZnTe structures emitting efficien
in the green region of the spectrum can be created by o
mizing the epitaxy regimes.
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Distribution of the electric field in high-resistivity MSM structures illuminated
by nonmonochromatic light

B. I. Reznikov
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The sensitivity of the electric field distribution to the spectrum of the incident radiation in highly
biased, high-resistivity, semiconductor structures of the MSM~metal-semiconductor-metal!
type illuminated by nonmonochromatic light is investigated theoretically. It is shown that in the
presence of deep impurity levels the field distribution depends strongly on the spectral
composition of the incident light. The frequency interval corresponding to optical thicknesses of
the order of unity is found to significantly influence the space charge in the bulk of the
structure and the electric field distributionE(x), even when the fraction of energy in this region
of the spectrum relative to the total flux is extremely minimal. The trapping of holes by a
deep impurity level in the bulk of the structure forms a positive space charge and produces
qualitatively new field distributions, which increase near the dark electrode with a positive
curvature of the functionE(x). The impurity trapping of electrons near the illuminated anode
imparts a negative space charge to the impurity levels. This phenomenon induces a
substantial increase of the field in the electrode sheath and forms in the vicinity of the anode a
region wherein the field varies only slightly. All the prominent features disclosed by the
calculations in the electric field distributions are observed in experiment. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01207-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The relaxation of the electric field and current in
high-resistivity metal-semiconductor-metal~MSM! structure
subjected to an applied voltage and illumination poses a
damental problem characterized by the interaction of num
ous nonlinear effects, which produce an enormous diver
of relaxation laws and steady-state solutions. One of
most intriguing effects is the generation of a light-induc
space charge and the redistribution of the latter, accompa
by a change of the electric field.

Experimental work has stimulated various applicatio
of the effect in semiconductor electronics. In particular,
has been established that the photosensitivity and sp
resolution of space-time light modulators and devices for
writing of volume holograms depend on the magnitude a
distribution of the space charge of photoelectrons captu
by deep traps as the optical image is recorded.1 Electric field
measurements in Bi12GeO20 crystals have exhibited their de
pendence on the energy absorbed in the crystal and the w
length of the incident light.2 It was determined that the fiel
in a crystal becomes increasingly nonuniform as the
sorbed energy increases. The quantityẼ5E/Ee (Ee5V/d,
whered is the diameter of the structure! decreases near th
illuminated electrode~cathode! and increases in the opposi
part of the structure. The formation of space charge regi
of opposite sign imparts a minimum toẼ in the crystal. The
sign of the total charge in the crystal and the form of the fi
distribution depend on the wavelength of the incident lig
For shorter-wavelength radiation~l50.45 mm! a nonmono-
tonic field distribution is formed with clearly defined spa
7491063-7826/99/33(7)/8/$15.00
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charge regions of both signs, but when the wavelength
creases~l50.65 mm, a uniform, diminishing field distribu-
tion is formed around the cathode, while the field in the bu
of the crystal is essentially uniform. Experimental studies
the transient photocurrent and field distribution in Bi12SiO20

and Bi12GeO20 crystals over a wide range of the light absor
tion coefficienta have also indicated a qualitative differenc
in the field distributions accompanying strong absorpt
(a.104 cm21; Ref. 3! and weak absorption (a.0.5 cm21;

Ref. 4!. In the first case the fieldẼ increases directly asAx,
wherex is the distance from the illuminated electrode, as
the space charge-limited current regime.5 In the second case
the field drops sharply in a tight region around the electro
and then remains constant all the way to the positive e
trode. Theoretical studies~see, e.g., Ref. 6! based on a mo-
nopolar drift model have described the evolution of the fie
during the radiative transport of electrons from trapped
nors and have accounted for the experimental relations
ported in Refs. 2–4 It was established that for intermedi
absorption coefficients the region where the field increa
by the square-root law,E;Ax, extends to the dark electrode
and a low-field region is formed at a certain distance fro
the illuminated electrode. The measuredE(x) curves there-
fore comprise a combination of limiting cases, first inves
gated by Mott and Gurney,5 of the field distribution at a
metal-insulator interface. The theoretical and experimen
results obtained in this research stage are surveyed in Re

In ambient light the generation of two types of free ph
tocarriers produces an even greater diversity of fields, e
in pure crystals. The results of a numerical simulation
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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transient processes in metal-insulator-semiconduc
insulator-metal~MISIM ! structures8 show that the steady
state electric field distributions are extremely different fro
the classical square-root lawE;Ax, and the type of distri-
bution is governed by the space charge in the vicinity of
illuminated anode. The latter quantity is controlled both
the surface carrier recombination rate and by the light
sorption coefficient. The published results demonstrate
appreciable influence of the optical thickness of the incid
radiation on the field distributions.

1.2. Another trend in research on the electric fields
related to the application of wide-gap, high-resistivity, co
pensated crystals~such as CdTe, HgI2, and C! as the elemen
base of radiation detectors9 and light-controlled optoelec
tronic devices designed for fiber-optic communication lin
data processing systems, and systems for the recordin
optical image signals.10 The operation of these devices
based on the variation of the electric field distribution wh
the structure is illuminated. The results of measurement
the steady-state photocurrent and field distributions, al
with the transient characteristics of ‘‘pure’’ high-resistivi
~semi-insulating! crystals (Nt&1013cm23) ~Refs. 11 and 12!
and crystals containing a high density of impurity leve
(Nt.1015cm23) ~Ref. 13!, have revealed several new e
perimental factors associated with the distribution of elec
fields and with the dependence of the current on the lu
nous intensity. The outcome of this work has been a drive
explain the sum-total of the experimental data within t
framework of a unified approach.14–18 We now give a brief
interpretation of certain basic experimental principles.

1. The dark fields in symmetric MSM structures with
constant potential difference specified on their contacts
close to uniform distributions. This result indicates a lo
effective charge densityepd in the nonilluminated structures
i.e., 4pepd /(«V/d)!1, which gives the estimatepd&3
3109 cm23.

2. The increase in the dark field near the anode when
thickness of the dielectric layer at the positive contact
creases indicates the presence of a moderate density of
impurity levels in the crystal and their ‘‘decompensation’’
the rate of hole exchange across the interface varies.15

3. The illumination of the structure by ambient light a

ters the field distribution. The ratioẼ5E/Ee decreases nea
the illuminated surface and increases at the dark electr
As the luminous intensity is increased, the deformation
the field distribution increases and tends to saturation.

4. A characteristic detail of the distributionsẼ(x) is the
presence of a low-space-charge region inside the struc
~within roughly 2/3 of the thickness! and a weak dependenc
of the field in this region on the luminous intensity~see Figs.
4a and 4b in Ref. 11!. In the cathode part of the structur
illuminated from the anode side, the field increases with

celeration, i.e., the field distributionẼ(x) has a positive cur-

vature:d2Ẽ/dx2.0.
5. The current-intensity dependence is sublinear in p

crystals.
The main phenomenon observed in Refs. 11 and 12

shielding of the field at the illuminated electrode — is sim
r-
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lar to the results of Ref. 2, but the measured coordinate
pendence of the field is qualitatively new in comparison w
what had been observed previously2–4 and departs from the
classical square-root law describing the increase of the fie5

A theoretical investigation based on the model of a p
crystal illuminated by ambient light has fully explained th
above-noted principles 3 and 5 and has revealed a new
nomenon: structural transformation of the field by the sp
charge of free photogenerated carriers.14 The investigation
has confirmed that the current-intensity dependence is
linear without bulk recombination or the capture of carrie
by trapping levels and is solely attributable to weakening
the external field by the field of free photogenerated carrie
The latter consideration fundamentally distinguishes
given phenomenon from the transformation of the field d
to space charge redistribution in the transfer of electr
from trapped donors.6 However, this model has not ex
plained the entire set of experimental principles 1, 2, and
which combine an almost uniform dark distribution and
increase of the field in the cathode part of the structure w
a positive curvature of the distribution in illumination. More
over, the origin of the positive space charge in the vicinity
the cathode is fundamentally impossible to explain on
basis of a pure crystal model with strong absorption of
diation. In pure, highly biased crystals the total current
sentially coincides with the hole drift current,j .emppE,
and its invariance implies that the field increases for a ne
tive curvature of the distribution~see Ref. 16 for more de
tails!. The problem is not solved by taking into account t
space charge of deep trapping levels. Owing to the trapp
of photogenerated holes by an impurity near the anode,
cathode space charge decreases, and the field at the ca
increases even more slowly than for a pure crystal.17,15

2. THE BASIC PHYSICAL CONCEPT

Does a physical mechanism exist to support the incre
in the field near the cathode when its distribution has a p
tive curvature? Published results15,18,16,19show that such dis-
tributions are possible both in darkness and in light with
definite ranges of the surface barrier height, impurity conc
tration, and impurity capture cross sections. They are p
duced exclusively by dark generation-recombination p
cesses, which impart continuity to the electron density in
bulk of the crystal and on its surface in the presence of
efficient diffusion. A positive space charge occurs in the d
generation of electrons by an impurity, so that the degree
filling of impurity centers falls below the equilibrium
value.18 In cases where the impurity concentration and
space charge exceed the free-carrier charge, the field
creases with acceleration, i.e.,d2E/dx2.0.

Because the degree of filling of an impurity with ele
trons in the bulk does not change in illumination in the pre
ence of strong absorption~see Fig. 5 in Ref. 18!, the given
mechanism can influence the nature of the electric fields
the unique instance when illumination generates additio
carriers in the bulk. A number of facts suggest that the sp
trum of the incident radiation in the experiments described
Refs. 11 and 12 contains something other than a highly
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sorbed component. First, the measured field distribution
the presence of weak absorption differ very little from tho
obtained by illumination in ‘‘ambient’’ light~Ref. 12, p. 64!.
Second, in these experiments the spectrum of the partic
source of illumination comprises a bell-shaped distribut
with a maximum atl50.8mm ~1.56 eV! and with a width of
approximately 0.1 eV, defined at the points where the sp
tral density drops by two orders of magnitude, and it pro
ably contains frequencies corresponding to higher as we
lower values of the absorption coefficient. Assuming that
generation of holes in the bulk and their trapping by an i
purity are, from the standpoint of the magnitude and sign
the space charge, equivalent to the thermal generatio
electrons by the impurity, it is reasonable to expect that
high-resistivity semiconductors having a low self-charge t
process will contribute significantly to the magnitude a
distribution of the space charge in the structure and eme
as an inseparable part of the physical model.

The objective of the present study is to investigate
photoelectric effect in high-resistivity semiconductors wh
the structures are illuminated by nonmonochromatic rad
tion and to ascertain the role of the long-wavelength par
the spectrum on the distribution of the electric field. Th
problem has not been treated to date. In the papers know
us where the complete system of equations of the d
diffusion approximation is used~see, e.g., Refs. 8, 20, an
21! and in papers that simulate the photoelectric effect
high-resistivity structures,14,17,18,22 the generation function
has been regarded as constant or has been written in
standard form corresponding to monochromatic radiati
G(x)5aI iexp(2ax), wherea is the absorption coefficient
Our second objective is to estimate model parameters
can be used to determine quantitative characteristics clos
those observed in experiment. The determination of th
quantities actually reduces to the solution of an ill-pos
nonlinear inverse problem and is a complicated proced
because an entire series of experimental principles mus
satisfied simultaneously.

3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider a highly biased, high-resistivityp-type
semiconductor, 0<x<d, which has a density of equilibrium
holes in the bulkp* and which, in addition to shallow do
nors and acceptors, contains a deep impurity level subje
Shockley–Read statistics. Illumination takes place throug
semitransparent anode atx50. A voltage V much higher
than the semiconductor-metal contact potential is applie
the structure. The distribution of the densities of electro
n(x) and holesp(x) and of the electric fieldE(x) are de-
scribed by a system that includes the equation of continu
the Poisson equation, and an equation describing the v
tion of the degree of filling of the deep impurity level b
electrons. The boundary conditions describe the carrier
change across the metal-semiconductor interface. The in
sity of the exchange is specified by the surface recomb
tion rates of electrons and holessn,p and by the tunneling
transmissivities of the interfaces for electrons and ho
Tn,p . The mathematical statement of the problem is exa
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the same as described in Ref. 22, except that the expres
for the electron-hole pair generation function incorpora
the arbitrary forms of the spectrum of the incident radiati
and the absorption spectruma(hn):

G~x!5~12R!E
0

`

a~hn!
dI

dhn
e2a(hn)xdhn ~1!

~the reflection coefficientR is assumed to be constant!.
The numerical method is described in Ref. 22. Para

eters of the structure close to those used in experiment
specified. In particular, it is assumed thatd50.25 cm and
V5400 V. The density of equilibrium holes in the bulk
varied in the intervalp* 510821011cm23. The surface re-
combination rates and tunneling transmissivities of the in
faces are set equal tosn5sp5106 cm/s andTn5Tp51. The
parameters of CdTe are taken from Refs. 23 and 24.
absorption spectruma(hn) is approximated by equation
analogous to those in Ref. 25. The values of the absorp
coefficienta(Eg) at a photon energy equal to the width
the band gapEg and the characteristic energies are specifi
on the basis of data in Ref. 26. For the assumed depend
a(hn) at frequencieshn&Eg a range of optical thicknesse
of the order ofad51 corresponds tohn'1.41 eV6kT.

4. DARK FIELDS

The nearness of the dark fields to a uniform distributi
indicates a high degree of compensation of the free
bound charges. This effect is achieved as a result of con
ling the flux of holes across the metal-semiconductor int
face by choosing the height of the Schottky barrier for ho
equal toEg2ewBn

, wherewBn
is the barrier height for elec

trons. The critical value corresponding to charge compen
tion is attained under the conditionp05p* and depends on
the hole tunneling transmissivity of the interfaceTp ~Ref.
15!:

ewcr5Eg2kTln
Ny /p*

11y dr
p /Vp

T
, ~2!

wherevdr
p 5mpEe is the hole drift velocity, andVp

T5VpTp is
the rate of exchange across the interface. The variation
any one quantity (wBn

, Tp , or p* ! leads to decompensatio
of the free and bound charges and the emergence of a
uniform field in the crystal.

Different values ofwBn
correspond to different signs an

values of the derivativedE/dx. In pure crystals with low
heightswBn

,wcr the derivativedE/dx,0, and the field is
almost uniform, owing to the smallness of the space cha
in the structure, which is proportional to the differen
p2p* . When the conditionwBn

5wcr holds, as it does for
p05p* , the fieldE(x)5Ee throughout the entire structure
whereas forwBn

.wcr the derivativedE/dx is positive. For
the chosen values of the parameters andp* 5109 cm23 we
haveewcr'0.923 eV. In the rangewBn

.wcr , which corre-
sponds to the strong inequalityp0@p* , the field distribution
becomes sensitive to the choice of numerical value ofwBn

.
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In a crystal containing deep impurity levels the field e
hibits a much greater sensitivity of the dependenceE(x) to
the choice ofwBn

~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 15!. The behavior of the
derivative of the distributionE(x) at x50, (dE/dx)0, which
depends on the barrier heightwBn

, is qualitatively the same
as in the pure crystal. The derivative (dE/dx)0 increases
with wBn

and is equal to zero forwBn
5wcr50.923 V. For

wBn
,wcr (p0 , p!p* ), however, the degree of filling of th

impurity with electrons is greater than the equilibrium valu
and a region of negative space charge forms near the an
For sufficiently high impurity concentrations and values
wBn

smaller thanwcr by a factor of several timeskT the field

at the anode has a valueẼ@1, and the field moves awa
from the cathode part of the structure. We note that a
crease in the interface tunneling transmissivity~e.g., by vir-
tue of an increase in the thickness of the insulator film! ob-
structs the hole flux across the interface and, hence, ha
same effect as lowering the Schottky barrier.15 The equality
of the critical values ofwBn

for the pure crystal and for the
crystal containing an impurity is attributable to the fact th
for p05p* the degree of filling of the impurity is equal t
the impurity value, and the total nonequilibrium charge
the impurity centers is equal to zero.

Consequently, the height of the Schottky barrierwBn
can

be determined from the specified values ofp* and Tp in
accordance with the condition of uniformity of the dark fiel

5. STEADY-STATE FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS IN PURE
CRYSTALS

Two types of incident radiation spectra have been inv
tigated: a step function of infinitesimally narrow frequen
width with a variable photon energy~monochromatic radia-
tion! and a Gaussian distribution~nonmonochromatic radia
tion!. In the first case the energy of an incident light phot
uniquely determines the absorption coefficient. In the sec
case the dependence of the absorption spectrum on the
quency ~energy of an incident light photon! is taken into
account. Both spectral curves are characterized by the p
tion of the maximumhnm and the total flux densityI i of
photons entering the semiconductor over the entire spect
The luminous intensityI i is assumed to be independent
the time, and the duration of the illumination is assumed
be much longer than the field and current relaxation time

The distribution of the field when the structure is illum
nated by monochromatic light (I i51016cm22

•s21) with
various photon energies~various absorption coefficients! is
shown in Fig. 1. It is evident from the figure that for optic
thicknessesd05ad@1 the field distribution comes close t
the square-root dependenceẼ;AX. A decrease in the pho
ton energy promotes more uniform emission, causes
space charge in the structure to decrease, and makes the
tend to a uniform distribution with a small positive curv
ture. Similar results are obtained for a Gaussian distribu
of the spectral density with a fixed pulse half-width. T
shift of the maximum of the distribution toward weaker a
sorption is analogous to a decrease in the photon ene
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Now in a fairly large neighborhood of the anode the dist
bution E(x) is a smooth function, which increases with
small positive curvature.

The general conclusion is that the coordinate dep
dence of the fieldE(x) in the vicinity of the dark electrode
does not have a clearly pronounced positive curvature
pure high-resistivity crystal illuminated by nonmonochr
matic light. This conclusion qualitatively differentiates the
distributions from the experimentally measured fields a
therefore provides an additional basis for the assumption
the space charge of deep impurity levels in the crystals
vestigated in Refs. 11 and 12 significantly influences
form of the field distribution in the presence of illuminatio

6. STEADY-STATE FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS IN CRYSTALS
WITH DEEP IMPURITY LEVELS

6.1.The goal of our subsequent numerical calculations
to analyze the influence of various spectral compositions
the incident light on the electric fields in high-resistivi
structures with uniform dark field distributions obtained
compensation of the free and bound charges. We us
solitary-level model embodying four characteristics: the e
ergy of the level« t5Ec2Et , the density of impurity levels
Nt , and the capture cross sectionssn andsp for the impurity
trapping of carriers. The spectrum of the incident radiat
represents the sum of two monochromatic sources with
sorption coefficients a15104 cm21 and a2510 cm21.
Strongly absorbed light is assumed to have an inten
I 151016cm22

•s21, and the intensity of the weakly absorbe
pulse is varied in the intervalI 2502731013cm22

•s21.
This approach can yield a hypothetical answer as to the
fluence of the long-wavelength part of the spectrum on
distributionE(x), along with an interpretation of the exper
ment reported in Refs. 11 and 12, without the need for p
cise data on the spectral composition of the incident light
can be assumed, in addition, that the field distribution

FIG. 1. Electric field distribution in pure crystals,Ẽ5E/Ee5 f (X) (X
5x/d) in illumination by monochromatic light:~1! hn51.45 eV,d05ad
514; ~2! 1.43 eV, 6;~3! 1.4 eV, 1.7;~4! 1.38 eV, 0.7.
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significantly influenced by the very region of the spectru
with an optical thickness close to unity. This assumpt
stems from the fact that the exact form of the spectral den
of the radiation is not all that important for photon energ
hn.Eg , where the conditionad@1 holds, and photoge
neration is negligible at photon energies lower thanEg by a
factor of several timeskT.

To achieve a significant effect, the initial data are chos
close to the parameters associated with the analytical cu
of Fig. 4 in Ref. 15, where for values ofwBn

different from
wcr dark field distributions with a distinct positive curvatu
have been obtained. The following values are assigned to
main parameters: p* 5108 cm23, ewBn

50.865 eV, Nt

51013cm23, « t50.8 eV,sn510213cm2, sp510216cm2.
The steady-state field distributions for various intensit

I 2 are shown in Fig. 2~curves1–5!. One of the experimenta
distributions is also shown here for comparison~curve6!. It
is evident from Fig. 2 that the field distribution in illumina
tion by ambient light (I 250, curve1! has negative curvatur
and resembles the field profiles corresponding to a deep
ping level ~see Fig. 5 in Refs. 17 and 15!. The addition of
weakly absorbed radiation with an optical thickness of
order of unity significantly affects the field distribution.
decreases in the middle part of the bulk and increases aro
the dark electrode. The distribution already exhibits posit
curvature at an intensityI 251011cm22

•s21 ~Fig. 2, curve
2!; with a further increase in the intensity, the field acquir
a characteristic form~curve3! very similar to the experimen
tally measured electric field distributions~curve6!. At a suf-
ficiently high intensity, I 25731013cm22

•s21, when the
contribution to photogeneration of the second pulse in
vicinity of the anode is comparable with the contribution
the first pulse, new phenomena begin to appear~see curve4!.
The trapping by impurity levels of photoelectrons genera
in the bulk by the weakly absorbed component of the sp

FIG. 2. Distribution of the electric fieldẼ5E/Ee in a structure with impu-
rity levels, illuminated by two monochromatic light pulses, for vario
weakly absorbed light intensitiesI 2 (ad53, p* 5108 cm23): ~1! I 250; ~2!
0.0131013 cm22

•s21; ~3! 131013 cm22
•s21; ~4! 731013 cm22

•s21; ~5!
131013 cm22

•s21; ~1–4! calculated for sn510213 cm22; ~5! sn55
310214 cm22; ~6! experimental11 at a luminous intensityI 515 mW/cm2.
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trum forms a negative-charge region in the vicinity of t
anode, with a marked increase in the field around the an
This region is followed by a fairly broad zone in which th
field varies only slightly. Such a distribution curve qualit
tively resembles the case of the dark distribution
wBn

,wcr ~Fig. 1 in Ref. 15 or curve5 in Fig. 2 in Ref. 2!. It
should be noted that the marked increase in the field clos
the anode can result in additional carrier injection due
lowering of the energy barriers at the interface.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the distributions of t
electron and hole densities and the degree of filling of
impurity levels when a radiation component with an optic
thickness of the order of unity is introduced in the spectru
A comparison of the curves proves conclusively that the r
son for the onset of field distributions with a distinct positi
curvature near the cathode is an increase in the hole de
in the bulk and a decrease in the degree of filling of the d
impurity levels below the equilibrium value in the cathod
part of the structure.

The influence of the spectral region withad.1 weak-
ens and vanishes altogether when the hole capture cross
tion increases~curve5 in Fig. 3 for I 251013cm22

•s21 and
sp55310214cm2). In this case holes are trapped near t
anode, the degree of filling of the levels in the cathode p
tends to the equilibrium value, and the positive charge of
deep levels decreases. This effect is clearly illustrated for
dark profiles of the electric field in Fig. 6 in Ref. 15 and f
the light field distributions in Fig. 7 in Ref. 18. On the oth
hand, to achieve the positive curvature effect, it is not n
essary to specify the level energy, which can be varied o
a range spanning several hundred electron-volts.

Since the density of equilibrium holes in the interior
the samples is known only very approximately in the expe
ment described in Refs. 11 and 12, it is necessary to estim
the sensitivity of the resulting field distributions to the choi
of p* . To do so, we have run a series of calculations

FIG. 3. Distributions of the densities of electronsN5n/p* ~dotted curves!
and holesP5p/p* ~solid curves! and the degree of filling of a deep impu
rity with electronsf ~dashed curves! with or without frequencies correspond
ing to optical thicknesses of the order of unity in the spectrum. Intensity
weakly absorbed light:~1! I 250; ~2! 1013 cm22

•s21.
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various values ofp* in the intervalp* 510821011cm23. To
preserve a uniform dark field distribution, the height of t
Schottky barrierwBn

in each case is chosen with a vie
toward compensating the space charge in the structure
cording to Eq.~2!. It is also necessary to preserve the infl
ence of the variation of the impurity space charge in illum
nation, because the bound-charge contribution is small
f * !1 or 12 f * !1. Consequently, as the densityp* is var-
ied, the level energy« t varies in such a way as to mainta
the equilibrium degree of filling of the impurityf *
5p1 /(p11p* ) of the order of several hundred. The calc
lations are carried out for the following groups of para
eters:

~1! p* 5109 cm23, ewBn
50.923 eV, « t50.86 eV;

~2! p* 51010cm23, ewBn
50.983 eV, « t50.92 eV;

~3! p* 51011cm23, ewBn
51.043 eV, « t50.98 eV.

The density of impurity levelsNt51013cm23, the intensity
I 251013cm22

•s21, and the cross sectionssn andsp are the
same as in the preceding case withp* 5108 cm23. Figure 4
shows the variation of the field distributions as the ratio
the densities of free and bound charges is varied with
structure illuminated by light having a complex spect
composition. Also shown are two experimental curves~a and
b! for different incident luminous intensities. It is evide
from Fig. 4 that at low densitiesp* 5108 cm23 and
p* 5109 cm23 the field distributions essentially coincide an
have a characteristic form qualitatively consistent with
experimental. As the density of equilibrium holes is i
creased~and the relative contribution of the bound charge
deep impurity levels decreases!, the field near the cathod
Ẽd5Ed /Ee decreases, and the distribution in the bulk b
comes more uniform~curve3!. For p* 51011cm23 ~curve4!

FIG. 4. Distribution of the electric fieldẼ5E/Ee in illumination by two
monochromatic light pulses:~1–4! I 251013 cm22

•s21; ~5! I 255
31013 cm22

•s21, and for various equilibrium hole densities in the bulk:~1!
p* 5108 cm23; ~2! 109 cm23; ~3! 1010 cm23; ~4, 5! 1011 cm23. The experi-
mental curves are plotted for luminous intensitiesI 56 mW/cm2 ~a! and
I 595 mW/cm2 ~b! ~Ref. 11!.
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the E(x) curve is similar to the field profile for strong ab
sorption, and only when the light intensityI 2 is increased to
I 25531013cm22

•s21 ~dashed curve5! do we witness the
formation of a region of high positive bound charge a
restoration of the positive curvature of the profile in the ca
ode part of the structure. Consequently, field distributio
E(x) with positive curvature (d2E/dx2.0) exist over a
wide range of densitiesp* . We also note that the existenc
of a region of low space charge near the anode, as is cle
evident from experiment, and the rather weak dependenc
the field in this part of the structure on the intensity~Figs. 2
and 4; see also Figs. 2, 4a, and 4b in Ref. 11! are attributable
to the formation of a compensating negative charge in
sorption of the part of the spectrum with an optical thickne
close to unity. In a pure crystal with strong light absorpti
the field near the anode at a total radiation intensityI i

51016cm22
•s21 is close to zero.14

6.2. The significant influence of the frequency interv
with an optical thickness of the order of unity, established
the preceding section, is a motive for studying the field d
tributions formed when a structure is illuminated by a no
monochromatic light pulse, which generates photocarr
with different densities throughout the entire depth of t
structure. The calculations are carried out forp*
5109 cm23 using the numerical values given in the previo
section for the parameters of the structure and the impu
The total flux of the incident light over the entire spectrum
I i5531015cm22

•s21. The spectral density is specified i
the form of a Gaussian distribution and is characterized
two parameters: the position of the maximum of the sp
trum hnm and the ‘‘half-width’’ D, which characterizes the
energy interval in which the spectral density decreases
1/e. According to previous data,11 the position of the spectra
maximum is fixed athnm51.56 eV ~l50.8 mm!. The con-
tribution of the long-wavelength region of the spectrum
varied by varying the half-widthD.

Figure 5 shows steady-state field distributions for va
ous values ofD. Curve 1 indicates the distribution for the
caseD51024 eV and corresponds to monochromatic lig
with an absorption coefficienta51640 cm21. For a half-
width D,(hnm2Eg)/2 the field distributions are scarcel
distinguishable from the case of strong absorption~curve2,
D50.03 eV!. As the half-widthD increases, a frequency in
tervalhn,Eg is introduced in the spectrum, and photocar
ers begin to be generated throughout the structure. The
gion of quasi-neutrality near the anode broadens, and
certain distance from it there appears a zone in which
field is observed to increase more and more at an acceler
rate @positive curvature of the distributionE(x)#. Simulta-
neously the field increases in the cathode part of the struc
and near the dark electrode. Finally, forD50.07 eV the field
distribution has positive curvature in the entire structure.
this range ofD the field at the anode becomes highly sen
tive to the half-width of the pulse~the spectral density of the
radiation!. With only a slight increase in the contributio
from the spectrum in the long-wavelength region, a region
negative space charge emerges near the anode, with
high values of the field at the anode; the field is essenti
invariant in the cathode part of the structure in this case. T
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effect is similar to that discussed in the preceding sect
when increasing the flux of light with an optical thickness
the order of unity above a certain limit began to influence
field distribution near the anode. We note that at times of
order of the hole drift transit timetdr

p 5d/(mpEe) there is no
observable difference in the field distributions for any va
of D. The effects of positive curvature of the field begin
set in already att50.02t t , wheret t is the impurity ioniza-
tion time.19 All these facts demonstrate the decisive influen
of the bound charge on the evolution of the field distributio
The decrease in its relative contribution with an increase
the density of equilibrium holesp* diminishes the positive
curvature of the field distribution in the bulk and causes
field near the cathode to decrease~Fig. 6!. This result proves
that field distributions with positive curvature in illuminatio
by nonmonochromatic light are inherent only in hig
resistivity MSM structures with a sufficiently high density
deep impurity levels.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We now briefly summarize the most important results
1. In a crystal with deep impurity levels the dark dist

bution of the electric field is uniform if the height of th
Schottky barrier, the equilibrium hole density in the bu
and the tunneling transmissivity of the interface satisfy
condition for compensation of the free and bound charg
i.e., relation~2!.

2. In pure crystals the field distribution depends re
tively weakly on the spectral composition of the incide
light. As the photon energy~absorption coefficient! de-
creases, the coordinate dependence of the field tends
uniform distribution and changes the curvature from nega
to positive.

3. In high-resistivity crystals containing a moderate de
sity of deep impurity levels the electric fields are not on
light-sensitive but also spectrally sensitive. In illuminatio

FIG. 5. Steady-state distributions of the electric fieldẼ5E/Ee in illumina-
tion by nonmonochromatic light whose spectrum is described by a Gaus
distribution with various half-widthsD: ~1! D50; ~2! 0.03 eV;~3! 0.04 eV;
~4! 0.05 eV;~5! 0.07 eV;~6! 0.08 eV.
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by light of complex spectral composition the energy interv
corresponding to optical thicknesses of the order ofd0

5ad.1, even at fluxes of the order ofmW/cm2 in this
region of the spectrum, significantly influences the distrib
tion of a field of the order of 103 V/cm. The reason for such
influence is the decisive contribution of spectral compone
with d0.1 to the generation function in the bulk and th
formation of a positive space charge when holes are trap
by an impurity. The field distributions calculated with allow
ance for the weakly absorbed part of the spectrum are c
to the experimentally measured distributions and exhibit
most distinct features recorded in experiments~a region of
positive curvature near the cathode and a region of w
space charge near the anode!.

4. The field increases considerably in the vicinity of t
electrodes, owing to the high negative space charge den
of the deep impurities. This effect can lead to addition
carrier injection from the electrodes in connection with t
lowering of the energy barriers at the metal-semiconduc
interface and also with the superlinear current-intens
curves.
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Polycrystalline CuInxGa12xTe2 thin films are prepared by pulsed laser evaporation. The room-
temperature hole densities and mobilities of the films are determined. It is established
that direct optical contact of the postgrowth surface of such films with the surface of a cleaved
InSe wafer exhibits the photovoltaic effect. The spectra of the relative quantum efficiency
of photoconversion of the heterojunctions are investigated as a function of the composition of the
CuInxGa12xTe2 films and the photodetection geometry. It is concluded that the fabricated
heterojunctions have potential applications in photodetectors of unpolarized radiation. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01307-1#
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Ternary AIBIIIC2
VI compounds and their solid solution

have gained widespread applications in developments
high-efficiency, thin-film devices for the photoconversion
solar energy.1–4 The efficiency of superior solar cells utiliz
ing Cu~In,Ga!Se2 has already attained 18%~Ref. 5!. Further
optimization of such photoconverters can be pursued thro
detailed physicotechnological studies of the interconnec
between technological processes and the properties of
cific types of structures, and also through assimilation of
numerous systems of solid solutions based on AIBIIIC2

VI

semiconductors. Here we give the results of first-time inv
tigations of the photoelectric properties of heterojunctio
constructed by forming an optical contact between natu
chips of the lamellar semiconductor InSe and the outer
face of thin polycrystalline CuInxGa12xTe2 films.

1. PREPARATION OF CuIn xGa12xTe2 FILMS

The targets used for spray deposition of the films w
crystals synthesized by oriented crystallization from
melt.6,7 Initial components of semiconductor-rated pur
were used for synthesis. X-ray examination showed that
grown crystals had a large-block~12 mm in diameter and
40 mm in length! structure and were homogeneous.

The Cu~In,Ga!Te2 films were vacuum-evaporate
(1025 Torr! by means of an industrial free-running laser~l
51.06 mm, tpulse51023 s, Fpulse51502180 J!.8 The sub-
strates were chemically cleaned glass maintained at a
peratureTs54702490 °C. The thicknesses of the final film
in the active area of 2 cm2 were 0.321.0 mm.

The composition of the thin films was monitored by m
croprobe x-ray spectral analysis and was reproduced in
diagnostics of different sections of the films~within 65%
7571063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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methodological error limits!. X-ray examinations showed
that only the system of lines associated with a chalcopy
structure is observed in the diffraction patterns of the pulv
ized crystals and the films obtained from them by vacu
evaporation.

2. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE THIN FILMS

Investigations of the resistivity and the Hall effect ha
shown that the method used here is capable of yielding e
trically homogeneous films of CuInxGa12xTe2 solid solu-
tions. Table I shows typical values of the resistivityr, the
density p, and the Hall mobilitym of free holes for the
samples. It is evident from Table I that the solid solutio
preserve thep-type conductivity inherent in the initial com
pounds. The reduction of the Hall mobility in the solid sol
tions of the relatively ordered phases can be the resul
both scattering by the random potential and variations in
hole density. It is important to emphasize that the resistiv
of the solid solution thin-film samples does not increase re
tive to the ternary compounds from which they are forme
On this basis it is justifiable to expect the quantum efficien

TABLE I. Electrical properties of CuInxGa12xTe2 thin films atT5300 K.

x, Ts , d, r•102, p•10218, Up,
mol. % °C mm V•cm cm23 cm2/(V•s)

1.0 470 0.32 2.923.7 5.525.7 34238
0.27 480 0.72 1.127.8 4.125.9 14218
0.5 480 0.58 2.423.2 4.826.7 16227
0.6 480 0.54 3.423.6 6.8213 20243
0.87 480 0.63 1.322.2 3.1216 41260
0.0 480 0.50 1.422.1 4.4210 67291
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of photoconverters utilizing thin films of the solid solution
not to be any lower than analogous CuInTe2 or CuGaTe2
structures because of degradation of the current-trans
properties.

FIG. 1. ~a! Structure of a heterojunction utilizing a CuInxGa12xTe2 thin film
~1! and an InSe wafer~3! deposited on the surface a glass substrate~2!; ~b!
steady-stateI–V characteristic of ap-CuIn0.5Ga0.5Te2 /n-InSe heterojunc-
tion at T5300 K.
ort

3. FABRICATION OF PHOTOSENSITIVE STRUCTURES
AND THEIR PROPERTIES

It has been established on the basis of investigation
contact effects of the prepared films with various metals~In,
Cu, Au, Mo, etc.! and the lamellar semiconductor InSe th
the reproducible observation of a pronounced photovol
effect occurs only for ap-CuInxGa12xTe2/n-InSe hetero-
junction.

The structure of the fabricated heterojunctions is sho
in Fig. 1a. A freshly cleaved wafer of indium selenide 3
thickness'50 mm and area ranging from 232 mm to 535
mm is pressed uniformly onto the outer surface of a thin fi
of the solid solution 1, which is deposited on a glass s
strate 2. All the heterojunctions constructed in this way e
hibit the rectification effect with reproducible consistency.
typical steady-state current-voltage~I-V! characteristic for
one such heterojunction is shown in Fig. 1b. The direction
the through current corresponds to negative polarity of
external bias on then-InSe wafer in this case. The forwar
branch of these curves obeys the equation

U5U01R0•I , ~1!

whereU0 is the cutoff voltage, andR0 is the residual resis-
tance of the structures, which is shown in Table II. It
evident that the residual resistance for the prepared het
junctions is fairly high and weakly dependent on the quan
x characterizing the composition of the solid solution. Taki
the resistivity of CuInxGa12xTe2 films into account~Table I!,
we can assume that the high values ofR0 in the fabricated
heterojunctions are governed by the resistance of the he
contact of films of different compositions with the cleave
indium selenide surface.

When the prepared heterojunctions are illuminated eit
from the InSe side or from the glass substrate side, a ph
voltage is created as a result of separation of the photoge
ated pairs of the active zone of the structures. The sign of
photovoltaic effect does not depend on where the radiatio
incident on the surface of such structures or on the energ
the incident photons; here a negative potential always co
sponded to indium selenide; this result, in turn, is consist
with the direction of rectification in such heterojunctions.

The maximum values of the voltage (SU) and current
(SI) photosensitivities of CuInxGa12xTe2/InSe are listed in
Table II for both geometries of their illumination by ambie
TABLE II. Photoelectric properties of heterojunctions based on CuInxGa12xTe2 thin films atT5300 K.

R•1025, Substrate illumination InSe wafer illumination

Structure type V SU , SI , hn, d1/2 , SU , SI , hn, d1/2 ,
V / W mm / W eV meV V / W mm /W eV meV

CuInTe2 /InSe 1.3 10 1 1.23 500 10 0.5 1.21 50
CuIn0.87Ga0.13Te2 /InSe 3.3 6 0.5 1.24 550 20 40 1.21 27
CuIn0.6Ga0.4Te2 /InSe 2.0 4 60 1.22 150 1 10 1.21 25
CuIn0.5Gs0.5Te2 /InSe 3.3 1 3 1.24 340 20 0.2 1.21 25
CuIn0.27Ga0.73Te2 /InSe 2.8 1 0.1 1.22 100 28 10 1.21 40
CuGaTe2 /InSe 2.0 20 5 1.23 200 10 1 1.21 50
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light. It should be noted that we did not detect any distin
local dependence ofSU and SI when the placement of th
InSe wafer was shifted along the surface of t
CuInxGa12xTe2 films, demonstrating good homogeneity
the solid solution films. It is similarly essential to note th
absence of any kind of degradation effects in the photos
sitivity of the structures formed by establishing direct optic
contact between the postgrowth surfaces of the solid solu
thin films and the natural cleavage planes of the InSe.

Figure 2 shows typical spectral curves of the relat
quantum efficiencyh of CuInxGa12xTe2 thin-film hetero-

FIG. 2. Spectral curves of the relative quantum efficiency
CuInxGa12xTe2/InSe heterojunctions atT5300 K in ambient light. Illumi-
nation geometry:~1! from the InSe side;~2–7! from the CuInxGa12xTe2

side: ~2! x51.0 mole %;~3! 0.27 mole %;~1, 4! 0.5 mole %;~5! 0.6 mole
%; ~6! 0.87 mole %;~7! 0. The spectral resolution is at least 1 meV.
t

n-
l
n

junctions. The resulting spectra exhibit the following fe
tures. The spectra are similar when heterojunctions utiliz
solid solutions of any composition is illuminated from th
side of the InSe film. The long-wavelength exponential ed
of h and its spectral position are determined by direct int
band transitions in InSe,9 and the narrowly selective maxi
mum of the photosensitivity is attributable to the influence
absorption of the incident radiation by the film of direct-g
CuInxGa12xTe2 solid solutions. This is what causes the ve
steep short-wavelength decay ofh followed by a monotonic
decrease of the photosensitivity. It is evident from Table
that the energy position of the photosensitivity peak (hn) in
illumination from the side of the InSe wafer, which is ide
tical for all structure, is identical. The photosensitivity ba
in the given photodetection geometry is found to have
small FWHM ~full width at half-maximum of the quantum
efficiency! d1/2, its value varying in the interval 25–50 meV
which can be attributed to differences in the quality of t
heterointerface. The fact that the photosensitivity of the h
erojunction is determined mainly by absorption in the indiu
selenide can be identified with the predominant localizat
of the active zone of these heterojunctions in the InSe fi
The latter condition is dictated by differences in the dopi
levels of the InSe and the CuInxGa12xTe2 solid solutions.

When the illumination of the heterojunctions is chang
to the side of the CuInxGa12xTe2 films, the maximum of the
quantum efficiency shifts 223 meV into the short-
wavelength region and is situated at 1.22–1.24 eV, wh
corresponds to the width of the InSe band gap.9 This shift is
also found to be insensitive to the composition of the so
solution films. In comparison with illumination of the hetero
junctions from the InSe side, the long-wavelength edge oh
is not as steep, and a number of heterojunctions exhib
long-wavelength photosensitivity peak~Fig. 2, curves3 and
4! associated with increased absorption in t
CuInxGa12xTe2 film. Another noticeable characteristic is a
increase in the width of the photosensitivity bands of t
heterojunctions when they are illuminated from the side
the CuInxGa12xTe2 film, which is thinner than the InSe; thi
effect is also attributable to the reduction of absorption in
InSe wafer. Finally, in illumination from the side of the sol
solution films the spectra ofh acquire in the vicinity of
1.5 eV a steeper decay of the photosensitivity than in illum
nation from the InSe side. This effect is probably caused
the influence of absorption in the solid solution fil
itself.10,11

On the whole, it is probably reasonable to conclude fro
a comparison of the photosensitivity spectra of the fabrica
heterojunctions that the widths of the band gaps in the fi
of the CuInxGa12xTe2 solid solutions and the InSe are clos
to one another. This most likely accounts for our not hav
detected any appreciable differences in the spectra ofh for
the two given photoexcitation geometries.

In summary, we have used CuInxGa12xTe2 thin films
grown by pulsed laser deposition, establishing optical c
tact between them and InSe cleavage surfaces, to cons
photosensitive heterojunctions with good potential appli
tions as wide-gap, narrowly selective photodetectors of na
ral radiation. At the same time, it is important to note t
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possibility of using the movable optical contact of lamel
semiconductors to evaluate the quality of polycrystalline t
films of chalcopyrite semiconductor compounds as mater
for photovoltaic radiation converters.

* !E-mail: rudvas@uniys.hop.stu.neva.ru
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

Intraband light absorption in quasi-two-dimensional systems in external electric and
magnetic fields

É. P. Sinyavski  and S. M. Sokovnich
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Intraband light absorption in parabolic quantum wells is studied with an electric field directed
along the spatial quantization axis and a magnetic field parallel to the plane of the size-
confined system. In such a geometry direct optical transitions between the quantum-well levels
are possible, the peak light absorption coefficient reaches large values (;33102 cm21),
and the frequency of the absorption maximum depends on magnetic field strength. It is shown
for the normal incidence of electromagnetic waves that the level of absorption decreases
with increasing electric field strength and that it is incorrect to confine the calculations to the Born
approximation in strong magnetic fields. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01407-6#
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1. The great interest in research on intraband opt
transitions~for example, transitions between quantum-w
conduction-band states! in quantum wells~QW’s! is due to
the possible creation of far-infrared detectors,1 emitters, and
high-speed modulators, as well as quantum cascade las2

The possibility of creating QW’s of various width permi
variation of the working wavelength of the detector, maki
quantum-well systems promising for optoelectronics. Inte
absorption via intraband transitions was first observed
GaAs/AlGaAs QW’s in Ref. 3. The strong infrared intraba
absorption at a wavelength of 8.2mm in doped GaAs/AlAs
QW’s was investigated in Ref. 4. The peak absorption
room temperature reached a value of 1.63104 cm21. The
intraband absorption of light in indirect semiconductor QW
has been studied extensively in recent years.5–10

Si/Si12xGex ~Refs. 5–8!, GaSb/Ga0.6Al0.4Sb0.9Al0.1 ~Ref.
6!, and Ga12xAl xSb/AlSb quantum wells~Ref. 9! can exhibit
intense intravalley absorption (L1˜L2) in the @100# direc-
tion, which can serve as a firm basis for employing them
infrared detectors. Owing to the strong effective-mass ani
ropy for normal incidence, the peak absorption reaches h
values (;93103 cm21).

This paper describes an investigation of the features
the intraband light absorption in parabolic QW’s in extern
electric and magnetic fields.

Parabolic QW’s are very attractive quantum-confin
systems, since equidistant quantum-well states appea
them when the thickness of the well layerd0 is fairly large.
For example, for GaAs/AlxGa12xAs parabolic QW’s with
d051000 Å the quantum-well step reaches 14 meV, a
these quantum levels can, therefore, easily be observed
perimentally atT,100 K. Thus, it is not surprising that th
optical properties of parabolic QW’s have been investiga
experimentally in structures withd0.2000 Å.11,12 Just such
broad QW’s can be very promising for optoelectronics, sin
7611063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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they permit relatively simple investigations of the inten
intraband absorption of light incident parallel to the surfa
of the system~with the polarization vector directed paralle
to the spatial quantization axis!. The presence of externa
electric and magnetic fields makes it possible to control
working frequency of an infrared~IR! detector and the leve
of intraband light absorption.

2. Let us consider a parabolic QW immersed in a u
form electric field, whose intensity vectorF is directed along
the spatial quantization axisz, while the vector of the exter-
nal magnetic fieldH is parallel to the QW surface. In th
field configuration under consideration the sought-for Ham
tonian for an electron can be written in the form

Ĥ5
1

2m S P̂1
e

c
AD 2

1eFz1
1

2
mv2z2. ~1!

Herem is the electron effective mass,\v is the spatial quan-
tization energy, andA is the vector potential. In the gaug
for the vector potentialA(0,Hz,0), if the vector of the exter-
nal magnetic field is directed along thex axis @H(H,0,0)#,
the wave functions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
be found directly:

Ca~r !5
1

ALxLy
S l

p D 1/4

exp@ i ~Kx1Ky!#

3expF2
1

2
l~z1 z̃0!2GHn@Al~z1 z̃0!#, ~2!

Ea5
1

2m
\2Kx

21
1

2m S v

v0
D 2

3~Ky2K0!21\v0S n1
1

2D2
e2F2

2mv2
. ~3!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Here

l5mv0 /\, v0
25v21vc

2 , vc5eH/mc,

2 z̃05~eF1\vcKy!/mv0
2 , K05eFvc /\v2,

Hn(x) are Hermite polynomials,a(n,Kx ,Ky) are the quan-
tum numbers specifying the quantum states,Kx and Ky are
the projections of the electron wave vector, andLx and Ly

are the lengths of the QW in thex andy directions, respec-
tively.

Let linearly polarized light with a frequencyV be inci-
dent parallel to the surface of the parabolic QW, and let
polarization vector be directed along the spatial quantiza
axis. In this case direct optical transitions are possible
tween the lower state withn50 and the next state with
n51, and the light absorption coefficient is specified by t
relation

K~V!5
4pe2l\

cA«0m2V
ne

g

g21~v02V!2
. ~4!

Here ne is the electron concentration in the size-confin
system;«0 is the dielectric constant of the semiconduc
QW; and the quantity 2\g specifies the intraband absorptio
half-width and, with allowance for the scattering of electro
on acoustic modes in the elastic-scattering approximatio
temperatures wherek0T/\v0,1, has the form

2g\5Amv

2p\

k0TmE1
2

r\2v2 S v0

v D 3/2

, ~5!

whereE1 is the deformation potential constant,r is the den-
sity of the crystal, andv is the speed of sound. For th
typical parameters of a GaAs/AlGaAs parabolic QWE157
eV, r55.4 g/cm3, v533105 cm/s, m50.06m0, and
\v @eV#514/d0 @Å#, at T5300 K we havev0 /v512,
d05103 Å, and 2g \'5 meV. According to~4!, the absorp-
tion coefficient at the maximum (v05V) has the form

Km~v0!54pe2ne /cA«0mg, ~6!

and for ne5231015cm23 and «058.2, Km(v0)533102

cm21.
Since the energetic distance between the electron st

which is equal to \v0, increases with magnetic fiel
strength, there is a unique possibility for controlling t
working frequency of an IR detector over a broad range
varying the external field.

3. If an electromagnetic wave is incident perpendicula
to the surface of the quantum-well system, intraband li
absorption is possible when a ‘‘third body,’’ which alters th
quasimomentum of the carrier, participates in the absorp
process. Let us investigate indirect optical transitions, wh
electron scattering occurs on an impurity center, which
shall describe in the zero-range potential model.13 According
to the solution of the Lippman–Schwinger equation, in t
model the wave function of a band carrier with an energyEa

has the form
e
n

e-

e

r

s
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y

t
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e
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Ca~r !5Ca
(0)~r !1

V0

12V0G̃a~z0 ,z0!
C̃a

(0)~r !Ga~r ,z0!.

~7!

The Green’s functionGa(r ,z0) is defined by the relation

Ga~r ,z0!5(
a8

Ca8
(0)

~r !Ca8
* (0)

~z0!

Ea2Ea81 id
, d˜10, ~8!

V0 describes the power of the impurity center and is rela
to the energy of the localized stateE0 (E0522p2\6/
V0

2m3), and

Ã~z0!5F11x
]

]x
1y

]

]y
1~z2z0!

]

]zGA~r !ux5y50,
z5z0

.

In writing formula ~7! it was assumed that the impurity i
localized at a point with the coordinatesr0(0,0,z0).

If the polarization vector of the light wave is directe
along the magnetic field strength vector (Hi0x), the matrix
element of the momentum operator acting on the wave fu
tions ~7! can be calculated directly. As a result, with cons
eration of the energy conservation lawEa82Ea5\V we
obtain

E Ca* ~r !P̂xCa8~r ! dr

5
V0

LxLy
S l

p D 1/2 1

V

1

A2nn!2n8n8!
expF2

l

2
~ z̃01z0!2G

3expF2
l

2
~ z̃081z0!2GHn@Al~ z̃01z0!#Hn8

3@Al~ z̃081z0!#H 2
Kx8

12V0G̃a* ~z0 ,z0!

1
Kx

12V0G̃a8~z0 ,z0!
J . ~9!

We shall henceforth consider the case whereb\v0@1,
in which the electrons are in the lowest conduction bandn
50). Processes with the absorption of light followed
scattering on an impurity@the second term in~9!# are less
probable than processes with scattering on an impurity
tential followed by the absorption of electromagnetic rad
tion @the first term in~9!#. Using the approximations indi
cated above, we can represent the absorption of light in
form

K~V!5
8pe2V0

2Nc

cA«0m2V3

l

~LxLy!2 (
a8,Kx ,Ky

f KxKy

(0) 1

2n8n8!

3exp@2l~ z̃01z0!2#exp@2l~ z̃081z0!2#

3Hn8
2

@Al~ z̃081z0!#
K8x

2

u12V0G̃a* ~z0 ,z0!u2

3d@Ea82Ea2\V#, ~10!
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whereNc is the concentration of impurity centers.
For nondegenerate semiconductor QW’s

f KxKyn
(0) 5ne

0S v

v0
D pb\2

m

3expH 2bF\2Kx
2

2m
1

\2

2m S v

v0
D 2

~Ky2K0!2G J ,

wherene
05N/LxLy is the surface concentration of electron

Let us consider some particular cases, which permit
analytical investigation of the behavior ofK(V) in external
fields. If there is no magnetic field (vc50, v05v), the in-
traband light absorption takes the form

K~V!5K (B)~V!J~j,b!. ~11!

Here we have introduced the notation

K (B)~V!5
e2V0

2Ncnem

c\4vA«0

exp~2j2!F~j,V!,

j25S z01
eF

mv2D 2

l0 , l05
mv

\
,

F~j,V!5exp~2j2!(
n

Hn
2~j!

2nn!
S 12

\v

\V
nD S v

V D 2

,

J~j,b!5E
0

` exp~2x!

u12G̃x~z0 ,z0!u2
dx. ~12!

As follows directly from the energy conservation law
12nv/V>0. The functionJ(j,b) describes the deviation
of K(V) from the absorption in the Born approximatio
K (B)(V). The Green’s functionG̃x(z0 ,z0) is calculated by
the usual procedure used in the zero-range potential mod13

The expression forG̃x(z0 ,z0) is not presented here becau
of its cumbersomeness. An analysis reveals that at temp
tures where \v/k0T@1, exp(2j2)J(j,b) is essentially
temperature-independent and decreases with increasingj2.

Figure 1 presents the dependence ofF~j,V! on V/v for
various values ofj2. As the calculations show, the contribu
tion of the high-energy states withnÞ0 to F~j,V! is

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the light absorption coefficient~in relative
units!: 1–3 — j250,1,2, respectively.
.
n

l.

ra-

insignificant; therefore, it can be assumed thatF(j,V)
'exp(2j2)(v/V)2, i.e., thatF~j,V! decreases with increas
ing j2.

If the impurity is located at the midpoint of the size
confined system,z050, and j25(e2F2/m2v4)l0, then in
the absence of an electric field the minimum of the elect
potential energy@U(z)5(1/2)mv2z2# is located above the
localized state. In an electric field whose intensity vectorF is
directed along the spatial quantization axis, the minimum
the potential energy@U(z)5(1/2)mv2z21eFz# moves
away from the impurity, and the electron-impurity intera
tion consequently weakens. The latter circumstance a
causes the intraband light absorption to decrease with
creasingj2. A somewhat different situation arises when t
dopant atom is not located at the center of the QW. If
impurity is located at the point2z0, then j25l(2z0

1eF/mv2) and the potential energy minimum approach
the impurity asF increases (j2 decreases!, causing enhance
ment of the electron-impurity interaction, i.e., an increase
intraband light absorption. Ifz05eF/mv2, j250 and a fur-
ther increase inF @with movement of the minimum ofU(z)
away from2z0# leads to an increase inj2, i.e., to a decrease
in K(V). The appreciable variation of intraband light a
sorption as a function of the magnitude and direction of
electric field intensity and the site of the dopant atom can
important in optoelectronics.

Let us consider the case where the scattering centers
located at the midpoint of the QW (z050) and there is no
electric field (j250). At low temperatures (\v/k0T@1),
(vc /v)2(k0T/\v0)!1 and the expression~10! for \V
<\v0 ~in the sum overn8 we retain the term withn850)
takes the form

K~V!5K0~v0 /V!2J~b,d!exp~2g!$I 0~g!1I 1~g!%. ~13!

Here K052e2V0
2neNcm/cA«0\4v, g5d(V/v0), d5(vc /

v)2, I 0(g), and I 1(g) are the modified Bessel functions o
order zero and of first order, respectively; andJ0(b,d) is
described by Eq.~12!, in which the Green’s function
G̃x(z0 ,z0) is calculated forj50, but dÞ0, by the usual
methods used in the zero-range potential theory.13

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofJ0(b,d). 1–4 — d50.25, 1, 4, 10,
respectively.
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Figure 2 presents the dependence ofJ0(b,d) on bv\ for
various values of the magnetic field. Curves1–4 were ob-
tained for d50.25, 1, 4, and 10, respectively, in the ca
whereD5(\v/2pE0)1/250.1. As follows directly from Fig.
2, at low temperaturesJ0(b,d) is essentially temperature
independent, but decreases appreciably with increasing m
netic field strength. This means that in strong magnetic fie
the electron-impurity interaction intensifies appreciably, a
it is incorrect to confine the calculation ofK(V) to the Born
approximation@J0(b,d)51#.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the light absorption coefficient on magnetic field~in
relative units!: 1, 2 — V/v51,0.8, respectively. Dashed line — Born ap
proximation forV/v51.
g-
s
d

Figure 3 presents the dependence of the intraband l
absorption~in relative units! on magnetic field strength fo
various values ofV/v. As can be seen from the figure, th
absorption exhibits nonmonotonic behavior as the magn
field strength increases. We note that in the Born approxim
tion ~the dashed line in Fig. 3, which was obtained f
V/v51! K(v) increases with increasingH. Therefore, the
level of intraband light absorption in quantum-confined s
tems exhibits an appreciable dependence on the streng
the external electric and magnetic fields, which can be v
important for the operation of IR detectors.
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Polar state of a particle with a degenerate band spectrum in a quantum dot
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The energies of electron and hole polarons in spherical quantum dots based on materials with a
high degree of ionicity are found. It is established that consideration of the valence-band
degeneracy causes the hole polaron binding energy to be greater than the electron polaron binding
energy. The polaron effects increase with decreasing quantum dot radius. Interband optical
transitions are accompanied by partial compensation of the polaron effects, because the emergent
electron and hole tend to create polarization potential wells with opposite signs. It is shown
that complete compensation of the polaron effects does not occur when the valence-band
degeneracy is taken into account. Therefore, interband transitions are accompanied by
polarization of the medium. Such polarization is manifested by the appearance of a series of
intense phonon replicas of the lines for the electronic transitions. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01507-0#
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1. ELECTRON STATES IN QUANTUM DOTS

The confinement of charged particles and excitons
quantum dots leads to significant enhancement of the in
action of these particles with one another and w
longitudinal-optical phonons. In materials with a high degr
of ionicity the enhancement of the interactions in a quant
dot leads to an increase in the polaron effects in compar
to bulk materials.

It was shown in Refs. 1 and 2 that polaron effects b
come stronger as the dot size decreases. The enhance
parameter is the ratio of the radius of the polaron statea0 to
the dot radiusR:

a0

R
@1. ~1!

In this case a strong confinement regime is realized for
riers in a dot. The condition~1! means that the binding en
ergy of a polaron is smaller than the quantum-well energy
the particle in the dot. Then the electron~hole! wave function
ce,h in the zeroth approximation is specified by the Sch¨-
dinger equation for a quantum dot without electron-phon
coupling:

Ĥe,hce,h1Ve,h~r !ce,h5Ee,hce,h , ~2!

whereĤe,h is the kinetic energy operator andVe,h(r ) is the
potential energy of the particle in the quantum dot. The
netic energy operator of electrons in direct-gap semicond
tors has the form

Ĥe52
\2

2me
¹25

p̂2

2me
, ~3!

whereme is the electron effective mass.
The energy and wave function corresponding to the

lution of the Schro¨dinger equation~2! with the kinetic energy
~3! for an arbitrary spherical potentialVe,h(r ) depend on the
7651063-7826/99/33(7)/6/$15.00
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orbital quantum numberl and the radial quantum numbern
~Ref. 3!. They were found for a spherical quantum dot wi
infinite walls in Ref. 4:

Eln5
\2

2meR
2

Cn
2~ l !,

c ln5
Jl@Cn~ l !r /R#Ylm~u,w!

AJl 11@Cn~ l !#
, ~4!

whereCn( l ) is thenth root of thel th spherical Bessel func
tion Jl(x), andYlm(u,w) are spherical functions. The depe
dence of the wave functionc ln on the projection of the mo-
mentum onto the quantization axis~i.e., the quantum numbe
m! is not significant for calculating the polaron binding e
ergy. Therefore, the indexm is not added to the wave func
tion in Eq. ~4! or anywhere below.

If the spin-orbit split-off band is disregarded, the ho
band in typical semiconductors is quadruply degenerate
the G point of the Brillouin zone. This degeneracy can
taken into account if the spherical Luttinger Hamiltonia
serves as the hole kinetic energy operatorĤh :

Ĥh5S g11
5

2
g D p̂2

2m0
2

g

m0
~ p̂ ĵ !2, ~5!

where ĵ is the momentum operator withj 53/2, m0 is the
free-electron mass, and the parametersg1 andg are related
to the heavy- and light-hole massesmh andml by the expres-
sion

ml ,h5
m0

g162g
. ~6!

Equation ~2! with the kinetic energy operator~5! has the
following properties. The hole wave functions for a sphe
cally symmetric quantum-dot potentialVh(r ) are classified
according to the value of the momentumF̂5 l̂ 1 ĵ , wherel̂ is
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the orbital angular momentum. The wave function of a h
with a total momentumF̂ is expressed in terms of the wav
functions for l̂ and ĵ ~Ref. 3, Sec. 106!. For j 53/2 we have

cFN5A2F11 (
l

~21! l 23/21MRF,l~r !

3(
m,m

S l 3/2 F

m m 2M D Ym~u,w!xm . ~7!

HereM is the projection of the momentumF̂ onto the quan-
tization axis,xm is the projection of the matrix eigenvecto
u j zu, m is the eigenvalue corresponding to that eigenvec
(u j zuxm5mxm), and

S l 3/2 F

m m 2M D
is a Wigner 3j symbol. The summation in~7! is carried out
over all values of the quantum numberl in the range
uF23/2u< l<F13/2 and over the values ofm andm which
satisfy the conditionm1m5M . The hole ground state in
quantum dot corresponds to the momentumF53/2. The en-
ergy EFN of an arbitrary quantum-well level and its wav
function cFN depend on the total momentumF̂ and the ra-
dial quantum numberN. The dependence of the hole wav
function on the momentum projectionM, like the depen-
dence of the electron wave function onm, is insignificant for
calculating the polaron binding energy. Therefore, the ind
M has been omitted in~7!.

In the expression for the hole wave function~7! the an-
gular dependence is given in an explicit form, and the rad
wave functionsRF,l depend on the specific form of the po
tential V(r ). The equations forRF,l in the case of an arbi
trary spherical potential were found in Refs. 5 and 6. E´ fros7

found the radial functions for a quantum dot with infini
walls in the case ofF53/2. They have the form

R3/2.0[R05A~b!FJ0~kr !2
J0~kR!

J0~kAbR!
J0~kAbr !G ,

R3/2,2[R25A~b!FJ2~kr !1
J0~kR!

J0~kAbR!
J2~kAbr !G , ~8!

whereA(b) is the normalization factor,b5ml /mh , andk is
the solution of the transcendental equation following fro
the condition that the wave functions~8! vanish on the infi-
nite walls of the well:

J0~kR!J2~kAbR!1J0~kAbR!J2~kR!50. ~9!

The parameterk is related to the hole ground-state energyEh

in the following way:

k5
1

h
A2mhEh. ~10!

The dependence ofk on the mass ratiob5ml /mh was given
in Refs. 7 and 8. Asb increases in the range 0<b<1 the
dimensionless parameterkR decreases in the range
e

r

x

l

C2~1!>kR>C0~1!, ~11!

where C2(1)55.76 is the first root of the second-orde
spherical Bessel functionJ2, andC0(1)5p is the first root
of the zero-order Bessel functionJ0.

When the light- and heavy-hole masses coincide~b51!,
the angle-dependent part of the wave functionc3/2,N from ~7!
vanishes, andR0 from ~8! coincides with the radial part o
the wave functionc01 from relations~4! for a nondegenerate
band.

2. ELECTRON AND HOLE POLARONS

In quantum dots based on materials with a high deg
of ionicity the strong electron-phonon interaction leads to
appearance of polaron states. Polaron states are manif
by appreciable variation of the electron and hole quantu
well energies in a quantum dot.

Let us find the binding energy of a polaron in a quantu
dot. For this purpose, the electron-phonon coupling ene
and the phonon self-energy should be added to the Sc¨-
dinger equation~2!. We thus obtain

F Ĥe,h1Ve,h1(
q

\vqaq
1aq1eA2p\

V«

3(
q

Avq

1

q
~aqeiq•r1aq

1e2 iq•r !Gc5Ec, ~12!

whereaq and aq
1 are the phonon annihilation and creatio

operators and«215«0
212«`

21 is the optical dielectric con-
stant. The parameter~1! permits the use of the adiabatic a
proximation, under which the motion of the electron~hole!
in the quantum dot is fast and the polaron motion is slow
the calculation of the polaron energy. Averaging Eq.~12!
over the fast-motional wave functions~4! or ~7!, we obtain
the equation for a particle in a phonon polarization we
which depends on the slow phonon variables:

Ĥ ( ln)5Eln1(
q

\vqaq
1aq1eA2p\

V«

3(
q

Avq

q
@r ln~q!aq1r ln* ~q!aq

1#, ~13!

where

r ln~q!5E eiq•rc ln
2 ~r ! d3r . ~14!

Herer ln(q) is the Fourier component of the electron dens
of states at the level with the quantum numbersl andn.

Equation~13! can be brought into diagonal form wit
respect to the operatorsaq

1 and aq using the unitary trans-
formation

Uln5expF(
q

e

q
A 2p

V«\vq
~r ln~q!aq

12r ln* ~q!aq!G . ~15!

Applying the unitary transformation~15! to Eq. ~13!, we
obtain
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Ĥ ( ln)5Eln2
2pe2

V« (
q

urn~q!u2

q2
1(

q
\vqaq

1aq . ~16!

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~16! is the
electron binding energyDE( ln) at level (ln) in a polarization
well. Such a state is called a polaron.9 Substituting the ex-
pression forr ln(q) from ~14! into ~16! and going over from
summation overq to integration, we obtain

DE( ln)52
2pe2

V« (
q

ur ln~q!u2

q2

52
e2

2«E c ln
2 ~r !c ln

2 ~r 8!

ur2r 8u
d3r d3r 8. ~17!

The expression for the energy of a hole polaron is obtai
in a similar manner. It differs from~17! only in that it con-
tains the integral of the squares of the hole wave functi
cFN

2 (r ) from ~7!. To find the polaron binding energy, w
substitute the wave functions~4! and ~7! into ~17! and cal-
culate the corresponding integrals.

In the case of a simple band with the wave function~4!,
for an electron polaron we obtain

DEe
( ln)52

e2

2«R
Be

( ln) , ~18!

whereBe
( ln) are numerical coefficients, which differ for dif

ferent quantum-well levels (ln). For the ground state of a
electron in a quantum dot the respective coefficientBe

(01) is

Be
(01)52S 12

Si~2p!

2p
1

Si~4p!

4p D'1.79,

where Si(x) is the sine integral. When the potential energy
the quantum dot is described by a well with infinite wal
the electron wave functions~4! and the electron polaron
binding energy~18! do not depend on electron mass. Wh
the finite height of the barrier is taken into account, suc
dependence on mass appears.

To find the hole polaron binding energy in the case o
degenerate valence band, the wave functions~7! should be
plugged into Eq.~17!. We thus obtain

DEh
(FN)52

e2

2«R
Bh

(FN)~b!, ~19!

where the dimensionless multiplierBh
(FN)(b) depends on the

number of the quantum-well level (FN) and on the ratio
between the light- and heavy-hole massesb. Since the angu-
lar dependences of the wave functions~7! are known exactly,
the integration over the angles can be performed analytic
to find the hole polaron energy. As a result, for the h
ground state we obtain
d

s

f
,

a

a

lly

Bh
(3/2,1)5RH E

0

R

r 2 dr @R0
2~r !1R2

2~r !#

3F1

r E0

r

r 1
2 dr1 @R0

2~r 1!1R2
2~r 1!#

1E
r

R

r 1 dr1 @R0
2~r 1!1R2

2~r 1!#G
1

4

5E0

R

r 2 dr R0~r !R2~r !

3F E
0

r r 1
4

r 3
dr1 R0~r 1!R2~r 1!

1r 2E
r

Rdr1

r 1
R0~r 1!R2~r 1!G J . ~20!

In the regionb'1 the degeneracy of the energy bands ha
weak influence on the form of the radial part of the wa
function. The functionR2(r ) is small, and the paramete
Bh

(3/2,1) is close to the value ofBe
(0,1) for a nondegenerate

band. The values ofBh
FN(b) for an arbitrary mass ratio ca

be found only numerically. A plot ofBh
(3/2,1)(b) obtained by

numerically integrating Eq.~20! is presented in Fig. 1. The
maximum deviation of the polaron binding energy in a d
generate band from the polaron energy in a simple ban
observed atb'0.2. Several features in the behavior of t
hole binding energy in a spherical quantum dot7 and in the
splitting of the hole energy levels in a quantum dot in t
presence of an aspherical perturbation8 have previously been
obtained for just such values ofb.

3. POLARON EXCITONS

Interband optical transitions in a quantum dot are acco
panied by the simultaneous appearance or disappearan
an electron and a hole. In ionic materials each particle te
to create its own polarization well, and the potential energ
of these wells have opposite signs. Partial compensatio

FIG. 1. Dependence of the dimensionless coefficientBh
(3/2,1) from the ex-

pression for the hole polaron binding energy~20! on the ratio between the
light- and heavy-hole massesb.
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the polaron effects occurs as a result. This compensatio
complete, if both the electron and the hole are described
nondegenerate band model. However, the difference betw
the electron and hole charge density distributions appea
as a consequence of valence-band degeneracy prec
complete compensation of the polaron effects.

When there are two charged particles, viz., an elect
and a hole, in a quantum dot, the Schro¨dinger equation can
be written with allowance for the interaction of the particl
with polar optical phonons and their Coulomb interaction
analogy with~12!:

H Ĥe1Ĥh1Ve1Vh2
e2

«0ure2rhu
1(

q
\vqaq

1aq

1eA2p\

V« (
q

Avq

1

q
@~aqeiq•re1aq

1e2 iq•re!

2~aqeiq•rh1aq
1e2 iq•rh!#J c~re ,rh!5Ec~re ,rh!.

~21!

When the strong confinement condition~1! holds for both the
electron and the hole, the energy of the Coulomb interac
of the particles with one another, as well as the energy
their interaction with polar optical phonons, are smaller th
the gap between the quantum-well levels in the dot. T
wave function of the electron-hole pair then reduces to
product of the wave functions of the electron and the hole
certain quantum-well levels, i.e.,

c~re ,rh!5c ln~re!cFN~rh!, ~22!

and the wave functionsc ln(re) andcFN(rh) are specified by
Eqs.~4! and ~7!, respectively.

Averaging Eq.~21! over the fast-motional wave func
tions ~22!, we obtain the dependence of the polaron exci
energy on the slow phonon variables:

Ĥex
( ln,FN)5Eln,FN1(

q
\vqaq

1aq1eA2p\

V«

3(
q

Avq

q
~r ln,FN~q!aq1r ln,FN* ~q!aq

1!, ~23!

where

r ln,FN~q!5r ln~q!2rFN~q! ~24!

is the Fourier component of the difference between
charge distribution densities for the electron and the h
The quantityEln,FN is the energy of the optical transitio
without allowance for the electron-phonon interaction a
contains the energy of the Coulomb interaction of the el
tron and the hole averaged over the wave function~22!.

Equation~23! is structurally similar to Eq.~13! for an
electron polaron. Applying a unitary transformation ana
gous to~15!,

U15expF(
q

e

q
A 2p

V«\vq
~r ln,FN~q!aq

12r ln,FN* ~q!aq!G ,

~25!
is
a
en
g

des

n

n
f

n
e
e
n

n

e
e.

d
-

-

where r ln,FN(q) includes the density for both the electro
and the hole, we obtain the polaron exciton binding ene
DEln,FN in the form

DEln,FN52
e2

2«E d3r d3r 8

ur2r 8u
@c ln

2 ~r !2cFN
2 ~r !#

3@c ln
2 ~r 8!2cFN

2 ~r 8!#. ~26!

This energy can be represented in a form similar to~19!:

DEln,FN52
e2

2«R
Bln,FN~b!. ~27!

Here the dimensionless coefficientsB( ln,FN)(b) depend on
the ratio between the light- and heavy-hole massesb. A plot
of B(01,3/2,1)(b) for the optical transition between the electro
( l 50, n51) and hole (F53/2, N51) ground states is
shown in Fig. 2. The magnitude of the polaron shiftDEln,FN

increases upon variation of the dimensions of the dot in p
portion toR21.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the interaction wi
phonons is significant for the electron-hole pair only at
fairly small ratio between the light- and heavy-hole mas
b,0.6. Whenb'1, the functionR2 from ~8! is small, and
R0 reduces to the electron wave functionc01 from ~4!. In this
case there is essentially complete compensation of the
laron effects from the electron and the hole.

4. INTRABAND OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

The polaron states in quantum dots are manifested
two effects accompanying interband optical transitions. Fi
intense phonon replicas of the line for the interband el
tronic transition appear because of the polarization of
medium by the charged particles. Second, the difference
tween the polarizations of the initial and final states produ
a large Stokes shift between the absorption and emis
lines.

When light is absorbed, there is only a photon in t
initial state, and there is no electron in the conduction ba
or hole in the valence band. The wave function of such
initial state can be written approximately in the form

FIG. 2. Dependence of the dimensionless coefficientB(01,3/2,1) from the
expression for the polaron exciton ground-state binding energy~27! on the
ratio between the light- and heavy-hole massesb.
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C i5d~re2rh!Fvib
i . ~28!

Here the presence of the multiplierd(re2rh) means that the
electron is still in the valence band, i.e., where a hole app
after absorption, andFvib

i is the vibrational wave function o
the initial state.

The wave function of the final state is

C f5c ln~re!cFN~rh!Fvib
f . ~29!

Here the first two multipliers correspond to the wave fun
tion of the electron-hole pair from Eq.~22!, andFvib

f is the
vibrational wave function of the final state. It is next show
that because of the difference between the polarization
the medium in the initial and final states,Fvib

f has an equi-
librium position displaced relative toFvib

i .
The probability of the absorption of a photon in a dipo

transition has the form

Wln,FN
abs 5

2p

\
uPcvu2uI ln,FNu2(

f
Wi f d~Eln,FN2Ef2\v!.

~30!

HerePcv is the interband transition matrix element in Bloc
modulating functions,I ln,FN is the overlap integral of the
envelopes of the electron wave functions~4! and the hole
wave functions~7!, Wi f is the square of the overlap integr
of the vibrational wave functions with shifted equilibrium
positions, andEf is the vibrational energy of the final state
the system. Let us examine the case of the fairly low te
peraturesT!\v0, wherev0 is the threshold optical phono
frequency, and therefore disregard any processes with
non absorption in~30!. The energy conservation law corre
sponding to thed function reflects the fact that, due to th
displacement of the equilibrium position of the vibration
states, the electronic transition is accompanied by the e
sion of any numberK of optical phonons, whose total energ
equalsEf already in first-order perturbation theory. It ha
been taken into account in the energy conservation law
~30! that the absorption process takes place in the absen
polarization of the medium, because there were no char
particles in the system before absorption of the photon.

The matrix elementPcv for an allowed interband transi
tion is nonzero. The overlap integral of the envelopes of
electron and hole wave functions

I ln,FN5E d3r c ln~r !cFN~r ! ~31!

determines the selection rules for the electron and h
quantum-well levels in a quantum dot. It follows from th
form of the wave functions~4! and ~7! that a larger numbe
of transitions between excited electron and hole states
allowed with consideration of the degeneracy of the vale
band than in the case of nondegenerate bands.

For the transition between the ground electron (l 50,
n51) and hole (F53/2, N51) states we obtain

I 01,3/2,1~b!5A~b!
A2p

R3/2 E0

R

r 2 dr R0J0~pr /R!. ~32!
rs
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re
e

At b51 we haveI 01,3/2,151, and the limitb˜0 corresponds
to

I 01,3/2,1~0!5
A~0!A2C1~2!sinC1~2!

p@p22C1~2!2#
'0.335.

It can be seen thatI 01,3/2,1(b) varies fairly slowly with the
ratio between the light- and heavy-hole massesb.

Displacement of the equilibrium position of the vibra
tional wave functions appears in our calculations of the tr
sition probability~30! as a consequence of the unitary tran
formation ~25!, which was applied to the Hamiltonian~23!.
In fact, the probability of multiphonon transitions is specifie
by the integral over the vibrational coordinatesxq in ~30!:

Wi f 5U E dxq Fvib
i Fvib

f U2

5U E dxq F i~ . . . xq . . . !eU1F f~ . . . xq . . . !U2

. ~33!

The functionseU1F f( . . . xq . . . ) and F i( . . . xq . . . ) are
nonorthogonal and, as was shown by Huang and Rhys,10 thus
lead to multiphonon transitions.

Let us find the displacement of the equilibrium positio
of the oscillators in response to the canonical transforma
~25!. We plug the usual expressions for the creation a
annihilation operators for theqth harmonic oscillator in
terms of the coordinate (x̂q) and momentum (p̂q) operators
into ~25!:

aq5
1

2
A2M0vq

\
S x̂q1 i

p̂q

M0vq
D ,

aq
15

1

2
A2M0vq

\
S x̂q2 i

p̂q

M0vq
D , ~34!

whereM0 is the oscillator mass. Taking into account that t
Fourier component of the electron densityr ln,FN(q) is a real
quantity and substituting~34! into ~25!, we obtain

Û15expF2 i(
q

e

q\vq
A 2p

M0V«
r ln,FN~q! p̂qG . ~35!

As we know from quantum mechanics,3 the operatorÛ1

from ~35! for an oscillator with the coordinatexq is the op-
erator of parallel transfer to the final state, which is

sq52
e

vqq
r ln,FN~q!A 2p

M0V«
.

As a result, the probability of multiphonon transitionsWi f

from ~33! is equal to the product of the transition probabi
ties vq for each oscillatorq:

Wi f 5)
q

vq5)
q

U E dxq F i~xq!F f~xq2sq!U2

. ~36!

The transition probabilitywq(Kq) calculated from the wave
functions of an harmonic oscillator for an oscillator with th
coordinatexq upon the emission ofKq optical phonons by it
has the form3
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vq~Kq!5

S UsqU2
M0vq

\ D Kq

2Kq~Kq!!
expF2

1

2 UsqU2
M0vq

\ G . ~37!

The probability of the emission of a certain number
phonons K is obtained by multiplying the probabilitie
wq(Kq) of the emission ofKq phonons by theqth oscillator
from ~37!, so that the sum over all the oscillators giv
(qKq5K. Taking into account all the possible permutatio
of Kq , we obtain

W~K !5

S (
q

UsqU2
M0vq

\ D K

2KK!
expF2

1

2 (
q

UsqU2
M0vq

\ G .
~38!

Calculations of the probability~38! with consideration of the
phonon dispersion ofvq are fairly cumbersome. Howeve
for optical phonons, which exhibit weak dispersion (vq

'v0), we obtain

W~K !5
S0

K

2KK!
expS 2

1

2
S0

2D , ~39!

whereS0 is expressed in terms of the polaron exciton bin
ing energy~26!:

S05(
q

usqu2
M0v0

\
5

DEln,FN

\v0
. ~40!

If K50, we obtain the probability for the zero-phonon lin
which is

W~0!5e2S0
2/2. ~41!

When the dispersion of the optical phonons is dis
garded, i.e., whenvq5v0, the final state of the system i
determined only by the number of phonons emittedK.
Therefore, the sum over the final states of the system app
ing in ~30! reduces to the sum over all possible values ofK,
and the energyEf reduces toEf5K\v0. The photon absorp
tion probability ~30! has the form

Wln,FN
abs 5

2p

\
uPcvu2uI ln,FNu2

3(
K

W~K !d~Eln,FN2K\v02\v!. ~42!

If the polaron energy is greater than the optical phon
energy, then

S0.1, ~43!

and the probability of multiphonon transitions is large. T
Kth phonon replica withK'S0 has the highest intensity. Fo
each value ofK we can select a quantum dot with a value
DEln,FN from ~27!, for which theKth phonon replica should
have the greatest intensity upon an interband electronic t
sition.

When a photon is emitted, an optical electronic tran
tion ~recombination of an electron and a hole! occurs within
the polarization potential well corresponding to displacem
f

-

-

ar-

n

f

n-

i-

t

of the electron energy byDEln,FN . After recombination of
the electron and the hole in the emission process, the
dium remains polarized. Therefore, the energy of the fi
state exceeds the energy of the ground state. Within
model of dispersionless phonons, this energy difference
equal to the same quantityDEln,FN from ~27!. Therefore, the
probability of such a transition is

W( ln,FN)
em ~v!5

2p

\
Pcv

2 uI ln,FNu2(
K

W~K !

3d~Eln,FN22DEln,FN2K\v02\v!.

~44!

A comparison of~42! and~44! reveals that there is a Stoke
shift DEs between the absorption and emission lines, wh
is

DEs52DEln,FN . ~45!

Thus, the polaron effects accompanying interband tr
sitions in quantum dots should be manifested in the app
ance of both intense phonon replicas and a significant Sto
shift. To identify polaron effects, both phenomena must
observed simultaneously. Each of them taken individua
can be attributed to other mechanisms.

Large Stokes shifts of the lines of optical transitions11

and intense phonon replicas12 have been observed exper
mentally in II–VI-based quantum dots. However, we do n
know of any experiments in which these two phenomena
their dependence on the dimensions of the quantum
were investigated simultaneously.
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Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant 98-02-18295!.
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The transport and optical properties of tind layers in GaAs are investigated as functions of the
Sn concentration. The Shubnikov–de Haas and Hall effects are measured in the temperature
range 0.4212 K in magnetic fields up to 38 T. The band diagrams and quantum mobilities of
electrons in the quantum-well subbands are calculated. Features associated with electronic
transitions from quantum-well levels are found in the photoluminescence spectra of the structures.
Oscillations of the resistance are observed in a magnetic field parallel to thed layer and are
attributed to features in the density of states at the Fermi level. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01607-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the effective methods for obtaining a high co
centration of two-dimensional electrons in semiconduc
structures isd doping, under which an impurity is concen
trated in a very thin layer, which ideally consists of only o
sheet of atoms. Silicon is usually used ford doping. Tin has
hitherto been used only to a small extent tod dope GaAs
because of its high capacity for surface segregation,1 al-
though, as a donor impurity, it is less amphoteric than s
con, which has been used traditionally to createn-type d
layers. The use of Sn makes it possible to obtain a h
concentration of two-dimensional electrons in thed layer. In
the present work the transport and optical properties of tid
layers on a singular surface are investigated in Ga
GaAs~d-Sn! structures as a function of the tin concentratio
Scrutiny of the results of the tind doping of singular surface
is important for comparison with data on the tind doping of
vicinal ~or high-index! gallium arsenide surfaces, which a
promising for creating one-dimensional electron channel2,3

2. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT METHOD

Tin d-doped GaAs structures grown by molecular-be
epitaxy were investigated in this work. Ani-GaAs buffer
layer ~240 nm! was grown on a semi-insulating~001!
GaAs~Cr! substrate, and then a tind layer was deposited on
the surface atTS'450 °C with an increased flow of As an
capped by ani-GaAs layer with a thickness of 40 nm and
GaAs:Si contact layer~having a silicon concentration o
1.531018cm23) with a thickness of 20 nm. The tin dopin
level varied fromND52.9731012cm22 in sample 1 toND

52.6731014cm22 in sample 6. Some parameters of t
samples are listed in Table I. The measurements were
formed both on samples in the form of a double Hall brid
and on square samples.
7711063-7826/99/33(7)/8/$15.00
-
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-

h
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The temperature dependence of the resistance was
sured in the temperature range 0.4,T,300 K. The Hall
effect and the magnetoresistance were investigated at
,T,12 K in fixed magnetic fields up to 10 T and in pulse
fields up to 38 T. The pulsed magnetic-field facility of th
University of Amsterdam was used for the measurement
magnetic fields up to 38 T. The measurements of the lo
temperature photoluminescence spectra were performe
4.2 K using an MDR-3 spectrometer and a photomultipl
operating in the photon-counting mode with optical exci
tion by the output of an argon laser~the wavelength was
514.5 nm, the radiated power was 7 mW, and the spot di
eter was 1 mm!.

3. CONDUCTANCE AND MAGNETORESISTANCE OF THE
STRUCTURES INVESTIGATED

The resistance of sample 1 with a relatively small ele
tron concentration increases as the temperature is low
from room temperature to liquid-helium temperature~Fig. 1!.
The resistance of the heavily doped samples~4–6! decreases
with decreasing temperature to a certain temperature~which
decreases with increased doping of the sample! and then in-
creases. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the resistance drops
increasing impurity concentration.

The Hall measurements showed that the Hall coeffici
is constant in all of the samples in the range of magne
fields investigated and does not depend on temperature in
range 0.4,T,12 K. The values of the Hall electron conce
tration nH obtained vary from 1.7431012cm22 in sample 1
to 8.3531013cm22 in sample 6~see Table I!, and the Hall
mobility equals 108021940 cm2/(V•s) in different samples
at liquid-helium temperature.

Negative magnetoresistance was observed in all
samples at low temperatures in magnetic fields equa
B,0.2 T. It was quadratic in weak magnetic fields and log
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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rithmically dependent on magnetic induction in strong fiel
The absolute value of the negative magnetoresistance
creases with increasing tin concentration in thed layer. The
Shubnikov–de Haas effect was observed in the struct
investigated at low temperatures in strong magnetic fie
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the oscillations of the tra
verse magnetoresistance of samples 2 and 6, and Fi
shows the Fourier transform of the oscillations ofDR(H) in
a reversed magnetic field for samples 2 and 4–6. Meas
ments of the dependence of the oscillation frequency on
tilt angle of the magnetic field showed that the oscillatio
are observed from two-dimensional carriers.

The two-dimensional electron concentrations in t
quantum-well subbands determined from the maxima in
Fourier spectra are presented in Table II. It can be seen f
Table I that the free-electron concentration(nSdH in samples
1 and 2 is approximately equal to the concentration of
introducedND . As the concentration of tin introduced
increased, the free-electron concentration does not vary
nificantly ~samples 3 to 5 in Table I!. The positions of the
maxima in the Fourier spectra in Fig. 3a are approximat
identical for samples 2, 4, and 5, although the amplitude
the peaks differ because of the different distributions of
electron mobilities among the subbands in these samp
The sum of the two-dimensional concentrations in four si
quantized subbands in samples 2–5 is equal to roug

TABLE I. Tin concentrationND , sum of the electron concentrationsnSdH in
all the subbands determined from the Shubnikov–de Haas effect, and
concentrationnH for different samples atT54.2 K.

Sample No. ND , 1012 cm22 (nSdH, 1012 cm22 nH , 1012 cm22

1 2.97 2.75 1.74
2 8.91 8.73 3.59
3 26.7 7.30 2.63
4 29.7 7.80 10.4
5 89.1 8.09 8.35
6 267 45.3 83.5

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr ~resistance per square!
in samples 1, 3, 5, and 6~see Table I!.
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831012cm22, which is comparable to the limiting electro
concentration for silicond-doped GaAs structures.4–6 How-
ever, when the concentration of tin introduced is increa
further, the free-electron concentration increases significa
~sample 6!. The saturation of the concentration of free car
ers in GaAs~d-Si! structures is usually attributed to the fil
ing of DX centers5,7 or an increase in the number of compe
sating defects8,9 as the dopant concentration rises. It can
assumed that the energy of theDX level relative to theG
conduction band edge increases at doping levels as high
sample 6~Refs. 10 and 11! and that different defects roughl
compensate for the donor tin atoms.

When the electron mobilities in the quantum-well su
bands are determined, it is important to distinguish the tra
port relaxation times from the quantum relaxation times.12–14

The transport momentum relaxation timet t of an electron is
determined by the mean time between events of elastic s
tering on impurities that significantly alter the direction
the momentum and can be written in the form

1

t t
5E

0

p

s~w!~12cosw! dw, ~1!

wheres(w) is proportional to the probability of scatterin
into the anglew per unit time in the plane of thed layer. The
quantum lifetime~one-particle relaxation time! is obtained
by averaging the time between any scattering events an
given by the expression

1

tq
5E

0

p

s~w! dw. ~2!

all

FIG. 2. Dependence of the change in resistanceDR5R(B)2R(0) on the
magnetic inductionB at T54.2 K for samples 2~a! and 6~b!.
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FIG. 3. Fourier spectra of the oscillations of the magnetoresistance
reversed magnetic field for samples 2, 4, and 5~a! and sample 6~b!. The
arrows in partb show the concentrations corresponding to the calcula
energies of the quantum-well subbands.
Because of the multiplier~12cosw! in the expression fort t ,
the transport scattering time can differ from the quant
analog. For isotropic scattering, for example, on phono
these scattering times are equal. However, in the cas
Coulomb scattering on ionized impurities, the cross sect
s~w! is large for scattering into small angles; therefore,t t

can be several times greater thantq .
An analysis of the magnetic-field dependence of the a

plitude of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations makes it p
sible to determine the quantum mobilitiesmq5e/m* tq of
electrons in each of the quantum-well subbands.13 For this
purpose, the corresponding frequencies are isolated in
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations by a digital filter,15 and a
Dingle plot is constructed.16 The quantum mobilities ob-
tained increase in all the samples from approximately 6
cm2/(V•s) in the lower quantum-well subbands to 21
cm2/(V•s) in the upper subbands~see Table II!. These val-
ues are consistent with the mobility values obtained for s
con d-doped GaAs structures.17,18

4. ENERGY SPECTRUM AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF
GaAs „d-Sn… STRUCTURES

The band diagrams, wave functions, and electron c
centrations in the quantum-well subbands were calculated
finding a self-consistent solution of the Schro¨dinger and
Poisson equations by analogy with the calculations p
formed in Ref. 17. The nonparabolicity of theG conduction
band was taken into account by substituting the mean sq
of the wave vector̂ kz

2& i5*2`
` c i(2 d2/dz2)c i dz into the

dispersion relation according to Ref. 19, permitting a cal
lation of the density of states in thei th subband. The thick-
ness of thed layer of ionized tin atoms, which served as

a

d

m
band
h

TABLE II. Electron concentrationsnSdH and quantum mobilitiesmq
SdH in different subbands determined from

the Shubnikov–de Haas effect at 4.2 K, concentrationsNS obtained from self-consistent calculations, quantu
mobilities mq

t of electrons calculated for scattering on ionized impurities with allowance for intersub
scattering, and experimental (Bi) and calculated (Bi

t) values of the parallel magnetic induction at whic
emptying of the subbands occurs.

Sample
No.

Subband
numberi

nSdH,
1012cm22

NS ,
1012cm22

mq
SdH,

cm2/(V•s)
mq

t ,
cm2/(V•s) Bi , T Bi

t , T

0 1.76 1.75 1340 790 ¯ ¯

1 1 0.99 0.99 1450 900 18.6 20.5
2 ¯ 0.28 ¯ 1120 4 7.4

0 3.91 3.97 570 570 ¯ ¯

5 1 2.12 2.42 1100 740 33.4 41.7
2 1.49 1.12 1630 1470 18.4 18.1
3 0.57 0.33 2060 1830 5.6 6.3

0 ¯ 11.06 ¯ 217 ¯ ¯

1 ¯ 10.80 ¯ 217 ¯ ¯

2 ¯ 10.38 ¯ 218 ¯ ¯

3 9.75 9.75 1370 220 ¯ ¯

4 8.84 8.87 1590 225 ¯ 43.9
6 5 8.04 7.84 1910 236 36.3 34.1

6 6.54 6.68 1330 258 29.6 28.7
7 5.39 5.36 2 295 24.7 23.3
8 3.76 3.91 2 359 19.7 17.8
9 2.95 2.49 2 461 13.0 12.5

10 2 1.32 2 509 7.6 8.0
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fitting parameter in the calculations,20 was found to be ap-
proximately equal to 16 nm for samples 1–5. Although su
a d layer thickness is higher than the values for silic
d-doped structures,4,7,21 it is small for tin.1 The calculated
two-dimensional electron concentrations in the quantum-w
subbands are listed in Table II. Figure 4a shows the b
diagram calculated for sample 5. It was taken into accoun
the calculations that the Fermi level is pinned on the f
surface of the sample at a level 0.74 eV below the bottom
the conduction band22 and in the semi-insulating substrate
the level for chromium~0.75 eV below the conduction
band23!.

In sample 6, which has the highest tin concentrat
ND52.6731014cm22 and a Hall concentrationnH58.35
31013cm22, the L conduction band should also be fille
with electrons at low temperatures~according to Ref. 5, in
the case of an ideally narrowd layer this occurs when the
concentration of the ionized impurity is aboveND51.6
31013cm22 and the electron concentration in the lowe
subband is greater than 9.331012cm22). In the case of sev-
eral filled subbands, the Hall concentration is averaged o
all the subbands:

FIG. 4. Band diagrams for samples 5~a! and 6~b!. The energy is measure
relative to the Fermi level~dot-dashed line!. The free surface of the sample
is located atz560 nm. The squares of the electronic wave functions in
subbands are also shown for sample 5. The energy levels at theL point in
sample 6 are indicated by dashed lines.
h

ll
d

in
e
f

n

t

er

nH5

S (
i

nim t i D 2

(
i

nim t i
2

, ~3!

whereni is the electron concentration, andm t i is the trans-
port mobility in thei th subband. As a result, the value ofnH

is less than the total electron concentration in all the s
bands determined from the Shubnikov–de Haas effect; th
fore, in order to achieve such a high value ofnH , sample 6
must have at least three subbands with a concentra
greater than 1013cm22, which are weakly manifested in th
range of magnetic fields investigated~see Fig. 3b!. The elec-
trons at theL point should not make a significant contribu
tion to the value ofnH due to their low mobility. The fol-
lowing parameters of the electron effective masses at thL
point for the ~001! plane ~Ref. 5! were used in the self-
consistent calculation: for motion in the quantization dire
tion mz50.11m0, and for motion in the plane of the laye
~the xy plane! mx50.075m0 and my51.29m0. In this case
the density-of-states effective massmds5(mxmy)

1/2

50.38m0, and there are four equivalent ellipsoids of co
stant energy~the degree of degeneracygv54). The energies
of the size-quantized subbands at theL point were calculated
at a potential displaced along the energy scale byEL2G

5290 meV above theG point. TheX point was neglected in
the calculations, sinceEX2G5460 meV. The potential curve
at theG and L points was obtained by solving the Poiss
equation for the total charge distribution, which consists
both the filled electronic states at theG andL points and the
stationary positive charge of the ionized tin donors. The c
culated band diagram for sample 6 is presented in Fig.
The electron concentrations at theG point obtained for a
thickness of ad layer of ionized impurities equal to 34 nm
are roughly equal to the observed concentrations in the F
rier spectrum~Fig. 3b and Table II!. The concentrations in
the three lowest subbands are very close to one another,
therefore, the corresponding peaks merge to form a sin
broad peak near 1.131013cm22 in Fig. 3b; these peaks
therefore cannot be clearly distinguished separately in
Fourier spectrum. The calculated electron concentration
the three subbands at theL point are equal to 2.031013,
1.5431013, and 7.831012cm22. The total free-electron con
centration in this sample is at least 4 times greater than
maximum achievable concentration for silicond-doped
GaAs structures6 when the thickness of thed layer is small
for tin.1

Low-temperature photoluminescence provides an imp
tant experimental technique for investigating tw
dimensional electron systems. However, investigating
photoluminescence ofd-doped structures is complicated b
the fact that the potential retaining electrons in the quantu
well subbands is repulsive toward holes. This repulsion
reduce the overlap between the electron and hole wave f
tions and can consequently lower the photoluminesce
intensity.24,25

Figure 5 presents the photoluminescence emission s
tra of samples 3, 5, and 6, as well as a control sample w
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FIG. 5. Photoluminescence spectra of samples 3, 5, and 6 and of the control sample of GaAs without ad layer atT54.2 K. The positions of the maxima ar
explained in the text.
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out a d layer. The control sample was obtained by etch
away the upper layers of sample 1, which contains ad layer,
to a depth of 100 nm. The low-temperature photolumin
cence spectra of the GaAs sample without ad layer contains
characteristic lines with an energy of 1.514 eV, which c
responds to the recombination of excitons bound to a neu
donor; a line with an energy of 1.492 eV, which correspon
to a radiative electronic transition to a carbon acceptor le
and its LO-phonon replica with an energy of 1.456 eV; an
line with an energy of 1.442 eV~a Ga defect in the As
sublattice!.26,27The spectral feature at 1.478 eV is caused
recombination of a bound exciton involving an LO phono
as well as recombination at defects appearing during gro
by molecular-beam epitaxy.

For structures withd layers of different concentration
the form of the photoluminescence spectrum varies as
doping level of thed layer increases. A broad band with
maximum at 1.35 eV~see Fig. 5!, which is caused by a
radiative transition to a Sn acceptor level localized in
region of thed layer, appears. The intensity of this ban
increases with increasing tin concentration. In addition,
ratio between the intensities of the lines characteristic of
sample without ad layer described above varies, and ne
spectral features, which can be attributed to the recomb
tion of electrons from quantum-well levels in thed layer and
photogenerated holes localized near the sample surf
appear.24 The features caused by the quantum-well levels
especially pronounced for sample 5~Fig. 6, the peaks with
energies equal to 1.521 and 1.502 eV!. These features ca
most probably be assigned to electronic transitions from
upper quantum-well levels, since the wave functions of
upper subbands extend far from the midplane of thed layer
and their overlap with the hole wave functions is greater th
that for the lower subbands. The energy difference betw
g
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the upperi 52 andi 53 subbands obtained for this sample
a self-consistent calculation is equal to 25 meV, whi
roughly coincides with the difference between the new p
toluminescence lines. We also note that, along with the
combination channel just described, the recombination
electrons from the upperi 53 electronic level and holes lo
calized at a carbon acceptor can make a contribution to
line at 1.502 eV.

The wave functions found in the self-consistent calcu
tions were used to calculate the low-temperature quan
mobilities of electrons for multisubband scattering at ioniz
impurities,28–30which are listed in Table II. The screening o
the scattering Coulomb potential was taken into accoun
the random-phase approximation.28 It can be seen from the

FIG. 6. Isolated parts of the photoluminescence spectra of the con
sample without ad layer ~1! and sample 5~2! at T54.2 K. The photolumi-
nescence intensities are the same as in Fig. 5.
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numerical calculations~see Table II! that the electron mobili-
ties increase with the subband numberi, since the mean dis
tance from electrons to impurities is greater in the up
subbands. The calculated quantum mobilities in samples
were somewhat smaller than the values determined from
Shubnikov–de Haas effect~see Table II! due to the partial
correlation in the distribution of the ionized impurities.31,32

In sample 6 the quantum mobilities of electrons determin
from the Shubnikov–de Haas effect are more than six tim
greater than the calculated quantum mobilities. This is att
utable to the strong screening of the ionized impurities by
L-band electrons, which have a large effective mass~this
screening was disregarded in the calculations!, as well as by
stronger correlation of the impurities than in samples 1–

5. RESISTANCE OSCILLATIONS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD
PARALLEL TO THE d LAYER

Measuring the Shubnikov–de Haas effect is the princi
method for determining the electron concentrations
quantum-well subbands of two-dimensional systems. Ho
ever, ind-doped structures the upper subbands have low c
centrations of electrons, from which oscillations are diffic
to see when the Shubnikov–de Haas effect is measured.
diamagnetic Shubnikov–de Haas effect, under which
magnetic field is directed in the plane of thed layer, how-
ever, permits exact determination of the number of fill
subbands33 and is a useful tool for investigating multisub
band two-dimensional systems. As an example, Fig. 7 p
sents the resistance oscillations of sample 1 in a magn
field parallel to the surface for currents parallel and perp
dicular to the magnetic field.

If the magnetic inductionB is directed along they axis
and the vector potential isA5(Bz,0,0), the Schro¨dinger
equation has the form34

F py
2

2m*
1

1

2m*
~px1ezB!22

\2

2m*

]2

]z2
1F~z!GC5EC.

~4!

Here the potentialF(z) is the sum of the electrostatic pote
tial UH determined from the Poisson equation

FIG. 7. Resistance of sample 1 in a magnetic field parallel to thed layer for
two orientations of the current through the sample relative to the magn
field.
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d2UH~z!

dz2
52

e2

«0«
F( nic i

2~z!2N~z!G , ~5!

where«513.18 is the dielectric constant of GaAs,N(z) is
the volume concentration of ionized donors, andni

5m* /p\2 (EF2Ei) is the two-dimensional electron con
centration in the i th subband, and of the exchang
correlation potentialUxc ~Ref. 35!

Uxc52F110.0545r S lnS 11
11.4

r S
D G 2

par S
Ry* , ~6!

where

a5S 4

9p D 1/3

, r S5S 4paB
3n~z!

3 D 21/3

,

aB* 5
4p«0«\2

m* e2
, Ry* 5

e2

8p«0«aB*
,

n(z) is volume concentration of electrons. The se
consistent solution can be written in the form

E5Ei~kx!1
\2

2m*
ky

2 . ~7!

The calculations were performed for the parabolic case,
the electron effective mass in all the subbands was assu
to be m* 50.07m0. Figure 8 presents plots ofEi(kx) for
B50 andB518 T in the case of sample 2. It is seen that
such a magnetic field thei 54 andi 53 subbands are pushe
upward above the Fermi level and emptied; here the e
trons are redistributed among the remaining three subba
in the varying self-consistent potentialF(z). As the mag-
netic field is increased, the subbands are shifted toward
Fermi level, and the total density of statesg(B) increases,
but it subsequently drops sharply when the energy of e
successive subband passes through the Fermi level. Th
crease in the density of states and emptying of the subba
lead to oscillations of the magnetoresistance~Fig. 9!. The
calculated values of the magnetic inductionBi

t at which emp-

tic

FIG. 8. Quantum-well energy subbands in sample 2 in the absence
magnetic field~dashed lines! and in a field withB518 T ~solid lines!.
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tying of the respective quantum-well subbands occurs
the experimental values ofBi determined from the minima
of the first derivative of the magnetoresistance34 closely co-
incide ~see Table II!. The small difference between the ca
culated and experimentally determined values ofBi can be
attributed to the fact that the crossing of the Fermi level
the subbands is accompanied by changes not only in
density of states, but also in the electron mobilities due
intersubband scattering.36 The positions of the resistanc
maxima depend weakly on the direction of the current flo
ing through the sample relative to the parallel magnetic fi
~Figs. 7 and 9!, as in the case of thick silicond layers.34

In sample 6 the energy position of the subbands is
termined to a considerable degree by the nonparabolicit
the G conduction band: according to the calculations,
electron effective mass increases from 0.083m0 in the lowest
subband to 0.1m0 in the highest. Perturbation theory can
used to estimate the values of the parallel magnetic induc
Bi at which emptying of the subbands occurs in this sam
Emptying of a subband occurs when the diamagnetic ene
shift e2Bi

2/2m* ^zi
2& equals the energy of the bottom of th

respective subbandEi5p\2/m* ni . We thus obtain

Bi5A2p\2ni

e2^zi
2&

. ~8!

Formula~8! does not contain the effective mass and agr
fairly well with the results of the exact calculation.37 The
values of the magnetic inductionBi thus obtained for sample
6 agree well with the experimentally determined values~see
Table II!, attesting to the correctness of the description of
upper subbands in this sample.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The transport and optical properties of GaAs~d-Sn!
structures have been investigated as a function of the
concentration. The calculated quantum mobilities of el
trons in the quantum-well subbands agree fairly well with

FIG. 9. Dependence of the resistance of sample 2 on the magnetic indu
parallel to thed layer for two orientations of the current through the sam
relative to the magnetic field and ratio of the calculated density of state
the Fermi levelg(B) to the density of states in the absence of a magn
field g(0).
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corresponding values determined from the Shubnikov–
Haas effect. The maximum two-dimensional free-electr
concentration obtained exceeds the limiting values for silic
d-doped GaAs structures when the thickness of the tind
layer is relatively small. At such high concentrations theL
conduction band is filled with electrons. The calculated v
ues of the parallel magnetic induction at which emptying
the subbands occurs closely coincide with the experiment
determined values.
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Collective resonances and shape function for homogeneous broadening
of the emission spectra of quantum-well semiconductor heterostructures
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An analytic expression for the shape function for homogeneous broadening of the emission
spectra of semiconductor heterostructure lasers is obtained on the basis of simple expressions from
the theory of the superradiance of two-level systems. Good agreement between the theory
and experimental data is achieved for an InGaAs/GaAs quantum-well heterostructure laser. An
estimate of the duration of the superradiance pulse is given. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01707-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of investigating the mechanisms of hom
geneous broadening in semiconductors was examined in
1 in connection with the need to simulate the emission sp
tra of injection lasers. A deviation of the shape of the em
sion spectrum from the classical Lorentzian contour w
pointed out in that paper. The need to take into account
coherent interaction of radiation with the medium at times
the order of the coherence loss time was pointed out in R
2. However, when the processes taking place in lasers
described, such effects are ordinarily ignored, and the tr
ment is confined to the incoherent approximation.

Consideration of the coherent interaction of carriers d
ing emission opens the way to explain a number of phen
ena in the physics of semiconductor lasers. For example
formal similarity of stimulated emission to superradian
was noted in Ref. 3. The possibility of switching a semico
ductor laser pumped by a constant current to an undam
pulsation regime was theoretically demonstrated in Ref
Such pulsations have also been observed experimentally
example, previously performed autocorrelation investi
tions of injection lasers above the lasing threshold revea
the existence of subpicosecond pulses in the structure o
output under continuous pumping.5

The present work was devoted to exploring the influen
of the collective interaction of carriers on the shape funct
for homogeneous broadening of the emission spectra
semiconductor lasers below the lasing threshold. The em
sion spectra of separate-confinement double heterostru
lasers with a quantum-well active layer were investiga
experimentally. Good agreement with the theoretical mod
was obtained.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Coherent spontaneous emission of a two-level system

Our theoretical treatment is based on the simple mo
of coherent spontaneous emission by a polyatomic syste6

If the concentration of dipoles is sufficiently high, they b
7791063-7826/99/33(7)/3/$15.00
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come synchronized during emission with the resultant
pearance of a coherent emission component with an inten
proportional to the square of the number of interacting
poles. Such phenomena were first described theoretically
Dicke7 and have been termed ‘‘Dicke superradiance.’’

If the inhomogeneous broadening is disregarded in co
parison to the homogeneous broadening, we can apply
results obtained for two-level systems to the description
emission processes in semiconductors. The time depend
of the radiation intensity for an excited polyatomic syste
can then be described with sufficient accuracy as

I ~ t !5
\v0

4mtN
~Nm11!2sech2S t2t0

2tN
D ,

1

tN
5~Nm11!

1

t1
,

t05tNln~Nm!, ~1!

whereN is the number of emitting dipoles in the ensemblem
is the shape function of the active region, the parameterNm
characterizes the efficiency of the interaction of the dipol
tN is the collective interaction time or the duration of th
superradiance pulse, andt0 is the dipole accumulation~syn-
chronization! time corresponding to intensity maximum.6

Following Ref. 1, the shape function for homogeneo
broadening is determined by the kinetics of the emiss
process and is obtained by Fourier transformation of
wave packet corresponding to the dipole moment of
electron-hole pair. The wave packet@Eq. ~1!# clearly corre-
sponds to the expression

E~ t !;Q~ t1t0!sechS t

2tN
Dexp~ iv0t !. ~2!

Here we assume that the emission process began att52t0.
The shape function for homogeneous broadening can the
written in the form
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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F~d5v2v0!;E
2`

1`

E~ t !exp~2 ivt ! dt

5E
2t0

1` exp~2 idt !

coshS t

2tN
D dt, ~3!

whered is the frequency mismatch.
For working concentrations of the order of 1018cm23

there are of the order of 23104 charge carriers in a volum
with linear dimensions equal to the output wavelength o
mm. This simple estimate shows that the number of sour
in the ensemble is so high that the accumulation time (t0)
can be considered fairly large compared with the emiss
time (tN), especially sincet0 appears in the exponent in~1!.
Thus, we can expand the integration range to obtain
shape function for homogeneous broadening in an ana
form:

F~d!;E
2`

1` exp~2 idt !

coshS t

2tN
D dt

52E
0

1`cos~dt !

cosh S t

2tN
D dt52ptNsech~pdtN!.

~4!

We note that the shape function for homogeneous broa
ing of such a form agrees well with the results obtained
Ref. 8.

B. Shape function for homogeneous broadening and
corresponding emission spectrum

The final form of the emission spectrum is defined as
convolution of the inhomogeneously broadened spect
@R0(E)# and the shape function for homogeneo
broadening:1

R~\v!5E
0

1`

R0~E!FS \v2E

\ D dE. ~5!

This formula is valid only for cases where the inhomog
neous broadening is much smaller than the homogene
broadening. Otherwise, the region of applicability of Eq.~5!
can be expanded only by introducing the dependence of
shape function on energy. Since the expression for the sh
function ~4! already contains the dependence on the effec
number of interacting dipoles (Nm), expansion of the region
of applicability of the theory to the case of a broad carr
energy distribution@R0(E)# is a fairly simple task.

When the case where the inhomogeneous broadenin
much smaller than the homogeneous broadening is con
ered, the carrier energy distribution operates as ad function,
and the result of the integration in~5! mimics the form of
F(d). Such a situation is realized, for example, at low te
peratures and a pumping level that is not excessively high
the quantum layer. The inhomogeneous broadening can
be ignored when ideal quantum dots are considered as
active layer.
1
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Thus, on the long- and short-wavelength tails of t
spectrum, where\v is significantly smaller or greater tha
Eg , the asymptotes of the function~5! @the slope of the func-
tion ~5! on a logarithmic scale# will be determined exclu-
sively by the shape function for homogeneous broaden
~4!:

R~\v!;exp~6pvtN!, ~6!

under the conditionu\v2Egu.
\

ptN
.

In order for an asymmetric spectrum to be obtained,
must have an asymmetric shape function in the form

F~d!5
2

exp~dt1!1exp~2dt2!
5exp~2dDt !sech~dtn!, ~7!

wheretn5(t11t2)/2 andDt5(t12t2)/2.
There are several physical mechanisms which lead

asymmetry of the shape function for homogeneous broad
ing.

When the emission spectrum from the end surface o
heterostructure is measured, the absorption~reemission! in
the waveguide and the emitters plays a significant ro9

When the spectra are measured through a lateral surface
role of reemission in the waveguide of the laser structure
reduced to a minimum, but the presence of an absorp
‘‘tail’’ in the emitters and~or! the substrate near the absor
tion edge makes a contribution to the shape function in
form of the exponential multiplier~7! ~Urbach’s rule!. In
addition, distortion of the low-energy part of the spectru
due to radiative recombination through impurity centers
possible.

Thus, if the condition under which the homogeneo
broadening is significantly greater than the inhomogene
broadening associated with the energy distribution of the c
riers holds in an experiment, the parametertn in ~7! takes on
the meaning of the characteristic time of the resonance in
action of the carrierstN ~the pulse duration! multiplied byp
@in accordance with~4!#.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A separate-confinement double heterostructure laser
grown in an InGaAs/GaAs system by molecular-beam e
taxy on a silicon-dopedn-GaAs~100! substrate. The active
region was positioned in the middle of a GaAs layer with
thickness of 200 nm separated from the surface and the
strate by short-period AlAs/GaAs superlattices. The act
region was a quantum well, i.e., an In0.15Ga0.85As layer with
a thickness of 100 Å.

The samples were investigated under pulsed excita
~with a pulse duration of 3ms and a repetition frequency o
5 kHz! at 77 K. For this purpose, the samples were fused
layers to the underside of a thermal conductor and place
a cryostat. The emission was measured through a spe
window in the upper contact of each laser structure. Spe
attention was focused on suppressing the feedback, the
rors were etched and then covered by a black paint wit
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high refractive index. This method, which permits elimin
tion of the influence of reemission, was described in detai
Ref. 9.

Apart from investigating the emission spectra, the ra
ated power was measured, enabling us to construct a pl
the external recombination quantum efficiency as a func
of pump current density~Fig. 1!. The constant value of this
parameter attests to the absence of lasing up to a pump
rent density equal to 900 A/cm2.

It can clearly be seen in the observed spontaneous e
sion spectra plotted on a semilogarithmic scale~Fig. 2! that
both slopes can be approximated by exponential functi
~they are shown as dotted lines!. Thus, a case where th
homogeneous broadening is much greater than the inho
geneous broadening is realized. A calculation of the ex

FIG. 1. Dependence of the spontaneous-recombination quantum effic
on pump current density.

FIG. 2. Spontaneous emission spectra of a quantum-well heterostru
laser through a window in the substrate~the temperature was 77 K!.
n

i-
of
n

ur-

is-

s

o-
-

nential decay timest1 and t2 using formula~7! permitted
estimation of the collective interaction timetN as a function
of the pump current density~Fig. 3!. In this casetN increases
from 20 to 35 fs as the current is increased.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that consideration of the coherent
teraction of the carriers during emission can account for
deviation of the experimentally observed, homogeneou
broadened spectrum from the classical Lorentzian cont
The analytic expression obtained for the shape function
homogeneous broadening can be used to simulate the
namics and emission spectra of semiconductor lasers.
parameters of the spectra have been measured. The de
dence of these spectra on the pump current density at
temperatures~77 K! has been investigated, and the chara
teristic time of the collective interaction has been estima
on its basis.
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Electron-beam-induced conductivity in self-organized silicon quantum wells
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Electron-beam diagnostics are used to study self-organized quantum wells which form within
ultrashallow siliconp12n junctions under the conditions of nonequilibrium boron
diffusion. The energy dependence and current-voltage characteristics of the electron-beam-
induced conductivity are investigated with relative dominance of both longitudinal and transverse
quantum wells, which are oriented parallel and perpendicularly to thep2n junction plane,
respectively. Current-voltage characteristics of the electron-beam-induced conductivity
are exhibited for the first time with both reverse and forward biasing of the siliconp12n junction.
This became possible because of the presence of self-organized transverse quantum wells
within the ultrashallowp1 diffusion profile, while self-organized longitudinal quantum wells
promote the appearance of electron-beam-induced conductivity only when thep12n
junction is reverse-biased. The distribution of the probability for the separation of electron-hole
pairs across the thickness of the crystal derived from the energy dependences of the
electron-beam-induced conductivity reveals effects of the avalanche multiplication of the
nonequilibrium carriers as a result of the spatial separation of electrons and holes in the field of
a p12n junction that contains self-organized transverse quantum wells. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01807-4#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The practical utilization of the gettering of dopants
excess fluxes of vacancies or intrinsic interstitial ato
within planar silicon diffusion technology has made it po
sible to obtain ultrashallow~5220 nm! diffusion profiles of
boron and phosphorus with a sharp boundary.1,2 The doping
level, depth, and properties of ultrashallow diffusion profi
depend on the crystallographic orientation of the sing
crystal silicon, the diffusion temperature, and the thickn
of the preliminarily deposited oxide, whose interface w
silicon (Si/SiO2) is a source for the generation of intrins
interstitial atoms and vacancies, which activate thekick-out
and vacancy mechanisms of impurity diffusio
respectively.1–6

The study of the cyclotron resonance and quantized c
ductivity features have shown that the ultrashallowp2n
junctions obtained on the surface of single-crystal silic
under the conditions of a strong exchange interaction
tween the dopant and intrinsic interstitial atoms~the kick-out
diffusion mechanism! consist of transverse quantum we
oriented in the@111# crystallographic direction, while the
gettering of impurity atoms by vacancies~vacancy diffusion
mechanisms! leads to the dominance transverse quant
wells oriented in the@100# direction within ultrashallow dif-
fusion profiles.1,7,8 Very shallow diffusion profiles~;5 nm!,
which consist predominantly of longitudinal quantum we
oriented parallel to the plane of thep2n junction, have been
7821063-7826/99/33(7)/6/$15.00
s
-

-
s

n-

n
e-

obtained under the conditions of parity between the kick-
and vacancy diffusion mechanisms.7,8

In this paper we present the results of experimental st
ies of the effect of self-organized transverse and longitud
quantum wells on the current-voltage characteristics~IVC’s!
and energy dependence of the electron-beam-induced
ductivity generated during the probing ofp1 diffusion pro-
files by low- and medium-energy electrons. The experim
tal method employed permits determination of t
distribution of the probability for the separation of electro
hole pairs by the field of thep2n junction across the thick-
ness of the crystal, which makes it possible to identify p
cesses leading to the avalanche multiplication
nonequilibrium carriers within self-organized quantum wel
as well as to record IVC’s of the electron-beam-induced c
ductivity with both reverse and forward biasing of th
p2n junction.

2. FORMING ULTRASHALLOW p 12n JUNCTIONS UNDER
NONEQUILIBRIUM DIFFUSION CONDITIONS IN
SILICON

Ultrashallow p12n junctions were obtained from wa
fers of ~111! n-type silicon with a thickness of 350mm and a
resistivity r>90 V•cm. Both sides of each wafer were pr
liminarily oxidized in an atmosphere of dry oxygen
1150 °C, and then circular windows with a diameter of 3 m
were cut in the oxide layer on the working side using ph
tolithography to allow the diffusion of boron from the ga
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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phase in a brief~4 min! process. The values of the diffusio
temperature~800 and 900 °C! were varied during the experi
ments, while the thickness of the preliminarily deposited s
face oxide remained unchanged, permitting simulation of
conditions of the kick-out and vacancy mechanisms of
purity diffusion.1–6 The thickness of the preliminarily depos
ited oxide on both sides of the wafers was greater t
d0>0.44 mm, stimulating the additional injection of vacan
cies by the Si/SiO2 interface during impurity diffusion.1,9,10

In addition, a high concentration of the nonequilibrium v
cancies responsible for the dopant gettering effects was
sured during diffusion by additional saturation of the boro
containing gas phase with dry oxygen and chlor
compounds. In the concluding stage of the technological p
cess, ohmic contacts were formed along the perimeter of
windows and on the reverse side of the wafers. The conc
tration profiles of the dopant were measured us
secondary-ion mass spectrometry~SIMS! ~see Fig. 1!.2,11

At a diffusion temperatureTdif5800 °C boron penetrate
into silicon as a result of the gettering of impurity atoms
silicon vacancies.1,6,9,10In this case, as in the case of dom
nance of the kick-out mechanism, acceleration of the im
rity diffusion process is observed~Fig. 1, curve1!. Drastic
slowing of boron diffusion is observed at a diffusion tem
peratureTdif5900 °C ~Fig. 1, curve2!, i.e., in the region of
parity between these diffusion mechanisms,9,10 because of
the intense annihilation of the intrinsic interstitial atoms a
vacancies near the working surface of the silicon wafer. T
diffusion profiles obtained under the conditions of brief no
equilibrium diffusion differ from the classical form; ul
trasharp boron profiles are formed in the cases of both
suppression and acceleration of impurity diffusion, indic
ing the existence of a fractal mechanism of diffusion dop
under the conditions of a strong interaction between

FIG. 1. Boron concentration profiles in siliconp12n junctions formed on a
~111! silicon surface doped with phosphorus to a concentrationN(P)55
31013 cm23 at various diffusion temperaturesTdif , °C: 1 — 800,2 — 900,
3 — 1100.
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fluxes of impurity atoms and intrinsic defects, whose inte
sity is determined by the form of the deformation potent
on the Si/SiO2 interface.9,10

3. METHOD FOR INVESTIGATING THE ELECTRON-BEAM-
INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY OF ULTRASHALLOW
SILICON p 12n JUNCTIONS

The small depth of thep1 diffusion profile ~5220 nm!
in ultrashallow siliconp12n junctions is responsible for the
use of the conductivity induced by a focused electron be
probing the near-surface region with low- and mediu
energy electrons to investigate them.9,10,12,13 The probing
depth can be smoothly varied from 2 to 250 nm by varyi
the electron beam energy (Ep) in the range from 0.1 to 3.0
keV.9,10 In order to separate the induced current from t
dark current, measurements of the IVC’s and energy dep
dence of the electron-beam-induced conductivity were p
formed with sinusoidal modulation of the primary electro
flux at a frequency of 1 kHz. Control experiments using
constant current confirmed that a stationary value of
electron-beam-induced conductivityg manages to be estab
lished already at such frequencies. The computer-contro
electron beam scanned the surface under study, makin
possible to perform measurements ofg at evenly spaced
points and, accordingly, to obtain an image of the surfa
using primary electron beams of different energies. The p
liminary experiments9,10 showed that the ultrashallow
p12n junctions obtained with a thick oxide on the singl
crystal silicon surface, which ensured dominance of the
cancy mechanisms, are characterized by a high degre
uniformity of the distribution ofg along the surface of the
p1 diffusion profile.

Treatment of the experimental plots of the energy dep
dence of the electron-beam-induced conductivityg(Ep) us-
ing regularizing algorithms from the theory of ill-pose
problems permits reconstruction of the unknown nonequi
rium carrier collection functionsf (x), which appears in the
integral equation

g~Ep!5E
0

`g~Ep ,x!

D«
f ~x! dx, ~1!

whereg(Ep ,x) is the one-dimensional distribution functio
of individual energy losses by primary electrons with resp
to the depth in silicon,D« is the mean energy expended o
the formation of a single electron-hole pair, andf (x) is the
collection function of thep2n junction,12,13 which specifies
the number of electron-hole pairs excited at the depthx that
are capable of making a contribution to the induced curre
When irradiation by electrons with an energy of 0.123.0
keV is employed, the treatment off (x) is confined directly
to the space-charge region of thep2n junction. The behav-
ior of f (x) in this region reflects the probability of the sep
ration of electron-hole pairs by the field of thep2n junction
and is determined primarily by the lifetime of the nonequ
librium carriers and the distribution of the electric field, an
in the case of nonmonotonic behavior, it permits the iden
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fication of processes leading to a precipitous increase ing as
a result of the spatial separation of the nonequilibrium el
trons and holes.

4. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
ELECTRON-BEAM-INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY IN
SELF-ORGANIZED QUANTUM WELLS ON A „111… SILICON
SURFACE

Figure 2 shows IVC’s of the electron-beam-induced co
ductivity @plots of g5 f (U)# for ultrashallowp12n junc-
tions formed at low boron diffusion temperatures on the s
face of single-crystal wafers of~111! silicon with n-type
conduction. The IVC of the electron-beam-induced cond
tivity of a p12n junction formed at a diffusion temperatur
Tdif5900 °C is observed only when it is reverse-biased. H
the electron-beam-induced conductivityg does not depend
on primary current or on bias voltage. Under forward bias
the electron-beam-induced conduction current drops abru
to zero as a result of the intense recombination of none
librium carriers on the interface of thep12n junction ~Fig.
2, curve 6!. An unexpected result was obtained when t
IVC of the electron-beam-induced conductivity of ap12n
junction formed at a diffusion temperatureTdif5800 °C was
recorded. In this case electron-beam-induced conductivit
detected with both reverse and forward biasing of

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of the electron-beam-induced
ductivity ~g versusU curves! for p12n junctions formed at diffusion tem-
peratures equal to 800~1–5! and 900 °C~6! on a~111! silicon surface doped
with phosphorus to a concentrationN(P)5531013 cm23. Notation adopted
in the figure:DI 5I 2I 1, whereI 1 is the primary current andI is the sta-
tionary current induced by the electron beam. Values ofI 1 , mA: 1 — 0.5,
2, 6 — 1.0, 3 — 1.9, 4 — 5.0, 5 — 10. Inset — current-voltage characte
istics (I c versusU curves! of thep12n investigated forTdif , °C: 1 — 800,
2 — 900.
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p12n junction and does not decrease even when a cond
tion current of the order of 10 mA flows through the op
diode, attesting to a significant increase in the lifetime of
excited carriers~Fig. 2, curves1–5!. Such lowering of the
recombination efficiency is probably caused by the spa
separation of the electron and hole fluxes due to the pres
of self-organized quantum wells within the ultrashallowp1

diffusion profiles.
Measurements of the angular dependence of the cy

tron resonance of electrons and holes, as well as of the c
tallographically dependent hole conductivity, showed1,7,8 that
the p1 diffusion profiles realized under the conditions
parity between the kick-out and vacancy mechanisms of
purity diffusion, which is achieved atTdif5900 °C, consists
of self-organized longitudinal quantum wells~Figs. 3a and
3b!, while transverse quantum wells were discovered wit
the siliconp12n junctions obtained with dominance of th
vacancy diffusion mechanisms (Tdif5800 °C! ~Figs. 3c and
3d!. An analysis of the IVC’s of the quantize
conductivity14,15provides evidence that self-organizedn- and
p-type quantum wells~Fig. 3! form between the heavily
doped two-dimensional layers, which, according to E
data, consist predominantly ofB12B2 impurity dipoles
with a negative correlation energy and weakly influence
mobility and recombination of the nonequilibrium curre
carriers.

Ultrashallow siliconp12n junctions consisting of lon-
gitudinal quantum wells are characterized by a low reve
dark current~curve2 in the inset! because of the presence
natural potential barriers to the minority carriers~Figs. 3a
and 3b!. However, spatial separation of the excited electro
and holes does not occur in this case, and, as was n
above, this situation leads to abrupt disappearance of
electron-beam-induced conductivity when thep12n junc-
tion is forward-biased~Fig. 2, curve6!.

The presence of transverse quantum wells leads to
increase in the reverse dark current~see curve1 in the inset
in Fig. 2! due to the appearance of natural channels for
nority carriers~Figs. 3c and 3d!, but, at the same time, i
promotes spatial separation of the excited electrons
holes. Therefore, the electron-beam-induced conductivity
p12n junctions containing self-organized transverse qu
tum wells can be detected at both forward and reverse v
ages~Fig. 2, curves1–5!. The potential well created by th
transverse quantum wells, which is responsible for the spa
separation of electrons and holes, can be smoothed as
current rises as a result of the ohmic voltage drop on
p12n junction interface, which should be most pronounc
in structures with a high-resistivity substrate. In fact, wh
the p12n junction is forward-biased, a decrease ing with
increasing values of the primary currentI 1 begins to be ob-
served at the point where the carrier excitation currentDI is
comparable to the dark currentI c . This reflects the intensi-
fication of carrier recombination processes. At the same ti
when thep12n junction is reverse-biased, in the absence
a current of majority carriers, the electron-beam-induc
conductivity does not depend on the primary current, wh
influences only the value of the voltage at which the IVC

n-
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional image of the one-electron band diagram ofp12n junctions consisting of longitudinal~a, b! and transverse~c, d! quantum wells,
as well as combinations of these wells~e!. Bias voltages on thep12n junctions: a, c — reverse; b, d — forward; e — zero.
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the electron-beam-induced conductivity reaches satura
~Fig. 2, curves1–5!.

5. ENERGY DEPENDENCES OF THE ELECTRON-BEAM-
INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY IN SELF-ORGANIZED QUANTUM
WELLS ON A „111… SILICON SURFACE

Plots of the electron-beam-induced conductivityg as a
function of the energy of the primary electrons are shown
n

n

Fig. 4a. The electron-beam-induced conductivity of
p12n junction formed atTdif5900 °C begins to appear a
an energy of the primary electronsE15200 eV and rapidly
increases as the latter increases further~Fig. 4a, curve3!.
The collection functionf (x) calculated from the experimen
tal g versusE1 curve exhibits a characteristic stepped for
which confirms the existence of a ‘‘dead layer’’ on th
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the electron-beam-induced conducti
g on the energy of the primary electrons~a! E1 (I 152 mA! and
distributions of the collection functionf (x) across the thick-
ness of thep12n junction calculated from them~b! for reverse
~curves1 and 3 — U525 V! and forward~curves2 — U
52 V! biasing ofp12n junctions formed on a~111! silicon
surface doped with phosphorus to a concentrationN(P)55
31013 cm23 at Tdif5800 ~1, 2! and 900 °C~3!.
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p12n junction interface, in which the excited electron-ho
pairs do not participate in the formation of the electro
beam-induced conductivity either because of the short l
time of the carriers or because of the potential barriers
pearing in the presence of the longitudinal quantum wells9,10

The thickness of the dead layer on the interface of
p12n junction obtained atTdif5900 °C does not exceed 1
nm, and the collection functionf (x) reaches saturation a
ready at a depth of 50 nm~Fig. 4b, curve3!. It should be
noted that the maximum value off (x) determined is close to
1, since the typical mean value of the energyD« expended
on the formation of a single electron-hole pair for silicon
about 3 eV. Taking into account that thep12n junctions
obtained atTdif5900 °C are characterized by small rever
dark currents~see curve2 in the inset in Fig. 2! and a long
lifetime for the nonequilibrium carriers, we can conclude th
the self-organized longitudinal quantum wells play a fund
mental role in the formation of the dead layer at a depth
50 nm.

Conversely, the lifetime of the nonequilibrium carrie
excited in the dead layer of thep12n junction formed at
Tdif5800 °C, which is a combination of longitudinal an
transverse quantum wells, is insufficient for them to make
appreciable contribution to the electron-beam-induced c
ductivity. In this case the thickness of the dead layer~about
70 nm! is identical for both forward and reverse biasing
the p12n junction ~Fig. 4a, curves1 and 2! and is deter-
mined primarily by the concentration of recombinatio
active centers near its interface.9,10 In addition, significant
differences in the form of the collection function are o
served for reverse and forward biasing of thep12n junction
~Fig. 4b, curves1 and2!. Under reverse biasing the collec
tion function f (x) at first increases sharply almost to unity
a depth of 75 nm and then increases again by a factor of
at a depth of 120 nm. The threshold increase in the collec
function, under whichf (x) exceeds the limiting value dete
mined by the concentration of excited electron-hole pa
can be attributed to the avalanche multiplication of hol
which are generated at a large depth and which move tow
the surface when thep12n junction is reverse-biased~Fig.
3c!. At the same time, the value of the collection functio
-
-

p-

e

t
-
f

n
n-
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n

,
,
rd

,

which reflects the contribution of the carriers excited a
small depth to the electron-beam-induced conductivity, d
not exceed 1. Hence it follows that nonequilibrium electro
moving from the working surface toward the substrate do
undergo avalanche multiplication because of the spatial s
ration of the fluxes of excited electrons and holes. When
p12n junction is forward-biased, the holes move toward t
substrate, and the collection function exceeds 1 at all de
where electron-hole pairs are excited, which is possible o
in the case of avalanche multiplication of carriers in the
celerating field~Fig. 3d!. This sharp increase in the electro
beam-induced conductivity is most clearly seen in Si~100! in
the case of the creation of a combination of alternating l
gitudinal and transversen- andp-type quantum wells which
are crystallographically oriented in equivalent^100& direc-
tions ~Figs. 5 and 3e!.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Electron-beam diagnostics have been used to study
current-voltage and energy characteristics of the electr

FIG. 5. Collection functionsf (x) for reverse biasing ofp12n junctions
formed on a~100! silicon surface doped with phosphorus to a concentrat
N(P)5831012 cm23 at Tdif5800 ~1! and 900 °C~2! under the conditions
of a strong deformation potential, which stimulates the formation of com
nations of self-organized longitudinal and transverse quantum wells~Fig.
3e!.
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beam-induced conductivity of self-organized quantum we
which form spontaneously during the fabrication of silic
p12n junctions using nonequilibrium impurity diffusion
Current-voltage characteristics of the electron-beam-indu
conductivity have been detected with both reverse and
ward biasing of ap12n junction consisting predominantl
of transverse~perpendicular to the plane of thep12n junc-
tion! quantum wells, while the presence of longitudinal~par-
allel to the plane of thep12n junction! quantum wells pro-
motes the generation of electron-beam-induced conduct
only when thep12n junction is reverse-biased. Plots of th
electron-beam-induced conductivity versus the energy of
primary electrons have shown that the self-organized tra
verse quantum wells within thep1 diffusion profile stimu-
late the avalanche multiplication of nonequilibrium carrie
as a consequence of the spatial separation of the elec
and holes in the field of an ultrashallowp12n junction.

This work was carried out with support from the Sta
Committee of the Russian Federation for Higher Educat
~a grant for research in the areas of electronics and ra
engineering!, the FTNS ~Project 97-1040!, the PTUMNÉ
~Project 02.04.301.89.5.2!, and the Federal ‘‘Integration’’
Program~Project 75:2.1!.
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Self-organized nanoscale InP islands in an InGaP/GaAs host and InAs islands in an
InGaAs/InP host

D. A. Vinokurov, V. A. Kapitonov, O. V. Kovalenkov, D. A. Livshits, Z. N. Sokolova,
I. S. Tarasov,* ) and Zh. I. Alferov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
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Arrays of strained nanoscale InP islands in an In0.49Ga0.51P host on a GaAs~100! substrate and
InAs islands in a In0.53Ga0.47As host on an InP~100! substrate are obtained by metalorganic
vapor-phase epitaxy~MOVPE!. Their structural and photoluminescence properties are investigated.
It is shown that the nanoscale islands that are formed measure 80 nm~InP/InGaP! and
25260 nm ~InAs/InGaAs!. The photoluminescence spectra of the nanoscale islands display bands
in the wavelength ranges 0.6620.72 and 1.6621.91mm at 77 K with maxima whose
position does not vary as the effective thickness of InP and InAs increases. The radiation efficiency
of the nanoscale InP islands is two orders of magnitude greater than the luminescence
intensity of the InAs islands. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01907-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The formation of self-organized nanoscale islan
~nanoislands! during the heteroepitaxial growth of strong
strained semiconductor layers is attracting attention beca
of the possibility of achieving three-dimensional~3D! elec-
tron confinement in homogeneous and coherent~dislocation-
free! islands. In contrast with the nanoscale heterostructu
formed when complicated photolithographic procedures
employed, the self-organized heterostructures obtained
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! and metalorganic-hydride
epitaxy @metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy~MOVPE!# have
a high density of states due to three-dimensional quant
tion, as well as a high radiation efficiency due to the lo
defect density.1

Our purpose in this work was to obtain two types
heterostructures with nanoscale islands by metalorga
hydride epitaxy and to investigate them. One of them c
sists of indium phosphide islands in an In0.49Ga0.51P matrix
lattice-matched to a GaAs substrate.2–4 The other object of
investigation consists of InAs nanoislands in
In0.53Ga0.47As matrix lattice-matched to an InP substrate.5–8

This paper is divided into five sections. After the intr
duction, the second section describes the method use
grow the heterostructures, the third section presents the
sults of an investigation of the heterostructures by transm
sion electron microscopy~TEM!, the fourth section gives the
results of a photoluminescence investigation, and the res
are discussed in the fifth section.

2. METHOD USED TO GROW THE HETEROSTRUCTURES

In this work self-organized nanoscale InP and InAs
lands were grown on GaAs and InP substrates, respectiv
by metalorganic-hydride epitaxy on an Epiquip VP 50-R
system at a reduced pressure~100 mbar! in a horizontal re-
actor of rectangular cross section with high-frequency he
ing of the substrate-holder.
7881063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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The starting reagents used were trimethylgalliu
~TMG!, trimethylindium~TMI !, arsine~a 20% mixture with
hydrogen!, and phosphine~a 30% mixture with hydrogen!.
Hydrogen with a dew point not exceeding290 °C served as
the carrier gas.

The structures with InP nanoislands in an InGaP h
were grown atTg5700 °C on GaAs~100! substrates. These
structures contained a layer of InP nanoislands, whose no
nal thickness varied from 0.5 to 12 monolayers~ML !. The
layer with nanoislands was sandwiched between
In0.49Ga0.51P buffer layer with a thickness of 0.5mm, which
was lattice-matched to the substrate, and an upper wide
In0.49Ga0.51P layer with a thickness of 0.04mm.

The structures with InAs nanoislands in an InGaAs m
trix were grown on InP~100! substrates atTg5600 °C. These
structures were similar in geometry to the structures with
nanoislands and contained from 2 to 10 ML of InAs san
wiched between lower and upper layers of In0.53Ga0.47As
with a thickness of 0.25 and 0.04mm, respectively. The
growth rates for both types of structures were 2 Å/s for
binary compounds and 8 Å/s for the ternary solid solutio

In addition, InAs nanoislands were grown at the reduc
temperaturesTg5550 and 500 °C. Therefore, after the low
buffer layer was formed atTg5600 °C, the growth was in-
terrupted to lower the temperature for 2 and 2.5 min, resp
tively. The upper wide-gap layer was grown at the grow
temperature of the InAs nanoislands.

3. INVESTIGATION OF THE HETEROSTRUCTURES BY
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The structures with nanoislands were investigated i
planar geometry on a Philips EM 420 high-resolution ele
tron microscope with a voltage equal to 120 kV.

Figure 1 presents the transmission electron microgr
of a portion of a structure with a nominal content of In
equal to 3 ML. The image contains nanoscale islands that
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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fairly uniform in size with a clear pattern of strains around
the nanoislands, which can be used to estimate the transve
dimension of the nanoislands~80 nm! with a mean surface
density equal to 33109 cm22.

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectrum of a structure with InP nanoislan
recorded with pump power densities equal to 100 W/cm2 ~a! and 5 kW/cm2

~b! at T577 K. The nominal thickness of the InP deposited was 3 ML.

FIG. 1. Transmission electron micrograph of a portion of a structure with
nominal content of InP equal to 3 ML.
rse

The TEM image of the InAs nanoislands shows a patt
of strain fields with less contrast than in the case of the
islands. Nevertheless, two types of nanoislands can be i
tified on it: islands with mean transverse dimensions equa
60 and 25 nm with an approximately equal mean density
(122)31010cm22.

4. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
HETEROSTRUCTURES

An Ar1 laser with an output wavelength of 0.514mm
was used to excite photoluminescence~PL! in the test
samples. The signal from each heterostructure was dete
by a photomultiplier with a peak spectral sensitivity in th
wavelength rangel50.3520.9 mm for the structures con
taining InP nanoislands and by a GaSb photodiode wit
peak sensitivity in the wavelength rangel51.322.4 mm for
recording the long-wavelength spectra of the InAs nano
lands.

The power density of the exciting radiation was usua
100 W/cm2 for the InP nanoislands and 5 kW/cm2 for the
InAs nanoislands due to the considerably smaller photolu
nescence quantum efficiency in the InAs nanoislands.

A. InP nanoislands in an In 0.49Ga0.51P/GaAs host

Figure 2a shows a PL spectrum of a structure contain
InP nanoislands with a nominal thickness of the InP dep
ited equal to 3 ML in an In0.49Ga0.51P host atT577 K. The
PL spectrum shows two emission bands differing in quant
efficiency by two orders of magnitude. The intense ba
with a peak energy equal to 1.72 eV and a full width
half-maximum ~FWHM! equal to 50 meV probably corre
sponds to the luminescence of the InP nanoislands.
emission band with a maximum at 1.98 eV and an FWH
equal to 11 meV corresponds to the emission of
In0.49Ga0.51P host. As the power density of the exciting lig

ds

FIG. 3. Energy of the photoluminescence intensity maximum atT577 K as
a function of the nominal thickness of the material deposited for vari
nanoislands:1 — InP; 2 — InAs, peakE1; 3 — InAs, peakE2.
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is increased, the PL spectrum broadens considerably. W
the excitation power density equals 5 kW/cm2, a high-energy
band with an energy at the intensity maximum equal to 1
eV and an FWHM equal to 125 meV begins to domina
~Fig. 2b!. At this point the PL intensity of the InP nanois
lands becomes comparable to the luminescence intensi
the InGaP host. In our opinion, the changes in the PL sp
trum at the high pump power density are due to lumin
cence from the so-called InP wetting layer.

Figure 3~curve1! shows the dependence of the ener
at the photoluminescence maximum of InP nanoislands
the number of monolayers of InP deposited. The position
the maximum of the PL band of the InP nanoislands rema
essentially unchanged in the range from 2 to 7 ML of ma
rial deposited. This differs from the case of quantum we
where the energy at the maximum of the PL band decre
as the thickness of the layer is increased. The weak de
dence of the position of the PL maximum on the amount
InP deposited is probably evidence of the uniformity of t
sizes of the nanoislands.

Figure 4~curve1! shows the dependence of the PL i
tensity on the amount of InP deposited. The maximum
intensity is observed in the structure containing 6 ML of In
in which the external quantum efficiency was equal to 3
at T577 K. Abrupt deterioration of the luminescence cha
acteristics of the heterostructures occurs with an increas
the nominal thickness of InP~above 7 ML! and can be at-
tributed to coalescence of the InP nanoislands and an
crease in the number of dislocations.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the photoluminescence intensity atT577 K on the
nominal thickness of the material deposited for various nanoislands:1 —
InP; 2 — InAs, peakE1; 3 — InAs, peakE2.
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B. InAs nanoislands in an In 0.53Ga0.47As/InP host

Figure 5 shows PL spectra of structures containing In
nanoislands in an In0.53Ga0.47As host with nominal thick-
nesses of deposited InAs equal to 4 ML~Fig. 5a! and 2.5 ML
~Fig. 5b! at T577 K. The spectra display a broad band wi
two maxima atE150.73 eV andE250.66 eV. We assign
these maxima to the emission of InAs nanoislands hav
two characteristic diameters~25 and 60 nm!. In addition,
both spectra contain a band which is several times less
tense and narrow~20 meV! and corresponds to the emissio
of the In0.53Ga0.47As host. It is noteworthy that the lumines
cence quantum efficiency of the InAs nanoislands is sign
cantly lower than that of the InP nanoislands.

Figure 3 presents plots of the dependence of the ene
at the maxima of the two PL bandsE1 andE2 on the number
of monolayers of InAs deposited~curves2 and 3!. In the
range from 2.5 to 7 ML the energies of the two bands dep
weakly on the amount of InAs deposited. In addition, t
quantum efficiency for the short-wavelength band
E150.73 eV has a maximum in the vicinity of 4 ML~Fig. 4,
curve 2!, and the quantum efficiency for the band wi
E250.66 eV ~Fig. 4, curve3! remains essentially the sam
for 2.527 ML of InAs deposited.

In the heterostructures with InAs nanoislands the int
sity of the long-wavelength PL band (E250.66 eV! exceeds
the intensity of the band atE150.73 eV when the number o

FIG. 5. Photoluminescence spectrum of a structure containing InAs nan
lands with nominal thicknesses of the deposited InAs layer equal to 4
~a! and 2.5 ML~b! at T577 K. The pump power density was 5 kW/cm2.
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monolayers of material deposited is small~Fig. 4!. When the
number of monolayers of InAs increases~above 3 ML! the
short-wavelength band becomes more intense. There
when the thickness of the material deposited is small~2.5
ML !, the InAs nanoislands of larger diameter probably dom
nate, but as the thickness of the InAs deposited increases
number of nanoislands of small diameter increases and
contribution to the PL becomes decisive. A similar pheno
enon was observed in Ref. 8, in which similar structu
were investigated using atomic-force microscopy. The
spectra of the heterostructures with InAs nanoislands gro
at Tg5500 and 550 °C contain long-wavelength emission
the rangel51.7821.91mm at T577 K.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The investigations performed in this work showed th
the structures with InAs nanoislands grown by metalorgan
hydride epitaxy can exhibit luminescence in the ran
l51.6621.91mm atT577 K. The heterostructures with In
nanoislands emit in the rangel50.6620.72mm atT577 K.
The luminescence of the InP nanoislands is two orders
magnitude more intense than the luminescence of the I
nanoislands. One of the reasons for the lower luminesce
intensity of the InAs nanoislands is the weak confinemen
electrons in the conduction band of the InAs nanoislan
According to our estimates, in a strongly strain
In0.49Ga0.51P/InP heterostructure the quantum well for ele
trons in the region of a nanoisland is at least 100 meV dee
than in the case of InAs nanoislands; therefore, the confi
ment of electrons in the InP nanoislands is far stronger
calculation of the exact values of the depth of the poten
well in the nanostructures under consideration is complica
by the large spread of the values given in the literature
both the deformation potential constants and the distribu
of the potential jump between the conduction band and
valence band.9

One special feature distinguishing the nanoislands
we investigated from those obtained by MBE in Ref. 6 is t
very weak dependence of the position of the maximum of
PL band on the amount of material deposited in nanoisla
~Fig. 3!. A similar dependence of the position of the max
mum of the PL band in InP nanoislands grown
metalorganic-hydride epitaxy on the amount of material
posited was also observed in Ref. 4. Such behavior can
attributed to the fact that nanoscale islands develop up
their critical size, which corresponds to the minimum ene
per unit of surface area of the three-dimensional cohe
re,
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islands.1 An increase in the amount of material deposited
first leads only to an increase in the density of the nano
lands. It was shown in Ref. 10 that there is an optimal isla
size not only for a sparse array of nanoislands, but also f
dense array of interacting islands. As the amount of mate
deposited increases further, the nanoislands begin to
lesce. This results in the appearance of a large numbe
nanoislands whose size significantly exceeds the crit
value;6,8 this leads to the formation of dislocations whic
cause lowering of the PL intensity~Fig. 4!.
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Photocapacitance relaxation in amorphous As 2Se3 films
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Studies of the photocapacitance ofa-As2Se3 films reveal that its relaxation has a fast and a slow
component, leading to two distinct spectra for the density and absorption cross section of
deep levels, with different thresholds and magnitudes. The authors associate the fast component
of the relaxation with photoemission of holes fromD1 centers, and speculate on the
possible nature of the slow component as well. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!02007-4#
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The characteristics of deep centers (D1,D2) in glassy
As2Se3 have been studies primarily in bulk samples. The u
of spectroscopic methods@photoconductivity, photolumines
cence, photoinduced absorption, vibrational modes, and e
tron spin resonance~ESR!# make it possible to obtain a
rather complete picture of the energy spectrum of these d
levels.1,2 However, the situation in As2Se3 amorphous films
is less clear, largely due to difficulties in using these meth
to investigate thin films. A useful replacement for them
photocapacitive spectroscopy,3 although the long Maxwell
relaxation time ina-As2Se3 ~on the order of 2.4 s at 300 K!
requires that measurements be made at ultralow frequen
In this report we describe the first published study of pho
capacitance relaxation from a Al/a-As2Se3 barrier, from
which we determine density and cross section spectra
deep levels in the mobility gap ofa-As2Se3 films near room
temperature.

The samples used in our studies were prepared
vacuum sputtering onto a cold glass substrate the follow
sequence of layers: a layer of antimony~ohmic contact!, an
a-As2Se3 film roughly 1 mm thick, and a semitransparen
aluminum electrode with area 0.3 cm2. A Schottky barrier
forms at the Al/a-As2Se3 contact with a height of 1.16 eV.4

The capacitance of the barrier was deteremined in the
quency range 1023– 531022 Hz, based on quasistatic me
suements of the hysteresis of the displacement curren4,5

When the sample was illuminated by monochromatic lig
~Dl>20 nm! in the range of photon energieshn5 0.83–1.82
eV, holes that are photoemitted from previously occup
nonequilibrium deep levels into the valence band drift out
the depletion layer, increasing the negative space cha
This increase manifests itself as an increase in capacitan3

In Fig. 1 we plot the increment in the squared photo
pacitanceDC25Cph

2 2Cd
2 versus time for various values o

hn. Cd andCph are values of the barrier capacitance in t
dark and in the light, determined experimentally at a reve
bias voltage of 0.2 V. The time dependence of the increm
can be expressed as a sum of two exponentials in an ex
sion of the form
7921063-7826/99/33(7)/3/$15.00
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DC2~ t !5(
i 51

2

DCsi
2 @12exp~2t/t i !#, ~1!

where i 51 corresponds to the slow relaxation compone
andi 52 to the fast component. HereDCsi

2 is the steady-state
value of the increment in squared photocapacitance
t˜`, andt i is the characteristic relaxation time. The sol
curves plotted in these figures show fits to our experime
data~the symbols in Fig. 1! in the form of the expansion~1!.
At high photon energies~(hn>1.51 eV! ~Fig. 1b!, both com-
ponents of~1! are present in the functionDC2(t) . With
decreasinghn, the fraction of the fast component decreas
and for photon energies 1.51–1.29 eV the relaxation is
scribed only by the slow component~Fig. 1a, curve7!. At
still lower energies (hn,1.29 eV! ~Fig. 1a! only the initial

FIG. 1. Relaxation of the photocapacitanceDC2(t) at T5289 K and a
reverse bias voltage of 0.2 V. Curve1 corresponds to relaxation of the dar
capacitance; values of the photon energyhn, eV: 2 — 0.886,3 — 1.03,4 —
1.13, 5 — 1.24, 6 — 1.29, 7 — 1.38, 8 — 1.55, 9 — 1.59, 10 — 1.63,
11 — 1.72, 12 — 1.77. The solid curves are the results of best fits of t
function DC2(t) using one~a! and two~b! exponentials in Eq.~1!.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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portion of the relaxation is visible during our measurem
time interval~Fig. 1a, the dashed curves!. In the analysis that
follows, we assume that the process characterized by
decomposition~1! is photoemission of holes, because t
relaxation of the dark capacitance~curve1! has a consider-
ably larger time constant. The parameters of the photoem
sion processesDCsi

2 andt i are determined by the densities
statesNti excited by the light and the absorption cross s
tions s i

0 at photon energyhn:3

DCsi
2 }Nti , t i

215Fs i
0 , ~2!

where F is the flux density of the light incident on th
sample.

Figure 2 shows spectra of the steady-state valuesDCsi
2

for the slow~curves1 and18! and fast~2 and28! components
of the photocapacitance relaxation at temperatures 289
315 K. The fast component is observed only for energ
hn>1.51 eV; the energy 1.51 eV marks a transition in t
spectrum of the slow component from a more mildly slopi
low- energy segment~visible in the relaxation only at low
temperatures; see curve18! to one with a steeper slope. Th
right-hand scale in the figure gives upper-bound estimate
the concentration of states excited by the light based on
~2!. It is clear thatNt1.Nt2 over the entire spectral range.

Figure 3 shows spectra of the absorption cross sec
for both components at the same temperatures as in Fi
calculated from the relaxation time constants deduced f
fitting to Eq. ~2!. For T5289 K the experimental data ar
well rectified in Lukovsky coordinates (s1

0)2/3(hn)2

5 f (hn) ~see the inset in Fig. 3!. In these coordinates, th
extrapolated threshold values 1.3 and 1.5 eV, and more
tably the values of the absorption cross sections, differ
nificantly for the two components~the values of the cros
sections by more than a factor of 30!. Increasing the tem-
perature to 315 K allows us to identify a very sma
(<10218cm2) cross sections1

0 for the slow component in
the energy range 0.8–1.3 eV.

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the dc value of the squared photocapac
incrementDCsi

2 for the slow~i 51, curves1, 18! and fast~i 52, curves2, 28!
components of the relaxation; temperatureT, K: 1, 2 — 289,18, 28 — 315.
t

he
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According to these data, the spectra of the dc increm
of the squared photocapacitance and absorption cross se
contain features associated with states of at least two dif
ent deep levels, with energies located in the upper half of
semiconductor band gap. According to the level scheme
charged defects ina-As2Se3 postulated in Refs. 1 and 2
levelsA1 andO1(O2), located at energies 1.4 and 0.8~0.9!
eV from the top of the valence band, respectively, lie in t
range of photon energies under discussion. These levels
responsible for two processes by which holes are photoe
ted into the valence band:

D1
˜

hn

D01h, ~3!

D0
˜

hn

D21h. ~4!

According to the model derived by Street6 these charged
defects, transition~3! causes the tail in the region of wea
absorption and low-energy photoconductivity. Once
temperature-dependent shift is included (;2.431023 eV
•K21; see Ref. 7!, the 1.51-eV threshold we find in thi
paper agrees with the location of theA1 level as revealed by
the photoelectric measurements of Ref. 2 in bulk sample
a-As2Se3. Our estimates of the concentration (;5
31017cm23), cross section (;10216cm2), and character of
its spectrum are typical of deep centers in chalcogen
glasses, and are confirmed by data from low-tempera
measurements of induced absorption and ESR.1 These fea-
tures allow us to assign the fast component of the photo
pacitance relaxation to transitions of type~3! with high prob-
ability.

It is considerably more difficult to identify the secon
slow relaxation process shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The sta
involved in it are present in high concentrations (1017–

nce

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the absorption cross sections i
0 for the slow

~i 51, curves1, 18! and fast~i 52, curves2, 28! components of the relax-
ation; temperatureT, K: 1, 2 — 289, 18, 28 — 315. The inset shows the
dependence ofs i

0 on hn for T5289 K andi 51 ~curve1!, i 52 ~curve2!,
in Lukovsky coordinates. The arrows indicate the thresholds of the funct
(s i

0)2/3(hn)25 f (hn) in eV: A — 1.3, B — 1.5.
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1019cm23), have an anomalously low absorption cross s
tion s1

0 (&7310218cm2), and make the spectra ofDC1
2

broad, strong, and temperature-dependent. Process~4! cannot
possibly be responsible for all the peculiarities of these c
ters. Previous studies ofa-As2Se3 have also noted the pres
ence of a mechanism that allows absorption with a very
cross section.6,8,9 In their analysis of the kinetics of photoin
duced absorption over a wide temperature range, Mon
and Kastner10 observed that the absorption cross section
room temperature increases almost linearly from
310219 to 7310219cm2 in the energy rangehn5 0.8–1.4
eV. These data are in good agreement with our results~Fig.
3, curve18!. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the cross sectio
remains less than 7310218cm2 above the energyhn5 1.4
eV as well. The authors of Ref. 10 also showed that d
levels in the tail of the conduction band also participate
the absorption along with states of charged defects, since
threshold energy for the absorption cross section spect
follows a thermalization law (Ep5kT ln(n0t), where
n0510212s!. This prompts us to consider a number of oth
phenomena as possible reasons for the small value of
cross section: correlation effects,9 low quantum efficiency,6

or barriers created by the Coulomb or electron-phonon in
action that can trap free charge carriers.10

As evidence of a role for defects in the slow relaxati
process, we note that the character of the spectral distribu
of the density of statesNt1 in As2Se3, which we estimate
here fromDCsi

2 ~see Fig. 2!, is analogous to that of the sam
quantity inferred from data on optically induced ESR
As2S3.11 In both cases, the functionNt1(hn) exhibits a tran-
sition from mildly to steeply sloping function at a photo
energy corresponding to the beginning of the Urbach abs
-

-

e
t

5

p

he
m

r
he

r-

on

p-

tion edge. According to ESR data, the mildly sloping porti
of the spectrum is caused by defects at chalcogen ato
whereas the steep portion is associated with the formatio
metastable paramagnetic states on arsenic atoms.

An alternate interpretation of the small absorption cro
section is based on the possible existence ina-As2Se3 films
of a high concentration of so-called close-pair defects1 with
variable valence (D1D2). In this case, optical excitation o
holes into the valence band takes place either directly or b
two-step process: first an optical transition takes place wit
the pair, and then the hole is thermally ejected. The proba
ity of this process is limited by the second step, and can
quite small. As evidence for a stage of thermal excitation
point to the strong temperature dependence of the slow
laxation component.

1Electronic Phenomena in Chalcogenide-Glass Semiconductors, edited by
K. D. Tsendin@in Russian#, A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Inst. Publ., Rus
Acad. Sci., St. Petersburg, 1996.

2G. J. Adriaenssens, Philos. Mag. B62, 79 ~1990!.
3L. S. Berman and A. A. Lebedev,Capacitive Deep-Level Spectroscopy
Semiconductors@in Russian#, Nauka, Leningrad, 1981.

4S. D. Shutov and A. A. Simashkevich, J. Non-Cryst. Solids176, 253
~1994!.

5M. Kuhn, Solid-State Electron.13, 873 ~1970!.
6R. A. Street, Phys. Rev. B17, 3984~1978!.
7G. J. Adriaenssens, M. Hammam, H. Michiel, and J. M. Marshall, So
State Commun.45, 465 ~1983!.

8S. G. Bishop, U. Strom, and P. C. Taylor, Phys. Rev. B15, 2278~1977!.
9J. Tauc and A. Menth, J. Non-Cryst. Solids8–10, 569 ~1972!.

10D. Monroe and M. A. Kastner,Physics of Disordered Materials~N. Y. –
London, 1985! p. 553.

11J. A. Freitas, Jr., U. Strom, and S. G. Bishop, Phys. Rev. B35, 7780
~1987!.
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Controlling the U2-center density in Se–As chalcogenide-glass semiconductors by
doping with metals and halogens

L. P. Kazakova and K. D. Tsendin
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Temperature dependences of the drift mobilities of electrons and holes are investigated in
chalcogenide-glass semiconductors with composition Se95As5, both without impurities and with
the impurities Ag and Br. The data obtained indicate that the localized states that control
the transport of charge carriers areU2-centers, and that the change in the magnitude of the drift
mobility after doping is caused by a change in the concentration of these centers. Estimates
of the concentrations of positive and negatively charged intrinsic defects show that their values are
similar, equalling;1016cm23 in impurity-free glasses with the composition Se95As5 and
lying in the range 1013– 1017cm23 when these glasses are doped with Ag, Br, and Cl. It is
established that halogen impurities change the concentration ofU2-centers most strongly
~by two to three orders of magnitude!. Analysis of the data obtained shows that the percentage
of electrically active Br and Cl impurity atoms is 1%, while for Ag atoms it is 1022%.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02107-9#
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INTRODUCTION

At this time we may consider it established that the p
dominant type of intrinsic defect in chalcogenide-glass se
conductors~CGS! is a defect with negative correlation en
ergy (U2- centers!.1–7 In the ground state,U2-centers exist
in the form of charged point defectsD1 and D2. This im-
plies that their concentration can be changed by doping
CGS with impurities capable of forming charge states.3–5 By
affecting the concentration ofU2-centers we can contro
such vitally important properties of the CGS as its electri
conductivity, photoconductivity, and luminescence.1–7

Recently, the problem of how to vary the concentrati
of U2-centers has become interesting for another reaso
topic of current interest in the literature8–12 is the possibility
that systems of small bipolarons can enter the supercond
ing state. It is believed that the ability of such a system
become superconducting is sensitive above all else to
bipolaron concentration. Now, the two charge states of
U2- center (D1 and D2) are by their nature classical ex
amples of small bipolarons. Moreover, in contrast to ot
material systems~e.g., materials with high-temperature s
perconductivity!, in which the very existence of small bipo
larons has not been established unambiguously, the pres
of U2-centers, i.e., small bipolarons, in CGS is no long
questioned. Therefore, the possibility of controlling the co
centration ofU2-centers with the help of doping encourag
one to hope that a model material based on CGS could
created for the express purpose of investigating the prob
of superconducting transitions in a system of small bip
larons.

In this work, we have measured the drift mobility o
charge carriers in glasses with the composition Se95As5 over
a wide range of temperaturesT5 290–360 K in order to
7951063-7826/99/33(7)/4/$15.00
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determine the concentration ofU2-centers and their energ
position in the CGS system Se–As.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The choice of the CGS with composition Se95As5 as our
object of investigation was made because its mobile cha
carriers include both holes and electrons.13–16

We used Ag~an electrically positive impurity! and Br,
Cl ~electrically negative impurities! as dopants. The impuri
ties were introduced into the material during its synthesis
concentrations that ranged from 1016 to 1021cm23.

The samples we used for measurements had a ‘‘sa
wich’’ structure, consisting of layers with thickness; 1.5
–2.2 mm prepared by thermal evaporation in vacuum a
residual pressure of 1026 Torr. As substrates we used po
ished glass plates on which we first deposited a lower e
trode made of aluminum or In2O3. As the upper electrode we
used a semitransparent film of aluminum sputtered
vacuum onto the layer of material under study. The conc
tration of impurities in the films was set equal to their co
tent in the batch. The temperature of the samples was m
tored by a thermocouple.

In order to study the drift mobility we used the metho
of time-of-flight measurement.17 Charge carriers were in
jected into the sample by a pulse of strongly absorbed li
with wavelength 0.33mm and duration; 8 ns obtained from
a LGI-21 laser.

The time-of-flight tT of the charge carriers through th
sample was deduced from the dependence of the photo
rent on time. The drift mobility was calculated from the e
pressionm5L/tTF, whereL is the sample thickness, andF
is the electric field intensity.

If the charge carrier transport is monitored by capture
carriers at a discrete trap level located at a distanceDE from
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the edge of the band gap, then the expression for the
mobility is written in the form

m5m0~Nc /Nt!exp~2DE/kT!, ~1!

wherem0 is the mobility of the charge carriers in the allowe
band, andNc and Nt are the effective densities of states
the allowed band and the density of localized stat
respectively.18 This expression can be used to determine
concentration of traps that control the transport.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows experimental data obtained from
studies of the temperature dependence of the drift mobi
both in a material without impurities and in doped materi
with concentrations 5.7 at. % of silver and 1024 at. % of
bromine. It is clear from the figure that the values of activ
tion energy for the drift mobility of electrons (DEe) and
holes (DEh) in samples with silver and bromine impuritie
are similar (DEe.DEh. 0.44– 0.46 eV!, and do not differ
significantly from values of the corresponding activation e
ergies found in undoped material (DEe.DEh. 0.46–
0.48 eV!. At the same time, it is clear from these data that
value of drift mobility for charge carriers changes after do
ing. When 5.7 at. % Ag is introduced, for example, the el
tron mobility (me) increases by more than an order of ma
nitude, while the hole mobility (mh) decreases by
approximately the same amount. We note that a similar t
of change in charge carrier mobility is observed in glas
As2Se3 as well, when Ag impurities or other metals a
introduced.19–21

Behavior of the drift mobilities corresponding to an i
crease in the mobility of charge carriers of one sign w
simultaneous decrease in the mobility of charge carriers
the other sign is also observed when glasses with the c
position Se95As5 are doped by halogens~Br and Cl!.22 For
example, when the impurity Br is introduced, starting a

FIG. 1. Dependence of the drift mobility of holes~1,3,5! and electrons
~2,4,6! on temperature for glasses with the composition Se95As5 without
impurities ~1,2!, with 5.7 at. % Ag impurities~3,4!, and 1024 at. % Br im-
purities ~5,6!. The field intensity was 13104 V/cm.
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concentration @Br#.1024 at. % the concentration depen
dence of the drift mobility exhibits a segment on whichmh

increases andme decreases.
Our investigations have shown that the values of acti

tion energy for the charge carrier drift mobilities practica
coincide in our doped and undoped CGS samples. This
allows us to associate changes in the drift mobilities w
changes in the concentration of localized states that con
the transport, and to explain our experimental data in te
of the model of charged intrinsic defects developed in Re
1–5.

According to this model, charge carrier transport in CG
is controlled byU2- centers, which consist of the charge
defectsD1 andD2. These defects are formed from an in
tially neutral defectD0 according to the reaction

2D0
˜D11D2. ~2!

Since theD1- and D2-centers are traps for electrons an
holes, according to Eq.~1!, the values of the drift mobilities
are inversely proportional to the concentration of these c
ters:

me;1/@D1#, mh;1/@D2#. ~3!

Impurities affect the concentrations ofD1- and
D2-centers in the following way. When negative~or posi-
tive! charged impuritiesA2(A1) are introduced into the ma
terial, the law of electrical neutrality must be satisfied:

@A2#1@D2#5@D1# or @A1#1@D1#5@D2#. ~4!

According to the law of mass action, we can write the fo
lowing quantitative relation between the concentrations
charged centers generated by the reaction~2!:

@D1# @D2#5@D0#25const. ~5!

From Eqs.~4! and~5! it follows that as the concentratio
@A2# increases, the concentration ofD1-centers should in-
crease, while the concentration ofD2-centers should de
crease. When a positively charged impurityA1 is intro-
duced, we observe the reverse process:@D1# decreases,
while @D2# increases. According to Eq.~3!, such a change in
the concentration of chargedU2-centers leads to a corre
sponding change in the value of the charge-carrier drift m
bility similar to what we observe experimentally.

Based on these ideas, we estimate the concentration
D1- andD2-centers in layers of CGS with the compositio
Se95As5 doped with Ag, Br, and Cl. For these estimates w
will use Eq. ~1! and the assumption thatm0510 cm2/~V•s!
andNc51019cm23. As a result, we find that when 5.7 at. %
Ag is introduced into the material, the concentration
D2-centers increases to;1017cm23, while the concentra-
tion of D1-centers decreases to;1015cm23. Doping with
halogens causes@D2# to decrease to;1013cm23 and@D1#
to increase to;1017cm23 ~Fig. 2!.

Using the fact that in impurity-free Se95As5 we estimate
the concentrations ofD1- and D2- centers to be@D1#
.@D2#.1016cm23, we obtain from Eq.~5! the value
@D1#@D2#.1032cm26, i.e., @D0#.1016cm23. This result
agrees with data obtained from silver doping, since in t
case we also have@D1#@D2#5@D0#2.1032cm26.
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Based on these data we can estimate the concentratio
positively charged silver impurity centers@A1#. Assuming
that @A1#@@D1#, from Eq. ~4! we obtain @A1#.@D2#
.1017cm23, so that the total concentration of silver intro
duced is;1021cm23. Thus, only one out of 104 silver atoms
appears in Se95As5 as a positively charged center. The m
jority of impurity atoms are not electrically active, and pro
ably are incorporated into the host material by satisfying
of its valence requirements according to the ‘‘82N rule,’’
whereN is the number of valence electrons of the atom.6,7

As for the material with halogen impurities, in order t
estimate the concentration ofD1- and D2-centers in this
case we use valuesme andmh obtained by us and in Ref. 22
In this case we assume that the activation energy for
charge-carrier drift mobility in the samples with Cl impur
ties does not differ significantly from that of samples dop
with Br found in our work.

We see clearly from Fig. 2 that in samples with bromi
contents in the range 3.731016 to 3.731018cm23 the con-
centration @D2# decreases from;1015 to ;1014cm23,
while @D1# increases from;1015 to ;1016cm23. In this
case the product@D1#@D2#.1030cm26, so that @D0#
.1015cm23, i.e., an order of magnitude smaller than in th
original undoped material. The same value of the prod
@D1#@D2#.1030cm26 was obtained from analysis of ex
perimental data obtained from samples doped with chlor

The reason why the concentration ofD0- centers de-
creases in material doped with halogens is not entirely cl
We can probably explain this fact by invoking the mech
nism of ‘‘healing’’ of intrinsic defects proposed in Ref. 22.
is also possible that the concentration of intrinsic defects
affected by certain features of the process by which mate
with halogen impurities is synthesized. This process inclu
two steps at which the melt is held at constant temperatur
at T15700 °C andT25430 °C – in contrast to the process

FIG. 2. Dependence of the concentrations of negatively~1! and positively
~2! charged intrinsic defects in glasses with the composition Se95As5 on the
content of Br~a! and Cl ~b! impurities. The dots correspond to values d
termined from experimental data using Eq.~1!. Data on values of the drift
mobility for concentrations of Br and Cl impurities in the range 1017 to
1019 cm23 are taken from Ref. 22. The dashed lines are theoret
dependences:1— calculated from expression~7!, 2— calculated from
expression~8!.
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which the melt is held once at a fixed temperatureT1

5700 °C, which is used to synthesize impurity-free mater
In order to calculate the dependence of the concentra

of chargedU2-centers on the total concentration of halog
atoms@A# we use Eqs.~4! and ~5! and assume that

@A2#5k@A#. ~6!

Substituting the expression for@D1# from Eq. ~4! into Eq.
~5!, we obtain the following quadratic equation:@D2#2

1@D2#@A2#2@D0#250. This equation, along with Eq.~6!,
imply that

@D2#52~k@A#/2!1~k@A#/2!$11@D0#2/~k@A#/2!2%1/2, ~7!

@D1#5~k@A#/2!1~k@A#/2!$11@D0#2/~k@A#/2!2%1/2. ~8!

Figure 2 shows theoretical plots corresponding to E
~7! ~curve1! and ~8! ~curve2!, settingk5 0.02. The agree-
ment of the theoretical functions~7! and ~8! with values of
@D2# and @D1# obtained from the experimental data
k50.02 suggests that when the material is doped with b
mine and chlorine, 1 out of 50 impurity atoms in Se95As5

become negatively charged, i.e., the coefficientk in this case
is two orders of magnitude higher than the value establis
previously for silver doping.

We also note that for high impurity concentrations a
values of@A2# that exceed@D2# by two to three orders of
magnitude~i.e., @Br#*1018cm23, @Cl#*1019cm23), trap-
ping at negatively charged impurity centers probably beg
to limit the hole drift mobility, since its value decreases
the impurity concentration increases.22 Since in this range of
impurity concentrations the value ofDEh. 0.4 eV~which is
somewhat lower than the energy level of theD2-centers that
limit mh for @A#51016– 1018cm23), and since @A2#
@@D2#, we may conclude that the probability of capture
holes by negatively charged impurity centers is considera
lower than it is for capture byD2-centers.

CONCLUSIONS

Our studies have shown that introducing the impurit
Ag, Br, and Cl into a CGS with composition Se95As5 leads to
a considerable change in the magnitude of the drift mobi
of electrons and holes, while leaving their activation ene
practically unchanged. The data obtain by us indicate that
localized states that control the transport of charge carrier
CGS from the system Se–As are associated withU2- cen-
ters, and the change in magnitude of the drift mobility af
doping is due to the change in the concentration of th
centers.

Our estimates of the concentrations of positively a
negatively charged intrinsic defects show that the values
@D1# and @D2# are similar and equal;1016cm23 in
impurity-free glasses with the composition Se95As5, and vary
from 1013 to 1017cm23 after doping with Ag, Br, and Cl. We
have established that halogen impurities cause the lar
change~by two to three orders of magnitude! in the concen-
tration of U2-centers.

Analysis of our data shows that the percentage of e
trically active Br and Cl impurity atoms in Se95As5 is 1%,
while for Ag it is 1022%.
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A theory is developed for photoresistors made up of trapezoidald-doped superlattices and their
sensitivity to long-wavelength infrared light, based on a model proposed previously by
the authors. It is shown that despite interband absorption of the infrared light and photogeneration
of electron-hole pairs, the photoconductivity of the superlattice is unipolar, and that the
photoelectric gain and photosensitivity of a photoresistor incorporating such a superlattice can
reach enormous values. It is established that the lifetime of electrons and holes,
determined by tunnel-radiative transitions, determines the kinetics of the photoconductivity
decay. A paradoxical effect is predicted: the voltage photosensitivity of a trapezoidal superlattice,
in contrast to all other types of photoresistors, is nearly independent of the lifetime of the
photocarriers and level of doping~i.e., concentration of equilibrium carriers!, and can have a
gigantic value. The spectral sensitivityR(v) is calculated, and it is shown that near the
absorption edgeR(v) increases linearly with increasing photon energy. The spectral density of
generation-recombination noise is found, along with the detectivity of such photoresistors.
It is noted that this type of photoresistor allows fast erasure of the photoconductivity. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!02207-3#
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1. In Refs. 1–4 we discussed a new kind
superlattice—the trapezoidald-doped superlattice~TSR!.
This structure can be grown using any of the well-kno
homogeneous single-crystal semiconductors~such as
Ge, GaAs, InSb, and InAs!. Like classical superlattices o
n2 i 2p2 i -type,5–8 TSR do not contain heterojunctions an
strained layers, and separate electrons and holes in spac
the thin regions of the TSR between differently charg
d-doped layers, superstrong electric fields appear, leadin
a band diagram consisting of alternating trapezoidal poten
wells for electrons and holes~Fig. 1!. The Franz-Keldysh
effect predicts that these superstrong electric fields can
diate the efficient absorption of infrared light of any pola
ization in regions of the TSR where they are present
photon energies\v!Eg ~whereEg is the width of the semi-
conductor band gap!. For example, TSR’s based on InSb a
InAs with certain parameters can efficiently absorb lon
wavelength IR light out to 50–100mm, while TSR’s based
on Ge and GaAs can absorb out to 4.5 and 3mm,
respectively.1–4 Because of the spatial separation of noneq
librium electrons and holes, their lifetimest in the TSR are
determined by tunnel-radiative transitions and can be
tremely long. Even in TSR based on InSb with its very sm
effective optical band gapEg

eff ~corresponding to a long
wavelength absorption edge,lco525 mm!, t can reach val-
ues on the order of 1 ms. Moreover, in contrast to classic
7991063-7826/99/33(7)/5/$15.00
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FIG. 1. Trapezoidald-doped superlattice:1—doping profile,2— energy
diagram; the arrow3 shows interband optical transitions that are indirect
real space involving absorption of a photon with energy\v,Eg ; the arrow
4 shows tunneling recombination~indirect in real space! of an electron and
a hole with emission of a photon with energy\v.Eg

eff , whereEg
eff is the

effective width of the TSR band gap;sd and sa are surface densities o
atoms in thed-doped layers of donor and acceptor type respectively;Nd and
Na are uncontrolled concentrations of donor and acceptor impurities;
l d , l a , and l ad are the TSR layer thicknesses.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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doped semiconductors,t depends only weakly on
temperature.9 It is obvious that in TSR’s based on wider-ga
semiconductors~such as Ge and GaAs!, and also in cases
where the built-in electric field intensity of the TSR is n
too large,t can reach extremely large values, and con
quently the photosensitivity of the TSR can have gigan
values.

In this paper we consider the spectral dependence of
photosensitivity, generation-recombination noise, and de
tivity of longitudinal IR photoresistors based on TSR’s.

2. TSR’s are created in a single-crystal nondegene
semiconductor by pairing alternatingd-doped layers of dono
and acceptor type, with surface atomic densities equal tosd

andsa , respectively. In such a TSR, regions of superstro
built-in electric fieldE54pqs/« can appear between oppo
sitely chargedd- doped layers, whereq is the electron
charge,« is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, a
sd5sa5s. In such regions of the TSR, the long
wavelength edge for interband absorption of IR light is d
termined by the effective width of the band gapEg

eff5Eg

2qVb , whereVb5Elad is the potential difference betwee
differently chargedd-doped layers, andl ad is the distance
between these layers~Fig. 1!.1–4 The spatially separated elec
trons and holes, localized inn- and p-type potential wells,
respectively, are effectively described by a statistically n
degenerate electron gas in a uniform semiconductor wi
band-gap widthEg

eff . In particular, an analog to the law o
mass action is satisfied in thermodynamic equilibrium:9

N0P05NcNvl dl aexp$2Eg
eff/kT%[Ni

2 , ~1!

whereN5*n dx, P5*p dx, n and p are the numbers an
local concentrations of electrons and holes in then- and
p-type potential wells, respectively~the integration is over
the corresponding potential well!; N0 andP0 are the equilib-
rium numbers of electrons and holes in then- and p-type
potential wells, respectively,Nc and Nv are the effective
densities of states of the semiconductor in the conduc
and valence bands, respectively;k is Boltzmann’s constant,T
is the absolute temperature,l d and l a are the distances be
tween identically chargedd-doped layers of donor and ac
ceptor type, respectively~Fig. 1!, and Ni is the effective
intrinsic carrier concentration.

It is clear from the TSR energy diagram~Fig. 1! that the
nonequilibrium electron-hole pairs generated by interba
absorption of infrared light with photon energies\v!Eg in
the regions of superstrong electric field are rapidly separa
in space: the electrons roll down into then-type potential
wells, while the holes float up into thep-type wells. This
leads to an unusual situation: although the absorption of
frared light in a TSR is determined by interband optical tra
sitions accompanied by generation of electron-hole pairs,
photoconductivity of the TSR is unipolar.

Let us clarify this assertion for the example of a long
tudinal photoresistor with the structure shown schematic
in Fig. 2. Such a photoresistor consists of a TSR with t
strongly dopedn1-type regions at a distanceL from one
another, which are ohmic contacts to all then-type layers
~potential wells! belonging to the TSR. In other words, cu
rent flows along then-layers, while thep-layers are blocked
-
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by p2n1-type blocking contacts. Since photoelectrons a
cumulate in then-regions, the photoconductivity of such
photoresistor is unipolar in character.

Note that in bipolar photoresistors the value of the ph
toelectric gainK is limited due to extraction of minority
carriers in the contact. Thus, for photoresistors withn-type
photoconductivityK<(mn /mp11)/2, wheremn andmp are
mobilities of electrons and holes, respectively.10 In a unipo-
lar photoresistor the phenomenon of extraction of minor
carriers does not occur, andK}V, where the maximum value
of voltageV applied to the photoresistor is limited only b
breakdown~electrical, thermal, or tunneling!. We emphasize
that the electric and tunneling breakdown fields of a longi
dinal TSR photoresistor can be quite high, since their val
are determined by the width of the band gap of the semic
ductor used to make the TSR.

The voltage photosensitivity of a unipolar photoresis
Rv}DN/N, where DN is the number of photocarriers.11

Therefore, the quantityRv for a TSR photoresistor will be
high if the number of electrons in then-type conductivity
layers is small. In the majority of II–V semiconductors, e
fective masses of electrons and heavy holes differ stron
mc!mhh . Therefore, the number of equilibrium nondege
erate holes in thep-type wells can greatly exceed the numb
of equilibrium nondegenerate electrons inn-type wells. This
implies that according to Eq.~1! the number of electrons in a
p-type TSR can be made much smaller than the numbe
holes in ann-type TSR. This justifies choosingn1-type con-
tacts for such a TSR photoresistor.

A high concentration of holes is realized in a TSR ph
toresistor, e.g., whensa.sd . Actually, in a TSR that effi-
ciently absorbs IR light,1–4 the quantitiessd andsa are usu-
ally much larger thanNdl d andNal a , whereNd andNa are
uncontrolled concentrations of donor and acceptor impuri
in the regions of the TSR between the donor and acce
d-doped layers. Therefore, the condition of electrical neut
ity over one period of the TSR implies thatP52(sa2sd)
@Ni . For example, in a TSR based on InSb the quantitiessa

andsd come to (2 – 5)31012cm22, while for the thickness
of the p-type well1–4 we have l a. 100 Å. Therefore, the

FIG. 2. Structure of a longitudinal TSR photoresistor.1—substrate,2—
trapezoidald-doped superlattice;3—strongly dopedn1-type regions, i.e.,
ohmic contacts;L, W, andd5ML are the length, width, and thickness o
the TSR photoresistor, respectively.
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concentration of holes in thep-type wells can have a value o
order 1018cm23, i.e., close to the value ofNv for InSb. It
thus follows that when the conditionNd ,Na,1018cm23

holds, the equilibrium electron concentrationN0 and hole
concentrationP0 in the TSR does not depend on the quan
ties Nd andNa .

In order to analyze the photoconductivity let us consid
the continuity equation

]n

]t
5g1gT2r 1

1

q

]Jn

]x
, ~2!

wheregT and g are rates of thermal generation and photo
neration of electrons,r is the recombination rate, andJn is
the electron current density. Following Ref. 5, let us in
grate Eq.~2! over one period of the superlatticeL. We note
that in a TSR the conditionaeffL!1 is satisfied. Hereaeff is
the effective absorption~i.e., averaged over a period! of IR
light in the TSR.1 This implies that the optical generatio
within many adjacent periods can be treated as uniform
this case, the electron current density is a periodic funct
more accurately, we can assume that*L(]Jn /]x)dx50.
Since*Ln dx5N to exponential accuracy, we find from E
~2! that for each period of the superlatticeL the following
equation holds:

]N

]t
5G1GT2R, ~3!

whereG5*Lg dx, GT5*LgTdx, andR5*Lr dx are the in-
tegrated rates of photogeneration, thermal generation,
recombination, respectively.

For small deviations from thermodynamic equilibriu
(DN!N0), Eq. ~3! can be rewritten in the form

]DN

]t
5G2

DN

t
, ~4!

wheret is the lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers. From Eq
~4! it is clear thatt determines the decay of the number
nonequilibrium electrons after the illumination of a TSR
IR light ends, and consequently it determines the decay
the photoconductivity. In TSR’s that efficiently absorb lon
wavelength IR light, the lifetime of nonequilibrium carrie
tR is determined by tunneling-radiative transitions of ele
trons from then-type potential wells to thep-type potential
wells,9 and can become quite large~on the order of 1 ms for
InSb!. Note, however, that the photoconductivity of a TS
photoresistor can also be quenched. Accordingly, it is ne
sary to make not only ohmic contacts to the layers of o
conductivity type, but also one or two additional ohmic co
tacts to the layers of the opposite conductivity type~Fig. 3!.
When a voltage is applied across ohmic contacts to layer
different conductivity types with a polarity that decreases
height of the potential barrier between the donor and acc
tor d-doped layers~Fig. 1!, nonequilibrium electrons and
holes can be extracted from the corresponding poten
wells.

3. The photocurrent in ann-type TSR photoresistor ca
be written in the form
-

r
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-
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I 5qmnELW(
j 51

j 5M

DNj , ~5!

whereEL is the longitudinal electric field in the TSR photo
resistor,W is its width ~Fig. 2!, M is the number of superlat
tice periods, andDNj is the number of nonequilibrium elec
trons in the j th potential well of the TSR. The latter i
determined from Eq.~4!, and in the steady state it is

DNj5tRGj , ~6!

where the rate of photogeneration in thej th period of the
TSR is

Gj5~12R̃!exp@2aeff~ j 21!L#J*Laeff exp~2aeffx!dx,

R̃ is the reflection coefficient, andJ is the photon flux density
of the light incident on the photoresistor. Using the conditi
aeffL!1, the rate of photogeneration in thej th period of the
TSR can be rewritten in the form

Gj5~12R̃! aeff L Jexp@2aeff~ j 21! L#. ~7!

Substituting Eqs.~6! and ~7! into Eq. ~5!, we obtain

I 5qhJAK. ~8!

Here A5LW is the area of the photosensitive region;L is
the length of the TSR photoresistor;K5tR /t r is the photo-
electric gain;t r5L 2/mnV is the time of flight of an electron
through then-region of the TSR;V5ELL is the voltage
applied to the TSR photoresistor; andh is the quantum effi-
ciency, which is

h5~12R̃! aeffL (
j 51

j 5M

exp@2aeff~ j 21! L#5~12R̃! aeffd,

~9!

where d5ML is the thickness of the TSR. In Eq.~9! we
have included the fact that the number of periods of the T
is limited by diffusive spreading of thed-doped layers, and
the most realistic situation is one whereaeffd!1.

FIG. 3. Structure for quenching photoconductivity in a TSR photoresis
1—ohmic contact to then-type layers,2—additional ohmic contacts for the
p-type layers.
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4. By definition the current sensitivity of a photoresist
is RI5I /P, whereP5\vJA is the incident monochromati
optical power.10 According to Eq.~8!, the current photosen
sitivity of a TSR is

RI5qhK/\v. ~10!

From Eqs.~10! and ~9! it is clear that the spectral curren
photosensitivityRI(\v)}aeff(v)/v, where the effective ab
sorption of light in TSR with photon energy\v,Eg ~see
Refs. 1 and 4! is

aeff~\v!52a~\v!~\v2Eg
eff!/qEL. ~11!

Herea(\v) is the electroabsorption, which for the limitin
case of a superstrong electric field is

a~\v!5G2~2/3!RA\vE /4p, ~12!

and R5(2m/\2)3/2(2q2Pcv
2 )/(m2cñv), vE5 (qE)2/3/

(2m\)1/3, m215mc
211mhh

21 , m is the free electron mass,c
is the velocity of light in vacuum,Pcv is the interband matrix
element of the momentum operator,ñ is the refractive index
of the semiconductor, andG(x) is the gamma-function . Ex
pression~12! is conveniently written in the forma(\v)
5agEg

eff/\v, whereag5a(Eg
eff).

Substituting this formula and Eq.~11! into ~9!, and tak-
ing into account thataeffd!1, we find from Eq.~10! that the
spectral dependence of the TSR photosensitivity takes
form

RI~v!5H 2~12R̃!MKagEg
eff

E J H \v2Eg
eff

~\v!2 J . ~13!

The functionRI(v) is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the
maximum of the photosensitivity corresponds to a pho
energy \vmax52Eg

eff ; this maximum is RI
max5(12R̃)MK

3ag/2E.

FIG. 4. Spectral dependence of the photosensitivity of a TSR photores
1—effective absorption coefficient for IR light in the TSR;2—spectral de-
pendence of the photosensitivity. The calculations were made for a
photoresistor based on InSb with a long-wavelength absorption edgelco

525 mm; the parameters of this structure were given in Ref. 9.
he

n

The voltage sensitivity of the photoresistor is determin
by the expressionRv5RI /Y, whereY is the photoconductiv-
ity of the photoresistor, which for a TSR is

Y5qmnW~MN01hJbtR!/L, ~14!

whereJb is the flux density of background photons. In wri
ing Eq. ~14! we have used Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and ~9!, and have
assumed that the intensity of the signal light is much sma
than the background, i.e.,J.Jb .

For low background intensities (hJbtR!N0) it follows
from Eqs.~10! and ~14! that

Rv5H hV

\vAMJ H tR

N0
J . ~15!

The lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers in the TSR
determined by tunneling-radiative transitions given by9

tR5Ni
2/$GT~N01P0!%, ~16!

where the rate of thermal generationGT is determined by the
expression

GT5H 2~ ñkTEg
eff!2

p2c2\3qE
J agexpH 2

Eg
eff

kT J . ~17!

Substituting Eq.~16! into ~15!, and taking into account tha
in our caseP0@N0, we obtain

Rv5$~12R̃!aeff\vLV%/$\vAGT%. ~18!

It is well known10–12 that in impurity and intrinsic pho-
toresistors the voltage sensitivity is proportional to the li
time and inversely proportional to the concentration of m
jority carriers, which determines the conductivity of th
photoresistor. Let us turn our attention to the nontrivial n
ture of our results. As we have already mentioned, in T
photoresistors the absorption of IR light is attributed to t
interband transitions in strong electric fields and is accom
nied by generation of electron-hole pairs; nevertheless,
cording to Eq.~15!, the TSR voltage sensitivity isRv}1/n0,
wheren05N0 / l d is the effective concentration of minorit
carriers in the TSR, which forP0@N0 depends exponen
tially, according to Eq.~1!, on temperature with an activatio
energyEg

eff . Moreover, from Eqs.~15! and ~18! it follows
that the quantityRv is independent of the lifetime and in
creases exponentially as the temperature decreases, e
tially because of the decrease in the number of equilibri
electronsN0. Thus, a TSR photoresistor can have a hi
speed while preserving a large voltage sensitivity.

For high background intensities (hJbtR@N0), it follows
from Eqs.~10! and~14! thatRv5V/\vJbA, i.e., the expres-
sion for the voltage sensitivity of a TSR photoresistor co
cides with the standard formula of Ref. 11 for a unipo
photoresistor in the BLIP regime.

5. Over a wide range of frequencies, the noise in a p
toresistor is usually determined by fluctuations in the num
of carriers caused by randomness of the generat
recombination processes.10,12 Therefore, let us consider th
threshold characteristics of TSR photoresistors determi
by generation-recombination noise. The basic parameter

or.

R
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characterizes properties of threshold detectors is the spe
detectivity, which by definition is~see, for example, Refs. 1
and 12!

D* 5RIAAD f /AdI 2 , ~19!

where D f is the frequency bandwidth of the measurem
circuit, dI 25SiD f is the dispersion of the noise current, a
Si is the spectral density of the noise.

Using Eq. ~5!, let us write the current fluctuation in
TSR photoresistor as follows:

dI 5
qmnV

L 2 (
j 51

j 5M

dÑj5
q

tr
(
j 51

j 5M

dÑj , ~20!

wheredÑj5AdNj is the fluctuation in the number of carrie
in the j th potential well of the TSR, which occurs as a res
of generation and recombination processes.

Let us assume that fluctuations in the carrier number
different potential wells of the TSR are uncorrelated, and
the Wiener-Khinchine theorem.13 From Eq.~20! we find that
the spectral density of the noise current is

Si5
q2

t r
2 (

j 51

j 5M

SÑ, j , ~21!

whereSÑ, j is the spectral density of fluctuations of the num
ber of carriers in thej th potential well of the TSR. Following
the Langevin method,13,6 we introduce random sources in
Eq. ~4! that describe thermal-generation, photogenerat
and recombination noise. In the case under study we ass
that these random sources of noise ared-correlated and write
the spectral densities of fluctuations of the rand
noise sources connected with thermal generation, recomb
tion, and background photogeneration asSg5Sr52GT ,
Sb52Gj , respectively. Solving Eq.~4!, which is linearized
with respect to small fluctuations, with the random sour
introduced by us, we find that for frequenciesvtR!1 the
spectral density of the fluctuations in the number of carri
in the j th potential well of the TSR is

SÑ, j54tR
2A~GT1Gj !. ~22!

The sum on the right side of Eq.~21! can be transformed to

(
j 51

j 5M

SÑ, j54tR
2A~MGT1hJb!.

Substituting the latter expression into Eq.~21!, we obtain

Si54q2K2A~MGT1hJb!. ~23!

From Eqs.~23! and~19! it is clear that the conditions for th
BLIP regime of a TSR photoresistor are determined by
obvious inequalityhJb>MGT . In other words, the tempera
ture for BLIP operation of a TSR, like its voltage sensitivit
is determined byEg

eff , i.e., the effective width of the ban
gap of the TSR, which determines the long-wavelength
sorption edge.1–4
ific
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Substituting Eq.~23! into Eq. ~19!, we find that for low
background intensityMGT@hJb the specific detectivity is

D* 5h/2\vAMGT, ~24!

i.e., it also is determined byEg
eff .

For the strong-background caseMGT!hJb , the specific
detectivity of the TSR photoresistor is determined by t
usual expressionD* 5Ah/2\vAJb for specific detectivity of
intrinsic and impurity photoresistors in the BLIP regime.10

6. Thus, we have shown that by incorporating on
d-doped layers into classical single-crystal semiconduc
we can create ultra-high sensitivity photoresistors with sp
tral sensitivities ranging from mid- to far-IR~up to 50–100
mm for InSb and InAs and 3–4mm for GaAs and Ge!. An
additional unique feature of the TSR photoresistor is the f
that its voltage sensitivity does not depend on lifetime.
other words, such a photoresistor can have high speed w
maintaining a high voltage sensitivity. This feature of TS
photoresistors allows us to use them to make photodete
line arrays with high values of the parameters for optoel
tronic systems with image scanning. TSR photoresistors
have long photosignal accumulation times, which along w
a high photosensitivity makes them very promising can
dates for use as elements of large-format staring arrays
the mid-IR, far-IR, and ultra-far-IR regions, with the highe
possible threshold characteristics.
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A comparison of the temperature dependences of photoeffect quantum efficiencies
in GaAs p 2n structures and Schottky diodes
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A comparison is made of how the quantum efficiencies for photoelectric conversion inp2n-
andm2s-structures based on GaAs depend on temperature. For photon energies less
than or the same order as the width of the band gap, the temperature dependences of thep2n-
andm2s- structures are similar. In the range of photon energies larger than the width of
the band gap, the quantum efficiency ofp2n- structures is temperature independent, whereas the
quantum efficiency ofm2s- structures exhibits a strong temperature dependence. A
qualitative explanation of this phenomenon is given. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!02307-8#
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1. At this time, semiconductor devices based on Ga
are widely used as photodetectors. In the visible region of
spectrum, the most widely used devices are those base
p2n-structures~see, e.g., Ref. 1!, while in the ultraviolet
region Schottky diodes are used (m2s-structures! ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 2!.

In Ref. 3 we investigated how the quantum efficienc
for photoelectric conversion in GaAs Schottky diodes d
pend on temperature, in order to identify the photocurr
mechanism in these structures. We observed that the ph
current increases with increasing temperature. This phen
enon was explained by the presence of imperfections in
surface layer. The combined analysis of the temperature
field dependences of the quantum efficiency of these st
tures given in Ref. 4 led us to conclude that these imper
tions manifest themselves only in the photoelectric proper
of the structure and cannot be identified as either shallow
deep impurity levels~charged or not!. In the electric field of
the space- charge layer they become traps and capture
toelectrons and photo-holes at the same time. We descr
the dependence of the quantum efficiency of photoelec
conversion on temperature within the framework of an a
vation model: with increasing temperature, a portion of
carriers liberated from traps contributes to the photocurre

In this paper we continue our investigations. Our goa
to compare the temperature dependences for quantum
ciency of p2n- and m2s- photodetectors based on GaA
This comparison shows that when the photon energyhn is
larger than the band gapEg , the photocurrent in
p2n-structures based on GaAs shows no temperature
pendence. Thus, we may conclude that the photosens
layer near thep2n- junction contains no traps for photoca
riers, whereas inm2s-structures their concentration is ve
large.

2. The solar-cell elements we investigated, which we
GaAsp2n- junctions, had the following structure:n- GaAs
~substrate!–Bragg reflector–n-GaAs- -p-GaAs–p-AlGaAs.
8041063-7826/99/33(7)/3/$15.00
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They were made by gas-phase epitaxy from metal-orga
compounds~MOC-hydride epitaxy! at low pressure in a
horizontal reactor.5 Then- andp-GaAs layers were made b
doping with donors and acceptors from silane and Cp2Mg,
and had the respective thicknessesd5 1.6, 0.4mm and car-
rier concentrationsn51015cm23, p51019cm23 at a tem-
peratureT5 300 K. Thep-Al0.8Ga0.2As layer consisted of
an optical window of thicknessd50.05mm. The Bragg re-
flector consisted of 12 pairs of AlAs / GaAs layers. The ar
of the illuminated surface was 0.1258 cm2. Figure 1 shows
the spectrum of the quantum efficiency for photoelectric c
version ~g! for these p2n-structures in the rangehn
51.35 – 3.65 eV.

The Schottky diodes had the structu
n1-GaAs~substrate!–n-GaAs– Ni ~Ref. 3!. The n1-GaAs
substrate had a thickness of 200mm and was doped to an
electron concentration of;1017cm23 (T5300 K!, while the
n-GaAs layer had a thickness of;10mm and electron con-
centration of 1015cm23. The barrier contact was made b
chemical evaporation of nickel onto the epitaxialn-layer.
The area of illuminated surface was 0.06 cm2. Figure 2
shows the quantum efficiency spectrum for photoelec
conversion~g! of thesem2s-structures in the rangehn5
1–5 eV.

Our subject of investigation was the temperature dep
dence of the quantum efficiency forp2n- andm2s- struc-
tures based on GaAs in the temperature rangeT5 80–360 K
and in the photon energy rangehn5 1–5 eV. Our measure
ments were made in the short-circuit photocurrent regim
and the quantum efficiency was defined by the standard
pressiong5Ihn/P, whereI is the photocurrent~A!, P is the
incident light flux~W!, andhn is the incident photon energ
~eV!.

3. The results of these experiments are shown in Fig
and 4, and reduce to the following.

3.1. In the range of photon energieshn less than the
width of the band gapEg ~for GaAsEg51.425 and 1.5 eV at
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Quantum efficiency for photo-
electric conversion ofp2n- structures
based on GaAs versus photon energ
BR—Bragg reflector, ARC— antire-
flection coating.
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300 and 100 K, respectively!, the temperature dependenc
of the quantum efficiencyg for p2n- and m2s-structures
were the same. With increasing temperature, the quan
efficiency increased because of a decrease in the width o
band gapEg and an increase in the absorption of light.

We note that the photosensitivity ofm2s-structures be-
gins at lower photon energies~1.33 eV! than forp2n- struc-
tures ~1.36 eV!, which is explained by the presence of
‘‘Fowler’’ segment of the photosensitivity curve form2s-
structures~emission of electrons from the metal and th
ejection into the semiconductor!.
m
he

3.2. In the range of photon energieshn close to the band
gap, the low-temperature quantum efficiency increased
preciably with increasing temperature for both types of str
tures whenEg.hn. At high temperatures, i.e.,Eg.hn and
Eg,hn, the quantum efficiency was nearly constant.

3.3. In the range of photon energieshn above the band
gap Eg , the temperature dependences of the quantum
cienciesg for p2n- andm2s-structures are quite different

For p2n-structures, the quantum efficiencyg is practi-
cally temperature-independent, whereas form2s-structures
the quantum efficiency increases with increasing tempe
FIG. 2. Quantum efficiency for photo-
electric conversion ofm2s- structures
based on GaAs versus photon energy.
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ture. At high photon energies and high temperatures,
function g5g(T) has a tendency to saturate.

In the range hn. 2.5 eV the photosensitivity o
p2n-structures decreases. This decrease is attributable
strong absorption of light near the surface. In contra
m2s-structures exhibit photosensitivity even at very hi
photon energies (hn. 5 eV!.

4. The main difference in the temperature dependen
of the quantum efficiencies for GaAsp2n structures and
Schottky diodes lies in the fact that in the region of intrins
absorption of the semiconductor the quantum efficiency
temperature-independent forp2n- structures but increase
with temperature for Schottky diodes.

We claim that this difference is connected with impe
fections that always appear in the surface region of a se
conductor. In the space-charge layer, i.e., in the presenc
an electric field, these imperfections can act as traps
charge carriers which are capable of capturing electrons
holes. With increasing temperature, the charge carriers
be liberated and make a contribution to the photocurrent

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the quantum efficiency for photoele
conversion ofp2n-structures based on GaAs for several photon ener
hn, eV: 1, 18 — 1.36, 2 — 1.42, 3 — 1.54, 4 — 1.77, 5 — 3.00. Curve
18 — right-hand scale; other curves — the left-hand scale.
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Since in Schottky diodes the space-charge layer is in
skin layer, this effect is especially characteristic of Schot
diodes. Inp2n-structures the space-charge layer is deep
the crystal, and the effect of surface traps is not large. Th
fore, the quantum efficiency is nearly independent of
temperature.

Thus,p2n-structures based on GaAs have a higher te
perature stability thanm2s- structures, whereas Schottk
diodes have a higher photosensitivity in the short- wa
length region of the spectrum thanp2n-structures.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the quantum efficiency for photoele
conversion ofm2s-structures based on GaAs for several photon energ
hn, eV: 1, 18 — 1.33,2 — 1.36,3 —1.42,4 — 1.54,5 — 1.77.
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Fabrication of discrete p 2n junctions separated by an insulating layer using direct
wafer bonding

E. G. Guk, B. G. Podlaskin, N. A. Tokranova, V. B. Voronkov, and V. A. Kozlov
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Three types of fabrication cycle based on the use of direct wafer bonding are developed for
making pairs of discretep2n-junctions separated by an insulating layer. The forward and reverse
branches of the I–V characteristics of the resulting diodes are investigated. For all three
fabrication cycles, the differential resistance of the forward branch of the discretep2n- junctions
is ;0.01V, the reverse breakdown is; 400 V, and the width of the aperture region for the
back-to-back diodes is 0.22 V. Taken as a whole, these data, along with the high integrated
photosensitivity of the diodes, indicate that direct wafer bonding produces no oxide barrier
between thep- andn-regions and forms high-quality interfaces. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02407-2#
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The method of direct wafer bonding~DWB! was devel-
oped for making various types of interfaces, e.g., Si–Si,
SiO2, etc., by creating direct covalent bonds between ato
of the materials being bonded. This is done by compress
the materials together at high temperatures.1–3 DWB is used
most often to make silicon devices on an insulating subst
with electrical parameters that are characteristic of sing
crystal material, the so-called SOI~silicon on insulator!
technology.4 In this case some very unique types of inte
faces can be created: from the joining of oxidized and uno
dized Si films with subsequent fabrication on the latter o
device with required topology to the use of a silicon fil
with prefabricated structures on its surface, e.g., transi
mesas withp2n-junctions perpendicular or parallel to th
interface, as the second substrate.5–7

The fabrication ofp2n-junctions ~i.e., to form Si–Si
interfaces! by DWB has until now involved only the bondin
of pure silicon films with different conductivity types. Thu
the authors of a number of papers have described techn
gies for simple and rapid creation of large-area power silic
diode structures, created by bonding perfect single-cry
layers with prespecified electrical parameters. It has b
shown that the electrical characteristics of such structures
not inferior to those of analogous high-power semiconduc
devices made by the diffusion method, and that with reg
to breakdown uniformity over the area of the film they a
better than their traditional analogs.3,8,9

However, when it comes to fabricating separate eleme
with specific topologies, bonding has been used only to c
ate contact layers, i.e.,p2p1 and n2n1 boundaries,10,11

although the most important task is clearly to create disc
p2n-junctions by DWB. A solution to this problem woul
allow us not only to avoid the energy-consuming and e
logically contaminating SOI technology,12 but also to im-
prove the parameters of traditional semiconductor devic
Moreover, DWB technology opens up the possibility
moving to a new level of complexity, allowing us to ‘‘con
8071063-7826/99/33(7)/6/$15.00
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struct’’ three-dimensional integration schemes with act
vertical connection between layers while preserving elec
cal characteristics corresponding to single-crystal mate
within the built-in elements.

As an example of the use of discretep2n- junctions, we
turn to photodiode matrices, in particular, multieleme
‘‘multiscan’’ photoreceivers,13 whose principles of operation
are based on the properties of pairs of back-to-back ph
diodes.

The traditional planar technology for fabricating a mu
tiscan uses an SOI structure to isolate the back-to-back
odes of each pair from one another~Figs. 1a and 1b!. The
equivalent circuit of the multiscan is shown in Fig. 1c. How
ever, there are other approaches to realizing this equiva
circuit without using SOI technology, approaches that do
depend on the use a planar structure, which lead to h
quality p2n-junctions with high breakdown voltage an
narrow knee regions of the I–V characteristics. One poss
‘‘three-dimensional’’ realization of a back-to-back photod
ode structure, made using DWB, is shown in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2 it is clear that the key technological step
fabricating such a structure is the creation of a ‘‘columna
interface layer consisting of discretep2n-junctions sepa-
rated by insulating layers~Fig. 3!.

The goal of this paper is to develop a basic fabricat
cycle using direct wafer bonding that leads to the creation
isolatedp2n-junctions. By repeating this cycle many time
in various combinations, we can create multilayer semic
ductor structures with discrete elements incorporated into
bulk.

This technological cycle is based on two key operatio
direct wafer bonding and precision exposure, i.e., removin
portion of the profiled silicon film until the regions separa
ing the discretep2n- junctions are exposed. The first oper
tion imposes strict requirements on the quality of the s
faces to be bonded, and impacts all the technolog
operations used to obtain these surfaces prior to the bond
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a—Overall view of a multiscan photodetector; b— cross section of the multiscan structure; c—equivalent circuit of the multiscan; polySites
polycrystalline silicon.
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The amount of effort required to implement the second o
eration is dictated by the choice of a method for precis
generating the profiled ‘‘columnar’’ layer. It is necessary
strictly maintain a prespecified height of the ‘‘columns
which form part of the diodes, not only to obtain specifie
electric parameters of these structures, but also for su
quent DWB operation. In this case not only is the absol
value of the column height important, but also the scatte
heights over the area of the film. The proposed use of in
fabricated diodes as cells of a multielement photodiode m
trix makes uniformity with respect to height especially cri
cal, since such devices require small scatter in the parame
of the p2n- junctions over the entire device structure.

We tested several technological approaches to mak
structures with discretep2n- junctions separated by insula
ing layers in order to choose the best one. Since the struc
we want to make is analogous to a photoreceiver, we fa
the problem of making an asymmetricp2n-junction. For
this two films were used, with carrier concentrations th
differed by five orders of magnitude~both were industrial-
grade mirror-polished films: a low-resistance film wi
p-type conductivity,̂ 100& orientation, diameter 60 mm, an
thickness 350mm, and a high-resistance KEF-7.5 film wit
n-type conductivity,̂ 100& orientation, diameter 60 mm, an
thickness 500mm!.

The surface profiling was done on the films withp-type
conductivity. In order to comply with our ultimate structura
design~Fig. 2!, the height of the profiled layer~the etched-

FIG. 2. One type of possible realization of a multiscan using DWB.
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out columns! was kept no less than 2mm, so as to avoid
diffusive coupling betweenp2n-junctions of each pair
when DWB is used to make the back-to- back diodes, but
more than 10mm in order to preserve the mechanic
strength of the structure. In all cases the columns had a
ameter of 250mm, with a distance between them of 5 mm

High-temperature DWB was then used to bond the p
filed layer of silicon withp-type conductivity~on the etched
side! to a film of pure silicon withn-type conductivity.

Just before the bonding, all the films were etched
hydrofluoric acid, and then subjected to a standard cycle
acid-peroxide washes, at the final stage of which they w
processed in a 2% water solution of HF with subsequ
hydrophilization of the surface in a solution o
NH4OH: H2O2: H2O ~0.05: 1: 5! and then washed in deion
ized water with a resistivity of; 18 MV•cm. The films were
also joined together while in the deionized water, accord
to the method described in Ref. 14, which obviated the n
for a dust-free atmosphere, and then subjected to prelimin
thermal processing to remove moisture and to bond the fil
The high-temperature thermal processing of the joined p
was carried out in air at 1200 °C for one hour without app
ing external pressure.

In order to study the electrical parameters of the res
ing structures, we made ohmic contacts~to then-type silicon
by chemical nickel plating, to thep-type silicon by brazed-in
deposited aluminum!.

The type-I fabrication cycle specified etching-out of co

FIG. 3. Basic structure, including an interface layer consisting of disc
p2n-junctions separated by insulating SiO2 layers.
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umns with height 10mm on a low-resistance film ofp-type
silicon ~KDB-0.005!. After the growth operation, a portio
of the profiled film was removed by precision grinding a
polishing of the silicon until the region separating t
p2n-junctions was exposed.

In the type-II cycle, we decided to replace the tech
cally most difficult operation of polishing with etching dow
to a stop.

Using the dependence of the etch rate for silicon on
concentration of doping impurities is common practice
semiconductor technology, especially in maki
membranes.15 Thus, for example, in Ref. 16 an etchin
method, which makes use of a stop layer consisting o
boron-diffused layer with concentration;1020cm23, is de-
scribed. Because the diffusion front is with high accura
parallel to the film surface, the authors were able to obt
uniform layers of silicon with thicknesses of a few micron

In the type-II cycle, in order to use the stop-layer etchi
technique we needed layers ofp-type silicon with an initial
boron concentration of;1016cm23 ~KDB-1!. First, columns
were formed in these layers with a height of 10mm, fol-
lowed by oxidation and photolithography. Boron was th
diffused into them at 1250 °C in air for one hour, from
polymer source deposited on the surface17 with a high boron
concentration, generating a surface impurity concentratio
;1021cm23. At the end of the anneal, the diffusion lay
was buried at a depthxj;10mm.

However, there are some problem with bonding silic
films containing diffusion layers with high levels of dopin
by shallow impurities, because the diffusion degrades
quality of the surface of the silicon films. The authors of R
18 demonstrated that direct wafer bonding of films with
diffused p- or n-layer made in an oxidizing medium an
having a high surface concentration of impurities is poss
if after the diffusion the films are oxidized with subseque
removal of the oxide. However, since its use results in s
face boron concentrations that do not exceed 1020cm23, this
method cannot solve our problem. Since for us what is
portant is not so much the concentration of boron in the s
layer that forms during growth of the interface as its value
a depth of;10mm, we investgated the possibility of remov
ing the defective surface layer by polishing.

The authors of Ref. 19 attempted to bond silicon film
with p12n-junctions at a depth of 100mm after Ga diffu-
sion ~in an inert atmosphere! or combined diffusion of B and
Al ~in air!. After diffusion, these films were subjected
chemical-mechanical polishing, because their surfaces w
eroded. The authors found that they could bond only th
films previously subjected to Ga diffusion. Polishing the s
face after boron diffusion with aluminum revealed micr
roughness which prevented bonding of the film. Obvious
the reason why the microroughness was preserved was
chemical-mechanical character of the polishing used, wh
is accompanied by unavoidable selective etching along
fects. For this reason, we used only mechanical polishing
the profiled surfaces of our films, removing;1mm of the
surface strongly boron-doped layer as a result of this op
tion.

After DWB and a preliminary removal of 200mm of the
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structure from thep-silicon film, the structure was subjecte
to processing in a hot KOH1 isopropanol1 water etch,
whose action ceased when thep-region was reached.16

In our third fabrication cycle, we used SiO2 as the stop
layer for the operation of precision polishing. To this en
columns were fabricated on an originalp-type silicon layer
~KDB–0.005! by etching, whose height was 2mm, and the
spacings between them were overgrown by a thermal ox
with thickness 1.8mm. The oxide was then etched awa
from the columns themselves after photolithograph
Chemical-mechanical polishing, after removing the silic
lying on top of the oxide, was stopped by the oxide lay
The isolatedp2n-junctions were then exposed by prelim
nary mechanical polishing, with a final precision polishin
down to the oxide stop layer.

Figures 4–6 illustrate schematically the three differe
fabrication cycles for making discretep2n-junctions sepa-
rated by insulating layers with the help of DWB.

Infrared photometry is a standard method for monitori
the continuity of bonding.20 In our case, however, this
method could give only rough results due to the high co
centration of shallow impurities in thep-silicon, which
causes intense absorption in the IR region. However,

FIG. 4. Fabrication cycle I for making discretep2n-junctions separated by
an insulating layer using DWB. a—creation of a profile~columns! on an
initial industrially polished film ofp-type silicon using photolithography
with chemical etching; b—high-temperature~1250 °C for 1 hour! direct wa-
fer bonding of the first film~on the etched side! to a pure polished silicon
film; c— oxidation in dry oxygen at 1100 °C for 1 hour with subseque
oxidation in water vapor at 1250 °C for 4 hours in order to form the requi
insulating layer; d— mechanical grinding and subsequent precision po
ing in order to remove most of the siliconp-layer until the cavities separat
ing discretep2n-junctions are exposed.
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grinding and polishing operations used to remove the la
of p-silicon, by creating strong shear loads at the interfa
allowed us to estimate its mechanical strength and ther
the quality of the bonding. In the course of grinding all t
samples, and also when the structures were polished in
rication cycles I and III or etched in cycle II, partial destru
tion of the unbonded columns took place. Cycle I had
smallest area~; 15%! occupied by damaged regions, whi
in the two other cycles the area of the defective regions
as large as; 40–45%. Because a characteristic feature
the fabrication process in these latter cycles~II and III! is
polishing of thep-type silicon from the profiled side befor
the DWB operation, we can assume that our use of polish
lowered the quality of the surface over a considerable par
the silicon film. However, the results obtained after us
fabrication cycle 2 are of interest in their own right, in th
we have demonstrated for the first time that direct wa

FIG. 5. Fabrication cycle II for making discretep2n-junctions separated by
isolating layers using DWB. a—creation of a profile~columns! on an initial
industrially polished p-type silicon layer using photolithography with
chemical etching; b—diffusion of boron directly into the columns after p
liminary oxidation and photolithography at 1250 °C for 1 hour; c—hig
temperature~1250 °C for 1 hour! direct wafer bonding of the first film~on
the etched side! of a pure polished silicon film; d—oxidation in dry oxyge
at 1100 °C for 1 hour with subsequent oxidation in water vapor at 1250
for 4 hours in order to create the required insulating layer; e—prelimin
removal of 200mm of the p-silicon layer by mechanical polishing an
subsequent etching of thep-layer down to its stop layer in order to expos
the cavities separating the discretep2n junctions.
r
,

by

b-

e

s
f

g
of

r

bonding of surfaces can be used after mechanical polish
It seems to us that further experiments with the grain size
the polishing paste and with polishing regimes should all
us to increase the high-quality area.

It is also noteworthy that exposure of the profiled surfa
by etching with a stop layer~cycle III! ensured the mos
uniform column height~6 0.3 mm!, whereas the scatter in
heights generated by cycles I and II were6 1.5 and60.8
mm, respectively.

The most important conclusions about the quality of t
p2n-junctions obtained during these growth processes w
arrived at by studying the forward~Fig. 7! and reverse
branches of the current-voltage characteristics of the res
ing diodes. For all three basic fabrication cycles, the diff
ential resistance of the forward branch of the b
p2n-junctions was;0.01 V, indicating high growth qual-
ity. As for the reverse branch of the current-voltage char
teristics, the leakage current did not exceed 10mA at a re-

-

C
y

FIG. 6. Fabrication cycle III for making discretep2n-junctions separated
by an insulating layer using DWB. a—creation of a profile~columns! on an
initial industrially polished film ofp-type silicon using photolithography
with chemical etching; b—oxidation in dry oxygen at 1100 °C in order to
the gaps between columns with a thermal oxide having a thickness o
mm; c—removal of oxide from the columns; d—chemical-mechanical p
ishing which removes the silicon protruding above the oxide and the rem
ing layer of oxide; e—high-temperature~1250 °C for 1 hour! direct wafer
bonding of the first layer~on the etched side! to a pure polished silicon film;
f—exposure of thep2n junctions by preliminary mechanical grinding com
pleted by precision polishing down to the oxide stop layer.
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verse bias of 130 V, and the breakdown voltage had a va
of ; 400 V for all three variants. However, the number
suchp2n-junctions without an oxide barrier between thep-
andn-regions was different for the different cycles. Thus,
the first cycle, the number ofp2n-junctions with such char-
acteristics was around 60%, in the second around 30%,
in the third around 20%.

For back-to-back diodes used as elementary cells in p
todiode matrices and multiscans, which have unipolar I
characteristics, an important figure of merit is the width
the transition region of the I–V characteristic between
two regions of current saturation~the aperture!. In the aper-
ture region the photodiodes switch from the shorted stat
the open state and conversely. The main property of
portion of the I–V characteristics is the width of the tran
tion interval, which in multiscan operation determines t
spatial width of the transition zone within which the phot
current of thep2n-junctions changes sign.21 The width of
the aperture in the I–V characteristics of a diode-diode ce
the most important parameter, since it determines such c
acteristics of the photodetector as its spatial resolution in
scanning regime, coordinates sensitivity in the position
regime, and others. When an optical signal falls in the ‘‘a
erture zone’’ of the photodetector layers of the device
decrease in the conversion of the optical signal to elec
current is observed. The possibility of narrowing the apert
depends above all on the possibility of applying a sufficien
high voltage to thep2n-junction, since the working apertur
of the multiscan decreases its spatial value with increas
applied voltage.

Figure 8 shows experimental I–V characteristics
back-to-backp2n- junctions for the three fabrication cycle
used to make them. It is clear that the width of the apertur
0.22 V. A theoretical value of the half-width of the voltag
aperture can be obtained from an expression for the
characteristics of an isolated pair of back-to-back diod
based on the Shockley equation for an ideal silicon diod22

FIG. 7. Forward branch of the current-voltage (j 2U) characteristics of
discretep2n-junctions separated by an insulating layer.123 corresponds
to fabrication types I–III.
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and comes to 8kT/q. Assuming an idealp2n-junction, the
computed value of the total width of the aperture at a te
perature of 300 K comes to 0.21 V, which nearly coincid
with the experimental values we obtained for all the fabric
tion types, indicating strongly that thep2n-junctions we
fabricated are ‘‘ideal.’’

During operation, a multiscan made using SOI techn
ogy has a spatial value of the aperture of;400 mm, deter-
mined largely by the value of its applied voltage, here 10
In contrast, the high breakdown voltage of our devic
allows us to operate at values of the applied voltage ab
100 V, which can lower the spatial value of the aperture
40 mm or less.

Furthermore, the discretep2n-junctions separated by
insulating layer that we have fabricated are distinguished
high photosensitivity, indicating the absence of oxide ba
ers between thep- andn- regions, and a low dark current~at
30 V the dark current did not exceed 531028 A for all the
cycles!. The measured integrated photosensitivity for fab
cation cycles I and III was 0.3 A/W, while for variant II i
was 0.25 A/W.

Thus, by estimating the electrical characteristics of is
lated diodes made by our processes, we have confirmed
effectiveness of DWB in making high-qualit
p2n-junctions in all three fabrication cycles. However,
choosing a fabrication cycle we must take into account t
cycle I is the simplest, that it contains the lowest number
operations, and that it yields the highest percentage
bonded diode structures for the lowest height uniformity
the profiled layer. This cycle can be effectively used wh
strict uniformity of the parameters is not required. For pro
lems where the requirements on uniformity of the profil
layer are strict, we recommend fabrication cycle II, where
cycle III will find application only for solving a restricted se
of problems requiring complete filling of the volume withi
the bonded structure by a SiO2 layer.
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Polarization selection in VCSELs due to current carrier heating
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The problem of polarization switching of light from a vertical cavity surface emitting laser
~VCSEL! is discussed. It is shown that heating of holes in thep-type distributed Bragg reflector
and of electrons and holes in the quantum wells of the active region lead to switching of
the polarization of the VCSEL. The model developed here makes it possible to explain the results
of experiments on switching of the polarization of VCSELs at fixed active region
temperatures. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02507-7#
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INTRODUCTION

The polarization characteristics of light from vertic
cavity surface emitting lasers~VCSEL’s! differs significantly
from the corresponding characteristics of ‘‘end- fire’’ sem
conductor lasers.1–5 This is attributable to the cylindrica
symmetry of the VCSEL geometry, in which the directio
of the light and the carrier injection are both perpendicula
the plane of the active layer and directed along the axis
cylindrical symmetry.

Usually, VCSEL’s are grown on a substrate ofn-GaAs
with ~100! orientation, i.e., the emission and carrier injecti
are directed along one of the cubic@100# axes. Nevertheless
it has been shown experimentally that proton-implan
VSCEL’s ~Fig. 1! generate linearly polarized light. The d
rection of polarization of this light in the~100! plane usually
coincides with one of the equivalent crystallographic dire
tions @110# or @11̄0#. It has also been shown that for injecte
currents above threshold by 10–50 %~i.e., in the range
where the fundamental Gaussian transverse mode forms! the
initial polarization of the light can switch to the orthogon
direction. The frequencies of light in the orthogonal pola
izations1 and2 differ by a small amountD f 5 1–40 GHz.
The corresponding difference in wavelength of the two
thogonal polarizations is associated with birefringence in
resonator of the VSCEL, which is caused by stresses
strains unintentionally introduced during the fabricati
process,6 and ~or! the electrooptic effect associated with i
ternal electric fields in the VSCEL.7 When birefringence is
present, the refraction indicesn1 andn2 for the two orthogo-
nal polarizations are slightly different. Thus, light wit
two different polarizations and slightly different wavelengt
(l1 and l2) can in principle be generated in the VSCE
resonator.

Current analyses of the polarization properties
VSCEL’s assume that while current injection pulses p
through the VSCEL, the temperatures of holes and electr
in the passive and active regions coincide with the latt
temperature. It is also assumed that the gain in the VSCE
wavelength selective, while losses are not selective, in wh
case the polarization of the VSCEL emission is determin
only by the gain selectivity.
8131063-7826/99/33(7)/7/$15.00
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Our goal in this paper is to show that heating of ele
trons and holes relative to the lattice in the active and pas
regions of a VSCEL can lead to rapid switching of the p
larization of the VSCEL emission. We will also show th
wavelength selectivity of the losses due to absorption by f
carriers and holes in the Bragg reflector can be importan
determining the polarization of VSCEL light. A qualitativ
comparison of the model developed here with the results
experiments involving rapid switching of the polarization
VSCEL light with the active region held at consta
temperature8 shows that our mechanism could be responsi
for the polarization switching observed in Ref. 8.

1. SELECTIVITY OF LOSSES IN VSCELS

The polarization of VSCEL light depends on the ga
ratio (g1 andg2) for the two orthogonal polarizations and o
the loss ratio (a1 anda2) for these polarizations. The term
‘‘gain’’ and ‘‘loss’’ are understood to mean mode gain an
mode loss. This distinction is relevant because difference

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a quantum well VSCEL;p-DBR, n-DBR
denote the distributed Bragg reflectors; QW the quantum wells in the ac
region; IR are the implanted regions; tc, bc are the top and bottom cont
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the field distributions of modes with different polarizatio
~and slightly different wavelengthsl1 andl2) in the plane
of the active layer can in certain cases turn out to affect
polarization properties of a VSCEL significantly.5,9 In what
follows, however, we assume that in our case the differe
in field distribution of these modes in the plane of the act
layer does not significantly affect the polarization propert
of the VSCEL, i.e., we will ignore it. It is also known tha
the difference in reflectivity of modes with two orthogon
polarizations by multilayer semiconductor Bragg reflect
in which absorption is absent can be ignored. Thus, we
assume that the behavior of the gainsg1 andg2 in the ma-
terial of the active layer and the loss coefficients for lighta1

and a2 in the passive portion of the VSCEL determines
polarization properties.

Figure 2a shows schematically the dependence of
gain on photon energyg(\v) for the active region of a
heterojunction laser. Suppose that the losses of the VSC
are independent of photon energy. In this case the polar
tion of the light~1 or 2! will be determined by the position o
the emission lines\v1 and \v2 with respect to the maxi-
mum of the gain line shapeg(\v). If the gain line shape
shifts with respect to energy, due to a shift in the band e
brought on by changes in the temperature of the active
gion as the injection current changes, the polarization of
VSCEL can switch to the orthogonal direction.2

Figure 2b shows schematically the dependence of
losses on photon energya l(\v) when light is absorbed in
the passive part of a heterojunction laser and (Eg,Eg8)
.\v, whereEg andEg8 are the band gap widths in the activ
region and the very narrow-gap regions located in the p
sive portions of the heterojunction laser, respectively. Wh
\v!Eg8 , a l(\v) is determined by free-carrier absorption
the light, which decreases with increasing\v. For \v<Eg8
the absorption increases exponentially as\v approachesEg8
~the Urbach rule!. Let the absorption of light occur primarily
in the Bragg reflectors of the VSCEL. In this case the opti
loss functiona l(\v) due to the decrease in reflection coe
ficient from the reflectors as the absorption in them increa
will schematically have the same form as shown in Fig.
@see Eq.~4! of this paper#. Taking into account the depen
dencea l(\v), a steady-state oscillation regime with pr
dominantly polarization2 will occur if the following condi-
tion holds whenG05a l0 :

G2

a l2
.

G1

a l1
or

g2

g1
.

a l2

a l1
, or

dG

d~\v!
U\v0

.
da l

d~\v!
U

\v0

,

~1!

whereG5(a/L)g, a is the thickness of the active region
andL is the effective thickness of the VSCEL resonator. T
energy\v1,2 of the emitted photons is determined by t
resonator parameters and is constant for a given VSC
Conversely, if the reverse inequalities hold:

G2

a l2
,

G1

a l1
or

g2

g1
,

a l2

a l1
, or

dG

d~\v!
U\v0

,
da l

d~\v!
U

\v0

,

~2!
e

e
e
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e
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then the VSCEL will emit light that is predominantly polar-
ized with polarization1.

Let us consider the situation shown in Fig. 2, where th
losses in the VSCEL are determined by free-carrier abso
tion. Let the emission line be located at the low-energ
~long-wavelength! edge of the gain line shape. In this case,
is obvious that inequality~1! is always satisfied, and that
light is generated with polarization2. We now assume that
the emission line is located at the high-energy~short-
wavelength! edge of the gain line shape. In this case bot
inequality ~1! ~light generated with polarization2! and in-
equality ~2! ~light generated with polarization1! can be sat-
isfied.

For \v<Eg8 ~polarization determined by the Urbach
rule! emission with polarizations1 or 2 can be generated
when the emission line is located at the low-energy~long-
wavelength! edge of the gain line shape. In principle this ca
happen when the Bragg reflector is strongly heated.

In proton-implanted VSCELs~Fig. 1! free-carrier ab-
sorption is an important factor in then-type, and even more
so in thep-type, distributed Bragg reflectors. We assume th
it is only the optical losses in thep-type distributed Bragg
reflector that are important, and we will discuss only them.1!

In this case we also assume that the absorption due to f

FIG. 2. Schematic plots of the gain~a! and loss~b! versus photon energy.
Two possible situations are shown: the oscillator line\v0 is located at the
low-energy edge of the gain line shape and the oscillator line\v08 is located
at the high-energy edge of the gain line shape, corresponding to differ
dependences of the loss on photon energy.
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holes in thep-AlGaAs does not depend on the Al content
the AlGaAs, because the structure of the AlGaAs vale
band does not depend on Al content.

We could not find data in the literature on the absorpt
of p-GaAs for\v<Eg8 at temperatures above room tempe
ture. Our experimental results for the dependences of
absorption on photon energya(\v) in p-GaAs with carrier
concentrationsp5(1 – 2)31018cm23 at various tempera
tures are shown in Fig. 3.

At energies\v, 1.3 eV, at room temperature an
above the absorption for holes is determined by transiti
from the heavy-hole subband 1 to the split-off hole subba
3. In this case, the absorption coefficienta13 is determined
by the occupancy of states in the heavy-hole band by ho
from which direct transitions to the split-off subband ta
place.11,12 With increasing photon energy, the energy
these states increases and the absorption coefficient c
spondingly decreases to photon energies where interb
transitions become important.

Using expressions for the absorptiona13 associated with
transitions from the heavy-hole subband to the split-
subband11,12 and the exponential dependence of the abso
tion near the absorption edge (aU) ~the Urbach rule!, we can
approximate experimental dependences very well by the
pression~Fig. 3!

a5a131aU5
A

\v F\v2D

kT G3/2

expF2B
\v2D

kT G
1CexpFD

\v2Eg~T!

kT G ~3!

for values of the coefficientsA5 1.85 eV/cm andB
50.096, whereD5 0.34 eV. The functionEg(T) for GaAs
was taken from Ref. 13.

In order to determine the reflection coefficients of t
Bragg reflectors when absorption of light in them is tak
into account, we can use the expressions given in Refs

FIG. 3. Experimental dependences of the absorption coefficient ofp-GaAs
(p'1.531018 cm23) on photon energy at various lattice temperaturesT, K:
1 — 295, 2 — 318, 3 — 346, 4 — 370. 5—calculated functiona~\v!
constructed using Eq.~3!.
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14

and 15. These expressions simplify when the number of
ers is large. It can be shown that when the absorption in
reflector layers is not too large, i.e.,al!1 and al!unng

2nwgu, in the many-layer approximation the dependence
the magnitude of the reflection on the absorption for the c
of absorption by free holes is determined by the expressio15

R'12
l~nng

2 1nwg
2 !

2n0~nng
2 2nwg

2 !
a13512Ka13, ~4!

wherenwg andnng are the refractive indices of the wide-ga
and narrow-gap layers of the interference reflector, andn0 is
the refractive index of the resonator material. Assuming t
the deviations from unity of the reflection for then- and
p-type distributed Bragg reflectors is determined primar
by the magnitudes of the absorption in them, and assum
that the absorption in then-type distributed Bragg reflecto
equals zero, we have the following expression wh
Rn51:

a l5
1

L
lnF 1

ARnRp
G'

1

2L
~12Rp!'

K

2L
a13. ~5!

Equation~5! can be used when the composition of the Bra
reflectors is chosen in such a way that\v0!Eg even for the
narrow-gap layer of the reflector. In this case

da l

d~\v!
;a l~\v,T!F B

kT
2

3

2

1

\v2D
1

1

\vG . ~6!

For an AlGaAs / AlAs distributed Bragg reflector, the deriv
tive da l /d(\v) is nearly temperature-independent.

A dependence analogous to Eq.~3! for the optical losses
can occur in VSCELs with contacts within the resona
~intercavity-contacted VSCELs!16 in the strongly doped con
tact layer.

Near the gain maximum, the quantityda l /d(\v) can
easily exceed the value ofdG/d(\v), and thus selectivity of
the losses will significantly affect the polarization properti
of the VSCEL. Thus, for example, the authors of Ref.
showed that the initial polarization of light from a proton
implanted VSCEL oscillating at the high-energy~short-
wavelength! edge of the gain line shape is determined n
only by the thermal-lens mechanism but also by the lo
selectivity mechanism with respect to photon energy. If
creasing the injection current leads to heating of the Bra
reflector and the active region, the behavior of the VSC
polarization can be derived from Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~6!, and
from the results of Ref. 9 if the thermal lens effect is impo
tant.

2. CARRIER HEATING IN A VSCEL

Here we will consider only the most interesting situ
tion, where switching of the optical polarization is connect
with inertia-free local heating of holes and electrons in t
active region and thep-layers of the VSCEL without corre
sponding heating of the crystal lattice when injection curr
flows through the latter. Such a mechanism can be effic
because the heat capacity of a hole gas (Cp) and electron gas
(Cn) with concentrations of order 1018cm23 is five orders of
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magnitude smaller than the heat capacity of the crystal lat
(Cl). Therefore, heating of holes and electrons can gre
exceed the lattice heating if (Cn /t r , Cp /t r),Cl /t l , where
t r;10212s is the relaxation time for the temperature of t
overall bulk of heated carriers due to emission of opti
phonons, andt l is the smaller of the two times: the relax
ation time for temperature of the crystal lattice or the du
tion of the injection pulse.

The heating of electrons and holes relative to the lat
is local. An important question is: what is the ratio of th
temperature change for hot carriers in thep-type distributed
Bragg reflector to that for hot carriers in the quantum we
of the active layer? A lower bound on the heating of carri
relative to the lattice temperatureDT5T2T0 ~whereT0 is
the lattice temperature! can be estimated from the energ
balance equation, assuming the holes are nondegenerat

For the quantum wells of the active layer,

3

2
kDTQW;

D j ~DE/q!

dQWpQW
t r , ~7!

whereD j is the increment in the density of pulsed injectio
current, which heats the carriers relative to the lattice~the
maximum value of D j max;5 kA/cm2); DE'DEc1DEv
;0.25 eV is theenergy imparted to a carrier pair relaxin
from the quantum well barriers with the effective mass
thermalized carriers17 (DEc and DEv are heights of these
barriers in the conduction and valence bands, respective!;
pQW;1019cm23 is the variable concentration of holes in th
quantum well during heating; anddQW; 80 Å is the width
of the quantum well layer. In writing Eq.~7!, we took into
account that the heat capacity of a strongly degenerate e
tron gas is a few times smaller than the heat capacity o
strongly degenerate hole gas.

For thep-type distributed Bragg reflector we have

3

2
kDTDBR;

D j •V

dDBR•pDBR
t r8 , ~8!

where V is the voltage drop across thep-type distributed
Bragg reflector~maximum valueVmax; 5 V!, dDBR•pDBR

;231014cm22 is the total density of holes for all the laye
of the distributed Bragg reflector which i
modulation-doped,15 and t r8;3310212s is the temperature
relaxation time for holes with concentrations greater th
1019cm23 which accumulate near the heterojunction barri
of the distributed Bragg reflector.

For a current densityD j ;5 kA/cm2 the heatingDTQW

' 5 K andDTDBR'20 K.2) Assume that effective heating o
electrons and holes takes place in the quantum wells of
VCSEL active region above the threshold for oscillation
Carrier heating leads to a decrease in the distance betw
the quasi-Fermi levels (Fp and Fn). In this case the gain
g(\v) decreases. In order to maintain the gain at ene
\v0 equal to the losses (G05a l0) as the temperature of th
carriers in the quantum well changes, the concentration
hot carriers in the quantum well (nQW

h 5pQW
h ) must increase

relative to the concentration of ‘‘cold’’ carriers (nQW
c

5pQW
c ) by an amount determined from the condition

G~\v0 ,TQW
h ,pQW

h !5G~\v0 ,TQW
c ,pQW

c !.
e
ly

l

-

e
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s

f

c-
a
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e
.
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y
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HereTQw
h is the temperature of the hot carriers in the qua

tum well, TQw
c is the temperature of the cold carriers in th

quantum well, and the term ‘‘cold’ applied to carriers im
plies that their temperature equals the lattice temperature
this case the gain line shape returns essentailly to its prev
position.

As the holes in thep-type distributed Bragg reflector ar
heated, their temperature increases toTDBR

h , and the absorp-
tion in thep-type distributed Bragg reflector increases, whi
leads to a further increase in the concentration of hot carr
in the quantum well such that the conditionG(\v0 , TQW

h ,
pQW

h )5a l(\v0 , TDBR
h ) is satisfied.

The increased carrier concentration in the active reg
leads to a decrease in the width of the band gap by
amount18

DEg @eV#'20.032@eV#

3
~pQW

h @cm23# !1/32~pQW
c @cm23# !1/3

106 @cm21#
. ~9!

As will be clear from our subsequent discussion, at h
levels of injection carrier heating in the VSCEL causes
maximum of the gain line shape to shift towards lower e
ergies.

For the gain of the material in the active regiong we
have19

g~\v,TQW,pQW!5aQW~\v!@ f n~En ,TQW,nQW!

1 f p~Ep ,TQW,pQW!21#, ~10!

whereaQW(\v) is the absorption coefficient of the activ
region material at those concentrations of carriers where
ing of band states can be ignored but the Coulomb inte
tion between electrons and holes is screen
f n(En ,TQw,nQW) and f p(Ep ,TQW,pQW) are distribution
functions for electrons and holes in the active region of
laser when an injected current flows, andEn andEp are the
energies of electrons and holes between which optical t
sitions take place at the photon energy\v0.

We assume that optical transitions in the quantum w
obey the selection rule with respect to wave vector~the k
selection rule; see Ref. 18!, and that these transitions tak
place only between quantum-well subbands with the sa
quantum numbers (nc5nn , where the labelsc andn denote,
respectively, the conduction band and the valence band!. In
this case, in the neighborhood of the absorption edge
optical transitions between states withnc5nn51 we see that
aQW(\v) begins to increase linearly, and then satura
~Fig. 4! at the energy where transitions between states w
nc5nn52 are possible. The range of energies for whi
aQw(\v) increases is determined by homogeneous broad
ing of the absorption line. The functionaQw(\v) shown in
Fig. 4 is close to that calculated in Ref. 18 for a typic
quantum well in the active region of the heterojunction las

At high injection levels, which were realized experime
tally in Ref. 8, f n'1, d fn /d(\v)'0 near the maximum of
the gain. Therefore, we have

g~\v,TQW,pQW!'aQW~\v! f p@B8~\v2Eg!,TQW,pQW#,
~11!
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dg

d~\v!
u\v0

' f 0F daQW

d~\v!
U\v0

2B8aQW~\v0!
12 f 0

kTQW
G ,

~12!

where f 05 f p@B8(\v02Eg),TQW,pQW#; the quantity B8
'0.1 is determined by the ratio of effective masses of el
trons and holes.

As for the functionaQW(\v) shown in Fig. 4, at high
concentrations of cold carriers in the quantum well (pc) the
maximum ofg(\v) is located in the transition region wher
aQW(\v) switches over from linear increase to saturation

The carrier heating in the quantum well and in thep-type
distributed Bragg reflector~denoted byDTQW and DTDBR,

respectively! gives rise to a considerable shift inDEg and a
corresponding shift in the absorption curveaQW(\v) to-
wards lower energies. Figure 5 shows the dependence o
concentration of hot carriers in the quantum well, andDEg

on carrier heating in the quantum well (DTQW) and heating
of holes in thep-type distributed Bragg reflector (DTDBR),
which increase simultaneously (DTDBR superlinearly! with
increasing injection current. By definition, the conditio
g(\v0)5(L/a)a l(\v0) is satisfied in the entire range o
temperature variation due to increasing concentration of
riers in the quantum well. It is clear from Fig. 5 that heati
of holes in thep-type distributed Bragg reflector is impo

FIG. 4. a—Dependence of the absorption coefficient on\v in a typical
quantum well active region of a heterojunction laser in the absence o
jection. b—the corresponding dependence of the gain on\v. 1—low heat-
ing of injected carriers relative to the lattice~cold carriers!; 2—hot carriers
injected into the active region:DTQW510 K, DTDBR540 K. \v01 and\v02

are the two possible positions of the oscillator line near the maximum of
gain \vmax for the case of cold carriers.
-

he

r-

tant, and that the shift (DEg) can reach values on the orde
of 10 meV for 10 K heating of carriers in the quantum we
and 40 K heating of holes in thep-type distributed Bragg
reflector. As the absorption curve shifts~Fig. 5!, the magni-
tude of the derivative@daQW/d(\v)#u\v0

decreases much
faster thanB8•aQW(12 f 0)/kT up to energies correspondin
to the region whereaQW(\v) saturates. Therefore, as th
carrier temperature increases in the VSCEL, the magnit
of the derivative@dG/d(\v)#u\v0

5(a/L)@dg/d(\v)#u\v0

changes as shown in Fig. 6 for the initial (DEg50,
DTQW50) position of \v0. In this initial position
@dG/d(\v)#u\v0

is positive, because the oscillation line
located in the low-energy wing of the gain line shape a
generates light with polarization2 @see Eqs.~1! and Fig.~2!#.
As the carriers are heated, the derivativeG decreases becaus
of the shift in the maximum of the gain line shape towar
lower energies together with the shift of the absorption ed
When DTQW5DTM , the maximum of the gain line shap

n-

e

FIG. 5. Dependence of the concentration of heated carriers~a! andDEg ~b!
on the magnitude of carrier heating in the quantum well (DTQW) and in the
p-type distributed Bragg reflector (DTDBR). 1— including heating of holes
in the p-type distributed Bragg reflector,2—disregarding it. In the entire
range of temperature variation the conditiong(\v0)5(L/a)a l(\v0) holds
due to increases in the carrier concentration in the quantum wells.
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coincides with\v0. WhenDTQW5DTS , even at the high-
energy edge of the gain line shape, where@dG/d(\v)#u\v0

5@da l /d(\v)#u\v0
, the polarization will switch. Polariza

tion 2 switches to polarization1 with the change in photon
energy\v2˜\v1 (\v2.\v1). In principle, with this type
of shift in the absorption edge and\v0 located at energies
corresponding to the saturation region ofaQW(\v), further
heating of the carriers can cause the polarization of li
from the VSCEL to switch back.

We argue that this is the mechanism responsible for
rapid polarization switching of VSCEL’s observed at co
stant temperature of the active layer.8

1. Martin–Regaladoet al.8 reported that when the pulse
injection current was increased, the initial polarization
light switched to the orthogonal direction with a change
photon energy:\v2˜\v1 (\v2.\v1). We describe this
switching in the present paper. Note that in the model of R
4, which was used to describe fast polarization switching
a VSCEL, the opposite transition should take place when
temperature of the active region is held constant:\v1

˜\v2 (\v2.\v1).20

2. In Ref. 8 the authors reported that as the tempera
of the active region increased as a result of the cons
injection current and corresponding shift in the position
the oscillator line on the gain line shape, the difference
tween values of the pulsed current necessary to switch
polarization decreased along with the threshold current. T
is in fact the dependence implied by our model, since
creasing the temperature of the active region shifts the m

FIG. 6. Functions that clarify the mechanism of VSCEL polarizati
switching when carriers are heated in a quantum well.1,2—dg/d(\v) for
oscillator lines\v01 and\v02, respectively~see Fig. 4!. 3—schematic de-
pendence (L/a)@da1 /d(\v)#. DTS1 and DTS2 are the temperatures a
which the polarization switches, measured relative to the temperature o
active region.
t

e
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mum of the gain line shape towards lower energies, wh
leads to a decrease in the value of the derivat
@dG/d(\v)#u\v0

for DTQW50 and DTS2,DTS1, i.e.,
switching of the polarization takes place at lower injecti
currents.

3. The process of polarization switching in a VSCE
according to Ref. 8, takes place in the range where the
pendence of the radiated power on injection current sa
rates. This indicates an increase in losses with increa
injection current. Just such an increase in losses with incr
ing injection current is predicted by the mechanism
VSCEL polarization switching proposed in this paper.

The polarization properties of VSCELs we have d
scribed are based on natural polarization anisotropy. In R
21 it was shown that artificially created polarization anis
ropy in the absorption~loss! of a VSCEL connected with
anisotropy of the electroabsorption due to the Fran
Keldysh effect, can control the VSCEL polarization.

Both in proton-implanted VSCELs and~especially! in
VSCELs with contacts within the resonator,16 absorption by
free holes can bring about strong anisotropy. In fact,
probability of transitions between subbands of heavy ho
and the split-off subband is proportional to sin2(e,k), wheree
is the unit vector for the optical polarization, andk is a unit
vector pointing along the wave vector of holes in the hea
hole subband.22 By applying a strong electric fieldE to the
p-type semiconductor, we can create anisotropy in the h
distribution with a preferred directionkiE, which leads to a
strong polarization anisotropy in the absorption. Experim
tally, this effect was observed inp-Ge ~Ref. 22!.

Thus, if the electric field in the plane of the contact lay
causes anisotropy, absorption by free carriers will be lar
for radiation withe'E and the VSCEL will generate ligh
with eiE.3! By changing the direction of the electric field w
can change polarization of the VSCEL light.

CONCLUSIONS

We have constructed a model of the polarization swit
ing of light from a quantum-well VSCEL at constant tem
perature of the active region. We have shown that at la
injection levels heating of carriers in the quantum wells, a
especially holes in thep-type distributed Bragg reflector, ca
lead to a considerable shift in the gain maximum towa
lower energies. This shift occurs if the initial position~cold
carriers! of the gain maximum is located near the regi
where the absorption of the quantum well laser saturate
the absence of injection. This shift in the gain maximu
towards longer wavelengths causes switching of VSCEL
larization when carriers are heated by the current in
VSCEL. The model developed here allows us to adequa
explain the results of experiments on VSCEL polarizati
switching when the active region temperature is h
constant.8

The authors are deeply grateful to L. V. Asryan, S.
Gurevich, and G. G. Zerga for reading this article before
was sent to the printer, and for making a number of use
comments. The authors are also grateful to R. A. Suris
useful discussions.
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1!The AlGaAs and AlAs layers of a distributed Bragg reflector are doped
a level ofp;n.1018 cm23 in order to decrease their electrical resistan
At such high levels of doping the absorption of light by free carriers
room temperature can be quite large. However, the cross section fo
sorption of light by electrons in the AlAs layers of then-type distributed
Bragg reflector is small, because the effective mass of electrons inn-AlAs
is large. On the other hand, in order to obtain a low resistance for b
distributed Bragg reflectors, the level of doping for the layers of thep-type
distributed Bragg reflector must be higher than for the layers ofn-AlGaAs
~with a low percentage of Al! in then-type distributed Bragg reflector. We
also note that in layers ofn-AlGaAs with a small Al percentage, in the
range 0.9–2.0mm, the absorption by electrons is in fact independent
photon energy.10

2!Saturation of the watt-ampere characteristics of a VSCEL8 when the tem-
perature of the active region is held constant indicates an increase i
losses, due primarily to carrier heating in the quantum wells. Thus, e
mate~7! is an overestimate of the value ofDTQW . The increase inDTQW

in turn leads to the somewhat larger values ofpQW and DEg shown in
Fig. 5.

3!We note that a possible Franz–Keldysh effect in the plane of the con
layer of the VSCEL will facilitate the generation of light withe'E.21
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